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Thesis Abstract 

Although considered to be the most important of all the human senses, the delicate nature of 

the human eye gives rise to many potential defects that could impact the quality of sight and if 

left untreated eventually lead to permanent vision loss. Scientists and engineers have studied 

human vision with a desire to better understand and diagnose conditions that may compromise 

sight. With the never-ending advancement of technology, new avenues of exploration are 

continually becoming available which can offer the potential for reduced invasiveness whilst 

extracting even greater diagnosis fidelity. Nevertheless, even with new technological 

possibilities, many potential solutions are not suited to day to day clinical environments and may 

be cost prohibitive or simply unreasonably complex to perform. In many cases subjective 

observation techniques introduced over a century ago still find favour today and may be 

preferred over newer methods due to large accessibility and low training requirements. 

This thesis is an exploration of cutting-edge technical approaches and developments with the 

intention of applying them in an original yet rational fashion to achieve mainstream use in real 

day to day clinical settings for the provision of superior dry eye diagnosis capabilities. The 

following research will be focused on identifying anterior eye conditions, in particular dry eye 

which is growing in prevalence and affecting younger age groups. Rather than restricted, in 

depth focus on a particular technique, this work will consider several unique approaches and lay 

a strong argument for their viability and subsequent clinical testing in separate, future work.   

Chapter 2 focuses on improving the commonly used technique of sodium fluorescein viewing 

with custom created blue excitation and yellow emission filters. Although such subjective 

fluorescein observation techniques have existed for many years, the custom filters offer a large 

improvement in viewing performance, filter efficiency and slit lamp hands free usage, and are 

ready to scale to production with 1,000 units already manufactured and a further 16,000 units 

on order. 

Chapter 3 describes research on determining the thickness and degradation of the transparent 

tear film over the course of a blinking cycle. To date, many attempted measures have produced 

results with an accepted value in the region of 5 µm. Tear dynamics; refresh, spreading and 

degradation behaviours are key in providing insight into the stability and premature breakdown 

leading to dry eye disease, all of which are demonstrated as possible with confocal and 

interferometric technologies being examined and an average tear film thickness value 3.28 µm 

and degradation rate of 0.048 ± 0.034 µm-2 being achieved. 

Lastly, chapter 4 introduces a new anterior eye assessment instrument based on the technique 

of persistence of vision that is capable of enhancing the ability to detect tear film break up time 

in a new low cost, non- invasive device. A plethora of additional anterior eye examinations such 

as corneal topography and slit lamp viewing capabilities are also made possible with this new 

projection method. The POV scope is a distinctive new approach to anterior eye viewing and 

gives the ability to capture high resolution, high contrast images that in the near future may be 

coupled to a machine learning platform to provide a clear diagnosis for common conditions 

including the multifactorial and inconsistent signs and symptoms of dry eye disease.   
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1. Introduction  

Vision is one of the five sensory inputs of the human body and is considered by many to be the 

most important of all [1, 2]. A majority of people will live their lives with healthy sight which 

allows for high quality, independent and fulfilling life-styles. However, the immense 

complexities of how vision works are hidden, oblivious to most, and taken for granted. 

Unfortunately, it is only when vision problems develop that individuals start to take notice.  

The complex nature of the human eye and its’ intricate workings opens the door for enough 

potential complications to fill a large textbook and as the world’s population continues to grow 

and age, the instance of visual difficulties is increasing [3-5]. If, due to genetic birth defects, 

accidental injuries or adverse environmental exposure, one or more of the elements begins to 

function with reduced efficiency or completely ceases to work, serious consequences for visual 

acuity can become quickly apparent and without medical intervention, may become irreversible.  

Visual impairment is defined by the International Statistical Classification of Diseases into one 

of seven categories according to severity of vision loss as listed in table 1.1; category 0 being 

normal healthy vision, 1 and 2 referring to mild to severe impairment with 3 to 5 progressively 

worsening blindness [4, 6]. As of 2010 it has been estimated that worldwide across all age ranges 

39 million of are blind [7]. Many diseases are progressive with patients becoming aware of issues 

early and able to seek appropriate remedies. However, silent diseases such as glaucoma [8, 9] 

or diabetic retinopathy [10] are typically not immediately apparent to the subject and may only 

become known during the next eye exam or once vision is compromised sufficiently to become 

apparent to the patient. Unfortunately damage sustained is typically permanent. It is for such 

reasons that the College of Optometrists recommends bi-annual eye examination intervals as a 

means of preventative care, with shorter periods between tests for at high risk patients groups 

[11]. Counter-intuitively, US studies have shown that 51.9% of adult diabetes sufferers have 

missed their recommended primary care visit interval [10]. 

Within the developing world, restricted access to affordable care is the major factor in the high 

levels of untreated patients; in many instances the visual impairment is caused by reversible 

conditions such as uncorrected refractive error and advance cataracts, affecting 43 and 33 

percent of those visually impaired respectively [7]. Current estimates place the global number 

of people suffering visual difficulties at 285 million - 90 percent of which are in developing 

countries [7, 12]  
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Figure 1-1: [A] Global causes of visual impairment [B] Global causes of blindness.  
Self- drawn with data compiled from Global estimates of visual impairment: 2010 

 

Care for those affected normally falls on the immediate family members and adds to the burden 

of reduced independence and inevitable lower quality of life. Globally, reduced productivity 

attributed to blindness has been calculated at 20- 25 billion US Dollars annually and with most 

of those affected in the developing world, this adds a signification additional  drain on already 

disadvantaged societies [13]. Even in the UK, it is estimated that 1.93 million people experience 

sight loss with an additional 250 people beginning to lose their sight every day [1, 14].  

Amongst the commonly encountered illnesses broken down in figure 1.1, tear film disorders 

such as Meibomian Gland Dysfunction (MGD) and Dry Eye Disease (DED), are growing in 

frequency and severity [15, 16]. Due to behavioural and environmental changes as well as 

modern lifestyles, dry eye disease which was traditionally confined to older generations and 

post- menopausal women, is now beginning to manifest itself in younger populations [2]. 

Triggered by a premature breakdown of the protective tear film that covers the ocular surface, 

dry eye is a complicated and underappreciated disease which may initially begin as nothing more 

than itchy or inflamed eyes [17], but unless recognised and treated early DED will evolve into a 

progressively debilitating chronic condition that will require the patient to administer lifelong 

stabilising medications with no  cure being a real possibility [18]. Indeed ocular surface disorders 

such as DED are recognised as the leading cause of patient complaints and visits to vision clinics 

corresponding to increased global disease prevalence [19]. 

Vision may be the most cherished of the senses, but few people have anything more than a 

simple understanding of the complexities that give rise to sight [20, 21]. Drilling down deeper 

into the science of the eye opens many avenues of overwhelming knowledge and wonder that 
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can be baffling in their detail. Currently there have been over 165 anterior segment conditions 

identified [22] - too large a scope to allow for sufficient scientific focus in a single thesis. Instead 

the research within this body of work will confine itself to investigating new approaches and 

techniques for anterior eye diagnosis and in particular tear film assessment. General knowledge 

of the anterior eye will be necessary to gain an appreciation of how the various components 

choreograph their roles and this leads on to an introduction to the human tear film, both of 

which are covered below.  

Contemporary methods and instruments for dry eye evaluation together with industry trends 

will then be discussed before moving on to new pioneering techniques and forms of assessment 

devised by the author. It is the aim of this thesis to not only add useful knowledge to this field 

of science, but ultimately to demonstrate new tangible techniques that allow for the provision 

of high-quality eye care to a greater number of the world's population. 

 

Table 1-1: International Statistical Classification of Visual disturbances and blindness [6] 
 

Category Description of visual impairment 
Observed Visual Acuity 

Worse than: Equal to or better than: 

0 None to mild - 

6/8 

3/10 (0.3) 

20/70 

1 Moderate 

6/8 6/60 

3/10 (0.3) 1/10 (0.1) 

20/70 20/200 

2 Severe 

6/60 3/60 

1/10 (0.1) 1/20 (0.05) 

20/200 20/400 

3 Blind 

3/60 1/60 

1/20 (0.05) 1/50 (0.02) 

20/400 5/300 (20/1200) 

4 Blind 

1/60 

Light perception 1/50 (0.02) 

5/300 (20/1200) 

5 Blind No light perception 

9 Undetermined or unspecified 
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1.1. The Anterior Eye 

The anterior eye as drawn in Figure 1.2, not only includes obvious components such as the 

cornea, sclera, pupil and iris, but also concealed adnexa mechanisms which have the primary 

role of protecting and maintaining the health of the cornea and collectively fall under the 

definition of the ocular surface as defined by Gipson: […the ocular surface] includes the surface 

and glandular epithelia of the cornea, conjunctiva, lacrimal gland, accessory lacrimal glands, and 

meibomian gland, and their apical (tears) and basal (connective tissue) matrices; the eyelashes 

with their associated glands of Moll and Zeis; those components of the eyelids responsible for 

the blink; and the nasolacrimal duct [23]. Functional deterioration of the components can lead 

to a downward spiral of progressively worsening ocular health and persistent conditions ranging 

from bacterial infections (such as blepharitis and conjunctivitis) through to serious vision 

disturbing aliments such as keratoconus or corneal dystrophies.  

 

 

 

Figure 1-2: Anatomy of the Anterior Eye 
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Although being anatomically separate to the eye, the eye lids work in tandem to perform several 

critical functions that aid vision. Eyelids are the protective overcoats which, by means of blinking, 

keep the eye lubricated and displace foreign bodies that may have gathered on the surface. 

During a blink cycle the orbicularis oculi muscle works to lower the eyelid and the levator 

palpebrae superioris muscle counteracts to re-open [24]. Three distinct regions have been 

identified within the lid margin; a band of cornified epidermis; a mucocutaneous junction zone 

and finally the stratified epithelium of the palpebral conjunctiva [25].  The limited structural 

integrity of the human tear film means it must constantly be refreshed through the act of 

blinking and contaminates that have landed on the exterior of the eye are pushed down toward 

the lacrimal canal for drainage [26]. Experiments by Nakamoi and co. measured a blink rate of 

20.1 ± 1.6 per minute, with a maximum blink interval periods of 11.4 ± 1.1 seconds for healthy 

eyes under relaxed conditions with freedom to blink as and when desired [27]. Lower blink rates 

have been associated with increased tear osmolarity [28]. 

Meibomian Glands (MG), embedded on the underside of the tarsal plates of both the top and 

bottom eye lids embody modified sebaceous glands which are responsible for lipid fluid 

secretion that promote tear film stability and longevity between blinks [29, 30]. Although the 

upper and lower lids were once considered as being duplicate, it has been found that the lower 

lid contains roughly 20 – 30 MGs, compared to 30 – 40 MGs for the upper, “wiper” lid [31]. 

Meibomian Gland Dysfunction (MGD) is a broad term given to changes in glandular function and 

secretion which give rise to a negative alteration in tear film composition [32]. MGD has been 

linked to the two main forms of dry eye disease; evaporative dry eye [32] and aqueous deficient 

dry eye [33].  

Working in harmony with MGs are the lacrimal glands located higher up under the brow, which 

together create a fine lubricating liquid composed of three constituents termed the lipid, 

aqueous, and mucin layers- the last being produced by the conjunctiva as seen in figure 1.2. 

Antibacterial enzymes such as Lysozyme and Lactoferrin, help ward off infection and are 

included with the above ingredients [34, 35]. Hyposecretion from the lacrimal and meibomian 

glands has been linked to increased tear osmolarity- a condition of reduced tear film aqueous 

component [28] and as one of the prime indicators of dry eye disease [36]. 

Lining the underside of the eyelids and covering the sclera up to the corneal limbus, is a smooth 

transparent membrane which reduces friction of the eyelids as they pass over the eyeball and 

facilitates comfortable and effortless blinking. Composed of two layers; an epithelium 

containing goblet cells for mucin tear film layer production and a second inner stroma layer [37], 
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the conjunctiva and cornea provide an even surface to promote the uniform spread of the tear 

film over the exposed eyeball [38].  

Twenty mucin varieties have been identified as being secreted by the goblet cells found in the 

conjunctiva and one of the core roles is considered to be maintaining cleanliness of the ocular 

surface [39]. Debris or foreign bodies that make their way into the depths of the tear film are 

captured and drained away through the nasolacrimal ducts [38]. For mucins to perform their 

role they must be free to disperse across the surface of the eyeball and any reduction in the 

goblet cell number will directly affect their efficiency [38]. 

Surrounding the central cornea is a white collagenous skin known as the sclera. Comprising of 

tough interlocking fibres interwoven with tiny blood vessels, the sclera stretches around the eye 

in all directions and covers roughly 85% of the total surface [40].  Being no more than 1 mm 

thick, the main roles of the sclera are to help maintain the round shape of the eye, protect the 

subtle internal mechanisms as well as provide an interface upon which six main extraocular 

muscles can attach to various points around the eyeball which give the ability to precisely control 

eye movement [41].   

Conjoining with the sclera at the limbus is the cornea, which although being similar in 

composition, is completely transparent. Composed of six cell layers [42] arranged in a 

longitudinal direction, the cornea is designed to minimise opacity and allow maximum light 

radiation of between 400 – 650nm to pass through to the retina [43]. Although the cornea is 

filled with the greatest nerve density of any tissue within the human body [44], to achieve total 

clarity, it is also avascular and all nutritional requirements are satisfied through tear film 

molecular absorption. The cornea is curved in shape and roughly 12 mm in diameter with an 

average 0.5 mm thickness at the central apex [45]. Along with protecting the intricate 

components within the eye, the main function of the cornea is in fact first stage refraction of 

light before reaching the crystalline lens. The curvature of the cornea gives it about two thirds, 

or 40 dioptres of the total 60 dioptres focusing power of the eye [46]; any variations to the 

curvature of the cornea leads to complications that affect visual perfection with common 

examples including long sightedness, near-sightedness, and astigmatism. To assist with TF 

adhesion and to act as the first line of ocular defence [47, 48] the corneal and scleral epithelia 

comprise of transmembrane mucins termed Epitectin, extending up to 500nm into the tear film 

[49, 50]. It is these transmembrane mucins which help with spreading the TF over the surface of 

the eyeball and prevent premature collapse of TF.  
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It has been demonstrated by Nakamori et al. that blinking is influenced by ocular surface 

conditions, environmental factors and psychological state [27]. Corneal damage arising from 

events such as prolonged contact lens use, refractive corrective surgery (LASIK/ SMILE/ PRK) or 

diseases such as dry eye cause corneal desensitization leading to fewer blinks and a 

consequential compromised flow and hyposecretion of the tear fluid [16].  

Myopia, one of the most common refractive conditions, appears from a disparity between axial 

eye length and refractive power [40]. This results in incoming light not being focused correctly 

onto the retina and indistinct images interpreted by the brain- figure 1.3. The condition is 

thought to affect up to 20 – 30% of North American, Australian and European populations, but 

is distressingly high in East Asia where frequency is reported in 90% of school leavers [51]. It is 

currently accepted that negative change of the sclera plays a central role in the advance of 

myopic disorders [40] and although considered to be a benign condition that is remedied with 

simple corrective lenses, the increase in prevalence may not only be due to genetic 

predisposition but also to modern changing lifestyles, educational pressures and a reduction in 

time spent outdoors [51, 52]. Indeed, refractive error is one of the major causes of preventable 

visual impairment which affects 42% of the global population [7]. 

Found within the boundaries of the cornea is a coloured ring of muscle fibres which controls the 

size of the central opening; the pupil. Filled with melanin pigment to reduce intraocular phantom 

light scatter, the colour of the strands are dependent on melanin concentration with lower 

amounts giving rise to a lighter blue eye colour and higher concentrations giving rise to darker 

browns [26]. Substantial performance differences have been found between lighter and darker 

Iris pigmentation: in a large study performed by Nischler and colleagues, subjects were exposed 

to various lighting conditions and visual displays and were graded depending upon their 

response. It was found that levels of Iris pigmentation have significant effects on intra ocular 

stray light and corresponding contrast sensitivity, giving rise to hazy or unclear vision. People 

with lighter irides suffered from greater stray light and a reduction in contrast which resulted 

from the higher translucence of the lighter blue coloured irises [53].  
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Figure 1-3: Normal, healthy eye (a) compared to (b) myopic eye (short sightedness) 

 

Contained within the iris are an opposing pair of muscles which allow for controlled opening and 

closing of the central pupil, similar in operation to a camera aperture. Contraction of radial 

smooth muscles intertwined within the fibres of the iris cause the pupil to be pulled into a larger 

diameter opening. In situations of high brightness a separate sphincter muscle which follows the 

inner perimeter of the Iris acts as the polar opposite and works in tandem with the radial smooth 

muscles to ensure appropriate light levels reach the retina without causing damage [41].  At 

controlled luminescence levels, it has been found that pupil size decreases with age [53] which 

is thought to be a result of a reduction in accommodation abilities as one grows older- a smaller 

pupil gives rise to reduced light scatter entering the eye and subsequent greater depth of field 

thereby acting as a compromised remedy to poor vision resulting from myopic conditions [54-

56].   
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Filling the void between the anterior and posterior chamber is a fully transparent fluid called the 

aqueous humour which is produced in the ciliary epithelium and helps keep the eyeball inflated 

through maintaining an average intraocular pressure of 15.5mmHg ± 2.6mmHg [57]. Main 

constituent components are; carbohydrates, amino acids, organic and inorganic ions, and water. 

The aqueous humour fluid acts as a medium to transport vital nutrients to cellular structures as 

well as removing waste, thereby fulfilling the traditional roll of red blood cells in almost all other 

parts of the body [57]. 

To the rear of the pupil sits the secondary, elastic lens composed of a central nucleus with 

surrounding cortical zones of proteins in a layered , onion- like arrangement [58]. Encapsulated 

within a biconvex elastic collagen sack attached to tiny fibres running around the perimeter like 

spokes on a bicycle wheel known as the Zonules of Zinn, the crystalline lens is suspended in 

permanent concentric position with regard to the pupil. This supple lens fulfils two roles; firstly 

it works in tandem with the cornea to form sharp images on the retina and secondly it acts as a 

bandpass filter- reducing transmission of radiation that falls outside of the visible spectrum of 

450 to 600nm [59]. For distance viewing, the ciliary muscle pulls the zonules tight, and the 

attached elastic capsule of the crystalline lens is coerced into a thinner, flatter shape. Upon near 

target focal stimulation, the ciliary muscles relax, reducing the pull on the zonular fibres and 

allow the elastic capsule to adopt a progressively convex shape thus increasing lens power and 

allowing near object light rays to be precisely focused on the retina- a process termed 

accommodation [58, 60]. The internal lens proteins continue to accumulate with age and over 

time axial lens length increases, reducing both flexibility and transparency [61]. The older, 

thicker lens is stiffer and resists the pull of the zonules and the ability of the eye to accommodate 

will progressively decrease eventually resulting in a refractive condition termed presbyopia, 

where the subject is no longer able to focus on close objects and can only be remedied with a 

reading correction such as with spectacles, contact lenses or surgical options [41]. As one ages, 

a lifetime of UV-B and oxidation damage results in an accumulation of denatured protein cells 

turning the originally transparent lens a cloudy brown colour which severely hinders vision and 

reduces contrast [58]. This is called a cataract and although easily cured if access to proper 

medical facilities are available, it is unfortunately the largest cause of preventable blindness, 

affecting roughly 20 million people around the world [62]. In India alone cataracts are 

responsible for roughly 80 percent of vision complaints and this number continues to increase 

by 3.8 million cases per year. To clear the growing waiting list of patients, roughly 6 million 

cataract operations would need to be performed each year, a figure that currently stands at 1.7 

million per annum [62].  
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1.2. The Human Tear Film 

Homeostatic Tear film (TF) dynamics is recognised as a key component to clear uncompromised 

vision and is a topic that has been heavily studied for many years. Yet uncertainty and continual 

disagreement over the nature, thickness and even structure of the pre- corneal tear film (PCTF) 

still resides in the field today [63-66]. One element is the prohibitive expense of instruments 

that are necessary to perform objective TF observations. Both contact and non-contact 

techniques for the evaluation of the PCTF have been developed and refined to help gain an 

insight into the behaviour and thickness of the invisible medium that forms the outmost 

boundary to the human eye.  Yet as much as tear film composition has been studied and 

momentary tear film thickness values obtained, the ability to record a continuous and 

repeatable in vivo tear film behaviour during the entire inter- blink period is lacking. 

The TF is a transparent, lubricating and nutritional fluid which covers the entire exposed eye 

surface [39]. Primarily secreted by both meibomian and lacrimal glands in tandem with the 

conjunctiva, the carefully balanced formula is composed of three primary components; lipid, 

aqueous, and mucin [67]. Four distinct varieties of tear have been identified: closed- eye tears, 

basal, emotional and reflex tears, each comprising of different primary ingredient 

concentrations [50]. Nevertheless all perform the important janitorial and preservation roles of 

continuously removing debris and external microbes during each blink, as well as providing 

constant nutrition to the cornea [47].   

The TF was traditionally believed to compose of three distinct overlapping belts forming a 

solution that anchored itself to the cornea and was refreshed entirely with each blink [31, 68]. 

With the evolution of instrumentation and knowledge, observations now point to a complex 

multi- coating model with varying thickness and concentration gradients towards the 

boundaries of each ingredient [69]. A thin 15 – 157 nm lipid outer film rests atop a thick aqueous 

solution composing the 90% majority of the total 4.5 µm tear film thickness [39, 63, 70, 71]. 

Submerged towards the lower depths of the aquatic fluid is a viscous 0.5 µm mucin- corneal 

epithelium which increases in concentration the closer it comes in to contact with the cornea. 
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Figure 1-4: The human tear film composition and structure 

 

Each of the three ingredients has a particular role and an upset in the synergy between any may 

lead to a variety of symptoms which are collectively called dry eye. If TF disruption continues to 

worsen, patient symptoms may develop from mild ocular inflammation and redness to ever 

increasingly severe afflictions such as chronic pain, compromised visual acuity and eventual 

permanent ocular surface damage [36, 72, 73].  

Measuring at a mean 40nm depth [71], the oily hydrophilic lipid coating [39] is the outermost 

film and provides a smooth low friction surface for eyelid operation and has the role of helping 

the tears spread evenly over the eyeball surface as well as reducing evaporation of the aqueous 

layers beneath [32, 74-76].  Evaporative Dry Eye (EDE) is triggered by loss of water from the 

eyeball surface and fluorescein dye imaging by King- Smith and colleagues have suggested that 

the premature TF breakup is the result of defective tear film lipid layer (TFLL) regions where the 

composition of the TFLL was compromised due to bacterial lipases working to digest cholesteryl 

esters or waxes [77, 78]. Indeed, it has been measured by Craig and Thomlinson that upon 

artificial suppression of the lipid layer, a fourfold increase in evaporation rate of 5.90 gm-2h-1 

compared to 1.42 gm-2h-1 can be expected [75]. Patients suffering from Sjögren’s syndrome- a 

genetic condition consequential in reduced glandular secretion throughout the body, have been 

found to have an increased tear evaporation rate which may promote corneal surface 

inflammation and increase tear film instability leading to a hastening of premature TF 

evaporation [79].  Conversely, a thicker lipid layer also poses TF stability issues as studies point 
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to an inconclusive relationship between lipid layer thickness and rates of evaporation, indicating 

that other factors such as lipid layer structure and composition are equally important 

contributors in maintaining a healthy TF [71].  

Just below the outer lipid coat, the secondary muco- aqueous layers are to be found. Secreted 

by the lacrimal glands, the aquatic nature of the fluid helps lubricate the eye and transport debris 

down to the lacrimal sac as well as allowing the free flow of oxygen and nutrients essential to 

the health of the cornea [80, 81]. Proteome sampling has uncovered the existence of over 1,500 

varieties of proteins with more than 200 peptides (shorter amino acid chains) present within the 

aqueous layer [82, 83].  

Found in the lower depths of the aqueous layer and with progressively increasing concentration 

is the mucin layer which straddles directly on top of the cornea. Produced by the goblet cells 

present on the conjunctiva [39, 84], mucin is primarily composed of O-glycosylated 

glycoproteins, 80% of which are carbohydrate by mass [23]. Goblet cell secretion is stimulated 

by the conjunctiva and cornea [85]  

Current research indicates no distinct boundary between the aqueous and mucin layer and thus 

it is difficult to directly estimate an aqueous layer thickness [86]. Khanal and colleagues 

introduced biomarkers in the form of fluorescent quantum dots into a subjects’ eye of varying 

lipophilic or hydrophilic fluid absorption characteristics [70]. Depending on pre- defined 

absorptive properties, the qDots were found to separate into the three individual TF layers that 

washed from the eye at differing rates depending on the layer in which they were found, 

indicating layer refresh independence- something that had not previously been considered.  This 

coupled with regular blinking every 4- 5 seconds, natural vibrational saccades of the eye and the 

constant dynamic motion of the TF fluid, all combine to make in-vitro observations of the TF a 

very difficult task [87]. Moreover, patients which are considered as suffering from dry eye 

typically experience on average double the blink rate of 33.9 min⁻¹ compared with 14.3 min⁻¹, 

thereby adding further complication to any observations [88]. 

Many techniques varying from mathematical modelling, optical coherence tomography (OCT) in 

combination with statistical estimators (Statistical Decision Theory), tear film osmolality and 

surface fluid evaporation have all been employed to assess tear film thickness (TFT), with 

obtained values varying by as much as an order of magnitude between approaches [64-66, 89-

91]. Both contact and non – contact methods, as well as computer models, have been devised 

and tested, but an agreed golden standard of relatively low cost, easy to obtain, repeatable and 
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reliable single technique for tear film thickness testing and dry eye evaluation is frustratingly 

elusive [36].  

Original estimates by Prydal suggest overall tear film thickness is between 34 – 45 µm [65]. This 

thickness value however has been challenged by other researches using different techniques for 

measurement. Debated invasive contact measurements have yielded values from 4.5 to 8.5 µm 

[90], all the way down to 3 µm using newer interferometric methods employed by King- Smith 

and company [92]. Current best agreed values of complete TFT have been achieved through the 

use of pre- corneal tear film reflection spectra and various OCT techniques of questionable 

accuracy. Thickness values of between 2 to 5 µm are viewed as the standard [92-97]. Table 1.2 

below shows thickness results obtained from previous studies.  

 

Table 1-2: Tear film thickness values obtained from previous studies 

Method 
Measured TF Thickness 
(Overall) 

OCT in combination with Statistical Decision Theory [64] 20µm - 150µm 

Confocal Microscopy without Oil Immersion [65] Roughly 41 - 46 µm 

Spectral Oscillation with Contact Lens Worn (Interference Method) 
[89] 

Average 1.4 to 3.9 µm for 
five subjects wearing CL 

Spectral Oscillation without Contact Lens (Interferometric Method) 
[89] 

2.94 µm 

Coloured Interference Fridges [98] 0.1 - 0.52 µm 

Angle Dependent Fridges (Interferometry Method) [99] Estimated as 10 µm or less 

Angle- Dependent Fringes (Laser Interferometry) [65] 34 - 45 µm 

Interferometry [92] 3 µm 

Wave Dependent Fringes- Interferometry [100] 
Healthy Eye 6 ± 2.4 µm, 

ADDE Patients 2.0 ± 1.5 µm 

Confocal Microscopy with Oil Immersion [65] Roughly 40 µm (mostly mucus) 

Fluorescein Addition and drainage [90] 10 - 20 µm 

Glass fibers Against Cornea [91] 6.5 µm 
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1.3. Dry Eye 

Dry eye Disease (DED), also known as Keratoconjunctivitis sicca (KCS) is a global health issue 

[101] affecting aforementioned parts of the anterior eye and tear film and can manifest itself as 

a number of co- dependent symptoms ranging from minor discomfort, visual compromise right 

through to persistent pain severely interfering with daily activities [102, 103]. Patients 

experiencing long term DED risk worsening progression which can lead to serious visual 

complications involving corneal epithelial defects, superficial punctate erosions, conjunctival 

and corneal scarring, and chronic pain [104]. Furthermore, dry eye patients often exhibit 

measurable shortages of tear film defensive compounds such as lysozyme and lactoferrin [35] 

which increase the risk of acute and chronic infections such as acne rosacea and blepharitis [104, 

105]. DED was formally identified as a disease state over 30 years ago and scientific 

understanding and awareness of the condition has evolved greatly since the original global 

definition put forward by the NEI/ Industry report of 1995 [73]. Subsequent technological 

advancements coupled with an increasing prevalence have added to the growing body of 

research and a corresponding evolution of the definition of the disease as its understanding is 

increased. The latest revision of the definition being put forward in the 2017 TFOS DEWS II report 

as [73]: 

“Dry eye is a multifactorial disease of the ocular surface characterized by a loss of homeostasis 

of the tear film, and accompanied by ocular symptoms, in which tear film instability and hyper- 

osmolarity, ocular surface inflammation and damage, and neuro-sensory abnormalities play 

etiological roles.”  

Because of the multidimensional ethology of dry eye and varying experiences of sufferers, the 

appearance of DED is sub-classified into evaporative dry eye (EDE) or aqueous- tear deficient dry 

eye (ADDE) components, with most sufferers being somewhere on the spectrum between these 

two states [73]. Evaporative dry eye is typically the consequence of conditions affecting the 

eyelid including blink-abnormalities, mucin deficiency, MGD or even negative effects induced 

from contact lens wear [74]. Aqueous deficient dry eye is usually the result of lacrimal gland 

deficiency giving rise to a lower tear volume than found in healthy patients; this triggering 

reactionary inflammatory responses leading to the loss of the homeostatic tear film. Discomfort 

experienced by DED suffers is difficult to quantify and the condition manifests itself on a wide 

continuum of possible mutually reinforcing phenomena, the most common of which tends to be 

a dry, burning sensation of the eye ball, soreness and sensitivity to light [106, 107]. Other 
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reported complaints are foreign body sensation, red eyes and counterintuitively, watery eyes 

due to tear hypersecretion.   

 

1.3.1. Evaporative Dry Eye 

Defined as the premature evaporation of a healthy volume of secreted tear, EDE may be the 

consequence of both intrinsic and extrinsic factors.  

Examples of intrinsic contributory elements may be caused, but not restricted to:  

• damaged anterior structures due to defects or injury, 

• meibomian gland dysfunction caused by a gland blockage by bacterial infection such as 

posterior blepharitis [108], 

• reduced/ incomplete blinking due to long term visual display unit (VDU) exposure. This 

in turn leads to a reduction in surface nourishment through excessive ocular surface 

drying, insufficient tear secretion and inefficient spreading of tears over the eyeball [39, 

109].    

Extrinsic factors such as the wearing of contact lenses greatly contributes to DED and it has been 

estimated the risk of developing dry eye is between 2 and 3 times greater for contact lens 

wearers compared with a healthy control group [110, 111]. The insertion of a contact lens has 

the effect of splitting the tear film into two; a pre- lens TF and a post- lens TF which is sandwiched 

between the inside surface of the lens and the cornea. Prolonged wearing of contact lenses may 

damage goblet cell sites and affect tear film stability with over 50% of CL wearers reporting dry 

eye symptoms [18, 112-114]. Other extrinsic factors may include low humidity, dusty 

environments, use of topical anaesthetics and in some cases vitamin A deficiency [115]. 
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1.3.2. Aqueous Tear Deficient Dry Eye 

Divided into either Sjögren’s syndrome (SS) or non- Sjögren’s syndrome modalities, ADDE is a 

consequence of insufficient tear fluid secretion from the lacrimal glands leading to a 

hyperosmolar tear film condition.  SS patients exhibit a rare auto immune disease which reduces 

expression function of all fluid secreting glands within the body. Lacrimal glands are normally 

affected causing hypo- secretion of the tear and a sub- normal ocular surface wetness [116]. 

Sufferers of SS are by their very nature more pre-disposed to experiencing ADDE. 

Non- SS sufferers of dry eye tend to be afflicted by a reduced sensitivity of the cornea, such as 

from laser corrective eye surgery, protracted contact lens use or even external viral infections. 

Nerve endings within the cornea send prompts to both the eyelids and lacrimal glands to blink 

and secrete fresh tear fluid. The reduction in corneal sensitivity stimulates fewer blinks which 

diminishes tear turnover and exposes corneal epithelium cells to the atmosphere, leading to 

inflammation.   

Aqueous or evaporative dry eye is neither mutually inclusive nor mutually exclusive but may 

exist on an overlapping spectrum of the two condition states. Evaporative dry eye tends to be 

more prevalent with meibomian gland dysfunction, being the major cause of 35% of patients 

experiencing aqueous tear deficiency [72, 75, 117-119]. 
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1.4. Dry Eye Prevalence 

DED prevalence studies vary from region to region, partly due to the asymptomatic nature of 

the condition as well as the heterogeneous adopted definitions of what constitutes dry eye in 

different countries as well as discrepancies of age groups used in each study cohort [120]. It has 

been postulated that high instances of episodic dry eye exist, but coupled with the varying 

criteria used to assess dry eye (e.g. types of questionaries’ employed and/or inconsistencies 

between data gathering devices), it is challenging to quantify a definitive figure on the global 

number of affected patients [121, 122].  

Various research conducted in differing territories have seen large variations in reported results 

[120]. For example; US Studies conducted by Schaumberg and company in 2003 and 2009 found 

that 6.8% of the US population, equivalent to 16.4 million people, suffered from some form of 

DED with a greater tendency to affect women and an increasing instance with age [123, 124]. 

Separate studies conducted in Indonesia and Australia suggest occurrence of 27.5 and 17% of 

the female populations respectively [15, 125]. Table 1.2 lists a breakdown of the population-

based studies which have reported the prevalence of DED in different countries. The 

fundamental difficulty of early stage dry eye diagnosis leads to great numbers of overlooked 

patients as can be seen in Table 1.3, suggesting a generally low-test sensitivity (the number of 

true positives cases correctly identified).  

Within the research community it was formerly accepted that older generations were most 

susceptible  to DED, with post- menopausal women being disproportionally affected due to 

hormonal changes leading to decrease tear secretion compared with male counterparts of 

equivalent age [124]. New evidence put forward by the Vision council 2016 Digital eye strain 

report shows 73% of US patients below the age of 30 demonstrating symptoms of digital eye 

strain, higher than any other age group [126]. Such a large example of eye strain in the younger 

generations may be linked with the relatively recent explosion of portable digital technology, 

allowing users to have access to screens at all times of the day (and night); this has prompted 

an accompanying change in user vision habits from yesteryear outdoor activities, which 

stimulate both near and far distance viewing, to more contemporary indoor digital viewing 

habits and long periods of concentrated near vision. This is forcing an ocular adaption leading to 

a rise in myopic and dry eye cases due to the reduction in blinking rates and constant near focus 

viewing [27, 127-130].  
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Table 1-3: Prevalence of dry eye in various populations and age ranges 

Study  Region 
Publication 

Year 
Cohort Size Age Range 

Dry Eye 
Prevalence 

Definition Of Dry Eye 

US Women's Dry Eye 
Prevalence [124] 

USA 2003 39,876 45 to 84 7.80% 
Either previous diagnosis of dry eye or sever symptoms 

(dryness/ irritation constantly/ often) 

Salisbury Eye Study of Older 
Americans [131] 

USA 2000 2,420 65 to 84 14.6% 
1 of 6 symptoms on questionnaire, Schirmer < 5 mm, 

RBS > 5 

Beaver Dam Eye Study [132] USA 2000 3,722 
48 to 91 (mean ± SD, 

65 ± 10 yrs.) 
14.4% 

Positive DED result if patient answered yes to "For the 
past 3 months or longer, have you had dry eyes?" 

Blue Mountains Study [15] Australia 2003 1,075 50- 90 16.6% 
Administered questionnaire. DED positive result if three 

or more symptoms regardless of severity, or one 
moderate to severe score. 

Shihipai Eye Study [133] Taiwan 2003 1,361 65 & above 33.7% 
Modified dry eye symptom questionnaire, BUT <10 s, 

FLS > 1, Schirmer < 5 mm, MGD > 1* 

Lifestyles Associated with Dry 
Eye[133] 

Japan 1999 5,98 Mean 31.3 Years 33.0% 30 questions followed by self-diagnosis test messages 

Prevalence of Dry Eye [134] Iran 2014 1,008 40 - 64 8.70% 
OSDI score ≥23**, TBUT <10 s, Schirmer test ≤5 mm, 

FLS ≥1, and RBS of cornea and/or conjunctiva ≥3 (Oxford 
Grading Scheme) 

Prevalence and risk of Dry Eye 
Symptoms [125] 

Indonesia 2002 1,210 
21 & above, (mean ± 

SD, 37 ± 13 yrs.) 
27.50% Six item frequency of dry eye questionnaire 

 
* = presence of plugging of gland orifices or telangiectasia at lid margins,  
** = total points in questionnaire multiplied by 25 and divided by total number of responses 
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1.5. Diagnostic Challenges of Dry Eye 

The greatest frustration associated with diagnosing dry eye is the weak relationship between 

symptoms reported by sufferers and objective indications of the disease [107, 131, 135]. It is not 

uncommon for patients to demonstrate classic signs of short breakup time, high osmolarity or 

blocked meibomian glands and perplexingly have no dry eye symptoms [136, 137]. This links 

with work conducted by Narayanan and company that mild to moderate instances of dry eye 

give rise to low correlations between clinical techniques [138].  

DED can be a self-perpetuating ailment with levels of severity shifting over time [36, 114]. 

Conditions which befall other parts of the human body may also impact on the eye. Systematic 

Lupus erythematosus, Scleroderma and Sjögren’s syndrome are known to affect ocular health 

and tear evaporation rate [79, 139]. To complicate matters more, patients may be episodic with 

symptoms varying throughout the day suggesting environmental or activity related factors 

contributing to DED symptoms [73, 140, 141]. Underlying all this is a lack of correlation between 

patient reported symptoms and clinical signs [142-144]. 

Indeed, it may be easy to mistake symptoms of DED with allergic conjunctivitis and to complicate 

matters more, both conditions may occur simultaneously [108]. Dry Eye is therefore such a 

complicated condition that it is commonly often overlooked by clinicians and underdiagnosed 

in many global populations [135], as evident in table 1.3 which demonstrates the large 

difference between numbers or prevalent and diagnosed patients. 

So far there is no single “gold standard” test or symptom recognised to directly correlate with 

DED presence and severity [36, 122]. Current comprehension of dry eye and the sensitive nature 

of the ocular surface demand that tests for DED presence be performed either in isolation or as 

recommended by the Dry Eye Workshop II which stipulates a sequence from least to most 

invasive testing which best preserves the natural state of the eye in anticipation of the next test 

[36, 143]. 

Many invasive/ non- invasive evaluation methods ranging from simple, but well refined, 

questionnaires all the way through to technologically demanding methods such as OCT imaging, 

interferometry and even biomarkers have been developed to help gauge ever finer aspects of 

ocular health [36]. A guide has been composed by the author and can be found in figures 1.5 

and 1.6 showing the multitude of options available and examples of popular devices used.  
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The changing sands of dry eye disease manifestation between patients and clinical visits still 

means that there is considerable scope for diagnosis improvement, but for now patients must 

rely on several individual tests being conducted and overall doctor experience in correct 

identification of the disease.  

Some tests are more revealing and correlate better than others and have been recommended 

under the DEWS II diagnostic methodology report as the most appropriate for the reliable 

diagnosis of dry eye [36].   

 

 

 

Table 1-4: Total Prevalent and Diagnosed cases of Dry Eye Disease, Ages 20 & above, both sexes  
Data sourced from [2, 145-149] AGR: Annual Growth Rate 

Country 
Total Prevalent 

Cases 
AGR to 

2026 (%) 
Total Diagnosed 

Cases 
AGR to 2026 

(%) 

China 193,756,483 0.61 60,539,295 0.61 

USA 22,816,768 1.88 16,683,227 1.88 

Germany 10,959,142 0.29 5,904,236 0.57 

Spain 3,038,354 1.48 1,574,850 1.48 

Italy 4,226,771 0.79 2,190,834 0.79 

France 8,227,386 0.8 4,373,905 1.01 

UK 7,844,894 0.81 4,066,190 1.07 

Japan 16,810,987 0.03 5,252,600 -0.3 
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1.6. Basic Dry Eye Testing and Diagnosis 

Diagnosis of dry eye is oft times treated as a diagnosis of exclusion. Consequently appropriate 

lifestyle questions need to be initially asked to the patient before a reasonable assumption as to 

the presence, subtype (ADDE or EDE) and maturity of DED, can be established. Questions may 

include current medication, contact lens wear and history of discomfort, and should be followed 

by a detailed anterior eye examination [36].  

If questionnaire results point to the potential presence of DED then it is recommended by DEWS 

II that the following sequence of testing be adhered to from least to most invasive which will 

help best preserve the original eye homeostasis and limit bias in results: 

1. Dedicated Dry Eye Questionnaires 

2. Non- Invasive Tear Film Break up Time (If fluorescein employed then this step needs to 

follow Osmolarity measurement) 

3. Tear Film Osmolarity Measurement 

4. Ocular Surface Staining 

The four steps above are the minimum required to diagnose for dry eye but do not distinguish 

between classes of DED or severity. For that level of granularity, more particular tests will need 

to be employed, usually involving specialist equipment. 
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Figure 1-5: Invasive methods of anterior eye analysis [25, 36, 43, 150-156] 
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Figure 1-6: Non- Contact Methods of anterior eye inspection [36, 75, 143, 157-163]
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1.7. Repeatability of Dry Eye Measurements 

One of the core issues surrounding dry eye evaluation is the notorious non- linear variability 

between signs and symptoms of the disease. When asked, most clinicians tend to believe that 

current testing for dry eye to be equally erratic [142, 143, 164]. Studies carried out by Nichols 

and co. suggest reliability between tests may be different depending on the severity of the 

disease but both sensitivity and specificity will increase in severe instances of dry eye compared 

to healthy subjects. Nichols recommends a short time interval of a week between repeat 

assessments to ensure consistency between results [143]. Even differences between study 

cohorts (age or sex) may have an effect on obtained results [122].  Due to these discrepancies, 

it is useful to have an understanding of the limitations of mainstream tests used to diagnose dry 

eye, which may help to explain the disparity between dry eye prevalence as reported in table 

1.3 earlier.  

Research by Korb in 2000 attempted to recognise the tests of choice by surveying prominent 

practitioners in the field of tear film evaluation and clarify individual test efficacy [164]. The 

survey simply asked clinicians “If you could use only one test for diagnosis of the tear film and 

dry eye, what would that test be?” Although the wording of the survey may have been open to 

interpretation, the results showed no defined first choice amongst the responders and a general 

understanding by experienced clinicians that several tests need to be performed to correctly 

identify dry eye disease [164]. The favoured first tests were dry eye questionnaires and patient 

lifestyle histories (28%), followed by fluorescein break- up time (19%), fluorescein staining and 

or sequential staining (13%) and Rose Bengal staining (10%). The preferred second test was most 

commonly identified as the Schirmer test, with a 21% score [164]. Overall, the favoured testing 

strategies varied widely, even between optometrists and ophthalmologists, but they all agreed 

that there is no single test that is capable of clearly identifying DED.  

Since the Korb survey, understanding of dry eye has continued to evolve and the latest DEWS II 

diagnostic guidelines published in 2017 suggest initial screening with a dry eye questionnaire 

(narrowed to either the Ocular Surface Disease Index [OSDI] or Dry Eye Questionnaire [DEQ-5]). 

If questionnaire indicates potential for DED presence, diagnosis is confirmed by testing for 

premature loss of homeostasis identified by a low non-invasive tear breakup time, high tear 

osmolarity (or significantly different osmolarity scores between the eyes), or ocular surface 

staining with topical dyes [36]. It is generally recommended that testing procedure be conducted 

from least to most invasive [36, 137]. Several common methods of dry eye evaluation and their 

individual merits will be discussed below.  
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1.7.1. Dry Eye Questionnaires  

The numerous aetiologies and diverse manifestation of DED gives rise to inconsistencies 

between personal patient experiences and visible signs of tissue damage [131]. This is similar to 

a patient experiencing a migraine without any physical manifestations of injury- the pain 

experienced is still real. 

Traditional, non- scripted interactions between clinicians and patients produced information 

that is difficult to categorise and standardise [36]. New tools were needed to gain an insight into 

patient experiences and correlate them against physical test results allowing for maximum 

insight into the extent of patient pathology. To facilitate this, many questionnaires have been 

developed and refined to help identify DED depending on patient lifestyles.  

Well recognised DED tests have been listed in the TFOS DEWS II Diagnostic Methodology Report 

and include a range of 12 carefully designed questionnaires. Depending on patients’ lifestyles, 

clinicians may select a preferred questionnaire over others that will narrow down potential 

factors of DED influence.  The Ocular Surface Disease Index (OSDI) and Impact of Dry Eye on 

Everyday Life (IDEEL) are recognised as the most frequently employed [36, 145]. 5- Item Dry Eye 

Questionnaire (DEQ-5) has been identified as useful because of its short length and the 

Computer- Vision Symptom scale (CVSS17) is particularly appropriate for identifying symptoms 

of visual display unit usage [36]. 

Generally, it is accepted that approved dry eye questionnaires have shown to be reliable tools 

for the potential presence and severity of dry eye sensation [165-167] 
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1.7.2. Schirmer Tear Test 

Perhaps the simplest test and lowest cost for distinguishing tear volume abnormalities is the 

Schirmer test. Originally introduced in 1903 by Otto Schirmer, the test is available in three 

varieties [130, 168, 169]. Schirmer I, performed without topical anaesthesia, is a measure of 

stimulated reflex tear flow and involves placing a folded notch of a 5 x 35 mm paper strip inside 

the temporal lid margin of the eye for a period of 5 minutes [36, 130]. Tear fluid is absorbed 

through capillary action and progressively travels the length of the paper strip which is then 

manually measured. So far there are no absolute cut off values and disagreements between 

accepted distance measurements and what can be reliably inferred still exists. An absorbed TF 

reading of 10mm over the course of the 5 minute test is typical of healthy eyes whereas a 

reading below 5 mm after 5 minutes points to potential dry eye [143].  

Schirmer II test differs from the above by employing a cotton swab inserted into the patient’s 

nasal cavity parallel to the internal wall to stimulate a reflex tearing event [130]. Schirmer III is 

performed similarly to Schirmer II, but rather than reflex tearing induced from nasal irritation, 

the patient is instead asked to stare at the sun [169]. Unsurprisingly, the Schirmer III test is no 

longer in prominent use. Although both Schirmer I or II can be performed with or without topical 

anaesthesia, large studies by Lee and Hyun in 1988 showed no significant difference between 

the two approaches [152]. 

Serious inconsistencies in results have been identified during Schirmer type I and II tests and 

could possibly stem from variations in the amount of notch surface inserted into the eye, the 

gaze of the eye during the test and whether the eye is kept open during the test [152, 170]. In 

addition, Schirmer strips are commercially available from several suppliers which each have 

unique absorption and porosity characteristics. Discrepancies have been noted between 

different manufacturers, leading to more confusion when interpreting results across different 

studies [170]. 

Because of this large variability, there is much discussion and doubt as to the true reproducibility 

of the test [152, 164]. Lee and Hyun compared the Schirmer test to the toss of a coin when used 

to diagnose dry eye; there was a misdiagnosis rate of only 48.4% when an individual clinician 

used a single measurement to make a  forecast of DED presence but a 41.2% misdiagnosis rate 

when making predictions from a repeat five test average [152].  
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1.7.3. Fluorescein Tear Film Breakup Time 

Fluorescein instillation into the human eye followed by blue light slit lamp observation was a 

approach first described by Norn in 1969 as a new technique to directly gauge tear film integrity 

and is still considered one of the most frequently used methods for dry eye analysis today [171, 

172]. For fluorescein observation to take place, blue light of a wavelength close to 495 nm must 

be used to excite the chemical and create the fluorescence effect [173]. To assist with viewing, 

a yellow barrier filter close to 520 nm peak absorbance is placed between the subject eye and 

observer to exclude non-fluorescing light, thus highlighting regions of corneal damage and TF 

breakup [174]. Ideal fluorescence is achieved between 1 to 3 minutes post instillation and 

therefore viewing should take place during this interval [173]. 

Tear stability or Fluorescein Break Up Time (FBUT) is a term to denote the length of time 

beginning from a complete blink to the first appearance of dark streaks on the cornea- the longer 

the span- the more stable the tear film. A breakup time of 10 seconds or above is considered 

healthy [36] with experiments suggesting that breakup tends to occur more commonly in the 

temporal corneal periphery rather than the nasal periphery [175]. A second test assessing 

“completeness of blink” is also possible with fluorescein instillation. A distinct dark boundary 

line becomes visible on the inferior cornea clearly marking the lowest position of recent 

incomplete blinks [176].   

The test is inherently subjective with the observer’s proficiency in the procedure being crucial 

to the early detection of breakup [177]. Much disagreement exists between the reliability and 

usefulness of the technique which can be due to the variability of results stemming from 

numerous factors such as frequency and duration of blinks before testing, the location of light 

source, volume of instilled fluorescein as well as fluorescein concentration itself [178-181]. 

Fluorescein breakup time is the only method for the direct measurement of tear film stability 

[135], but it has also been observed that fluorescein instillation may have the effect of inducing 

reflex tearing [182] as well as having a direct effect on tear film integrity [183]. It has been shown 

that fluorescein instillation compromises tear film stability and reduces tear film breakup time, 

particularly in DED patients and so for this reason fluorescein instillation in the human eye is 

considered mildly invasive [36, 184-186].  

Nakamori and co. suggests that there is a significant inverse correlation between maximum blink 

interval duration and blink rate and that rather than relying solely on TFBUT, it would be more 

appropriate to measure blink interval as this is a closer relation to overall patient comfort [27].   
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1.7.4. Non-Invasive Tear Film Break Up Time 

Subjective limitations of FBUT may be addressed by the development of non- invasive breakup 

time (NIBUT) instruments which rely on the projection and monitoring of specular reflections of 

concentric mires reflected back from the pre- corneal tear film [158]. The integrity of the 

reflection is the direct function of tear film stability and unlike FBUT, is not compromised by the 

artificial presence of fluorescein or any reflex tearing during vital stain instillation [181].  

Many instruments have been developed which range in complexity and measurement abilities. 

An early example is the Keeler Tearscope (Keeler, Windsor, UK) which used transparent films 

with various printed mesh patterns wrapped in front of a circular cold cathode diffuse white 

light source. The instrument was introduced in 1997 [187] and was designed to be held up by 

hand to the patients’ eye as they are asked to blink. Once the tear film has stabilised post blink, 

the grid pattern that is projected on the tear film is sharp and regular. Over the following 

seconds, natural breakdown of the tear film causes distortions in the reflection which signifies 

the end of the test. With only a manual start- stop digital timer fitted to the instrument, the 

manual tear scope test is a empirically subjective measurement and relies wholly on the clinician 

to correctly identify early regions of breakup – a difficult ask to perform well [188]. Inter- 

observer variability between clinicians has been shown to reduce the effectiveness of this 

approach [187]. Although the Keeler Tearscope device was discontinued from the market, many 

copycat devices have been recently introduced such as the CSO Polaris (CSO, Florence, Italy) or 

the EasyTear View+ (Easytear, Trento, Italy), which work on the same principles and are still 

subjective in measurement. 

Significantly more advanced NIBUT systems such as the CSO MS-39 (CSO, Florence, Italy) or 

Oculus Keratograph 5M (Oculus, Welzlar, Germany) have been developed around retro 

illuminated static placido rings with proprietary computer algorithms for objective assessment 

of NIBUT. Testing is performed in the same fashion as the subjective equivalents mentioned 

above, but repeatability has been improved due to the removal of human decision making and 

smaller, less noticeable areas of repeat breakup can be identified by software mapping [189].  

NIBUT values tends to be longer and show more variability between instrument suppliers than 

those achieved from FBUT possibly due to a combination of the destabilising effect of fluorescein 

in the eye as well as the proprietary algorithms used between manufacturers [158, 159]. For 

example, the Oculus Keratograph measures the integrity of the circular mires and triggers an 

end condition once a threshold of ring deterioration or eccentricity has been surpassed [158]. 
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The competing RT- 7000 (Tomey Corp, Aichi, Japan) on the other hand evaluates overall ring 

brightness levels, which decrease over the course of the test [158]. NIBUT measurements 

performed by the Oculus Keratograph repeatedly measured shorter breakup times than side by 

side tests performed on the Keeler Tearscope, possibly due to the higher sensitivity of the 

software and the ability to detect smaller regions of breakup that may be difficult to recognise 

with the naked eye [189].  

With the ability to video record patient data and track disease progression over time, objective 

NIBUT is considered an important tool for the detection of dry eye disease. Additional data such 

as corneal topography may be gathered from the circular mires, providing information on 

contact lens fitting and presence of astigmatism which is considered useful for vision correction 

[181].  
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1.7.5. Tear Osmolarity 

A decrease in tear volume, for whatever reason, leads to an increased concentration of dissolved 

minerals within the remaining fluid. This relationship between compromised tear production 

and tear osmolarity was suggested by Gunnar von Bahr in 1941 [190] and many conditions such 

as MGD, contact lens wear and Sjögren’s syndrome are all known to contribute to tear 

hyperosmolarity [76]. Evaporative dry eye and aqueous deficient dry eye will by their very nature 

result in tear hyperosmolarity and so it has been suggested that osmolarity be recognised as the 

objective “gold standard” for identifying dry eye conditions [144, 150]. 

Before the introduction of the Tearlabs Osmolarity System (TearLab Corp, San Diego, USA) in 

2008, osmolarity testing was conducted by complicated freeze point depression tests and 

vapour pressure techniques which required large volumes of sample tear and typically forced 

such laborious activities to be confined to research settings [153, 191]. New handheld 

technology now allows clinicians to collect a 50 nL tear sample from the outer lower tear 

meniscus and perform automatic on the spot electrical impedance testing to give an objective 

osmolarity value [153, 192]. 

When tested, healthy eyes usually achieve an average osmolarity value of between 302.2 ± 8.3 

mOsm/L, whereas mild to moderate dry eye sufferers 315.0 ± 11.4 mOsm/L. Severe dry eye 

cases show values as high as 336.4 ± 22.3 mOsm/L as well as a larger disparity between intra eye 

osmolarity values. It is postulated that the severity of the disease increases due to a poorer 

mixing and distribution of critical nutrients in low volume tears [36, 193, 194].  

Arguments against osmolarity testing suggest a single tear sample fails to provide osmolarity 

information over the complete ocular surface, including the all-important cornea. Studies have 

also shown a greater divergence between the tear meniscus osmolarity values compared with 

actual osmolarity of the local tear film present on the cornea [153]. Work by Khanal and co. 

found a variation of up to 35 mOsm/L in consecutive readings of individuals and suggested that 

only after three repeat readings will a reliable tear osmolarity score be established- an expensive 

proposition considering the high cost of consumables required for each measurement [195]. In 

addition, relative humidity, time of day, temperature and inconsistencies in the actual 

measurement process are thought to have an effect on the reading and although osmolarity 

may be considered by some to be the single best marker of DED across mild, moderate and 

severe cases, it should not be used as the sole indicator of dry eye disease [28, 144, 153, 191]. 
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1.8. Summary of Dry Eye Measurement Techniques 

Although fundamental disagreements between testing procedures still exist today, awareness 

of dry eye is growing. Nichols and co. conducted retrospective studies on patient test charts to 

determine which dry eye tests had been performed on dry eye patients across four ophthalmic 

clinics and found that although each had its own regimes, there was strong overlap between 

preferred tests [122]. Nevertheless, the lack of consensus between methods and clearly defied 

cut off values of each test make identification and extend of disease progression nebulous and 

difficult to define [169]. Part of this reason could be the lack of standardisation between clinical 

trials and the variation of reliability of testing depending on the extent of disease manifestation 

[137, 169] 

Worryingly, dry eye is seen as a difficult and ‘boring’ disease to treat [145]. Patients tend to be 

dismissive of the significance of early dry eye symptoms and tend to self-medicate with over the 

counter (OTC) eye drops as a first step in seeking relief [16]. OTCs fail to solve the underlying 

roots of disease and progression continues as detrimental patient habits continue uncorrected. 

Only once moderate dry eye has become established and consistent pain/ irritation experienced 

is professional help finally sought. Clinicians themselves express frustration towards the 

diagnosis and treatment of dry eye; a web- based questionnaires sent to a small number of 

hospitals by Turner and co. asked a range of questions on diagnosis and preferred techniques. 

Results revealed a range of predominantly low satisfaction and negative responses [172].  

It is clear that considerable variation and confusion exists even between common, well refined 

testing procedures for the presence of dry eye.  With no gold standard and inconsistent 

correlation between signs and symptoms, dry eye continues to be seen as an elusive disease, 

which is difficult to identify especially in the mild and moderate forms [122, 169]. DED requires 

a proactive and adaptive testing strategy as no single method is able to give definitive diagnosis 

and different assessments are necessary to hone in on the underlying cause of disease particular 

to a patient on the continuum of possible explanations [136, 164].  
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1.9. Aims of Thesis 

Current techniques and medical devices offer many options for clinicians to take advantage of 

for the diagnosis of ocular surface conditions such as dry eye. Although DE prevalence is high, 

rates of undiagnosed are also high. Many of the tests described require trained professionals 

and only allow for subjective measurement which leads to discrepancies between diagnosis 

[196]. It is obvious that a single test for the accurate identification or even confident presence 

of the disease is still elusive [143]. Considerable opportunities exist for the evolution of diagnosis 

techniques mentioned above and this thesis will explore the potential for improved functionality 

and disease identification. 

It is the upmost importance that science continues to search for ingenious, effective and 

affordable methods for the early diagnosis and effective treatment of anterior eye diseases and 

develops methodologies that will be implantable in to different sections of the global societal 

spectrum; be it a wealthy society where access to medicine is only a phone call away or a third 

world country where citizens can live several days travel by foot to the nearest point of care. 

This thesis and the experiments contained within will focus on taking full advantage of the latest 

technological advancements and attempt to package them into devices that are low cost, 

require minimal training and provide highly accurate, repeatable results. It is intended that these 

devices will improve the level of care to many people where access to traditional practice based 

ophthalmological equipment is simply not possible; be it the elderly with mobility restrictions in 

a retirement home in England or a mother and her children in a remote village in the developing 

world. 

The following chapters will centre on new techniques of dry eye diagnosis and improved, earlier 

detection. Chapter 2 will detail custom created blue excitation and yellow emission filters tuned 

to take full advantage of the ideal spectral profile of sodium fluorescein viewing allowing for 

improve viewing quality, especially in low light conditions. Chapter 3 will introduce confocal 

technology currently used in the industrial non- contact measurement of transparent surfaces 

and materials. The transparent, near invisible composition of the human tear film coupled with 

the close refractive indexes of adjoining surfaces (cornea and aqueous humor) pose difficult 

challenges for detection and coherent results have so far been difficult to repeat in clinical 

settings. It is hoped that the new application of proven technology may provide the resolution 

necessary to allow for on the spot tear film thickness measurement and assessment of patients 

sitting through normal eye examinations. 
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The final instrument will be an anterior eye examination tool for the monitoring of tear film 

breakup stability. Although many instruments already exist which can perform such 

measurements, high cost, training and examination time requirements mean that they are not 

always suitable for intended purpose. The new instrument will exceed the current device 

capabilities while being cheaper, portable and provide greater accuracy of diagnosis.  

Work on these new approaches will be mostly explorative and intended to provide direction and 

a solid foundation for future development and eventual clinical trials rather than a conclusive 

solution. As such, the scope of data collection within this thesis will be limited to small cohorts 

and the focus primarily set on new technique/ concept discovery.  
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2. High Performance Diffuse, Excitation and Emission 
Filters for Fluorescein Observation of the Ocular 
Surface 

The indiscriminate nature of dry eye and associated ocular discomfort has resulted in the disease 

becoming one of the most notorious complaints with symptoms being reported by a quarter of 

patients visiting ophthalmic clinics [197, 198]. For many years the complex pathological nature 

of dry eye has given rise to many different methods of evaluation with significant confusion and 

disagreement within the eye care profession as to which is the best assessment for patient 

symptoms [199]. Greater understanding of the disease and a continual definition refinement by 

international expert panels such as the International Dry Eye Workshop [73], Delphi Panel Dry 

Eye report [200] or the preferred practice guidelines suggested by the American Academy of 

Ophthalmology [201], has allowed for the development of recognised assessment techniques 

that yield greater accuracy and confident diagnosis guidelines. Hand in hand with ocular health 

questionnaires and patient histories, the most popular assessment techniques involve the 

instillation of topical dyes into the eye for slit lamp observation under various lighting conditions 

[164]. First introduced by Ehrlich in 1886, vital staining is a technique used to distinguish cells of 

various properties through the use of appropriate dissolvable, coloured dyes [202]. Although 

vital staining techniques only provide qualitative assessment of ocular abnormalities, dyes do 

provide a good first indication of disease presence/ severity and provide clinicians with clues as 

to which additional assessments should be performed to confirm suspicions [164, 203].  

 

2.1. Commonly Used Dyes for Anterior Eye Assessment 

Bismarck Brown, Methylene blue or Neutral Red are just a few examples of the many dyes which 

have been developed over the last hundred years to assist in clinical evaluation of the eye [202]. 

Negative side effects and safety concerns have rendered many obsolete [204, 205]. The high 

attrition rate of dyes has however led to a small remaining number of well-tailored formulas 

that depending on country and recommended local practices, enjoy contemporary mainstream 

use. In conjunction with high performance colour filters tuned to allow certain wavelengths to 

pass, vital dyes provide clinicians with great insight into the health of the ocular surface in a 

simple and relatively low cost, low risk method. 
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2.1.1. Rose Bengal 

Perhaps one of the least pleasant dyes still in use today is Rose Bengal (RB) which is toxic in 

nature [206] and administration commonly gives rise to increased tearing and stinging 

sensations that typically necessitate prior instillation of topical anaesthetics [186]. Quality of 

staining is dose dependant with a recommended volume of 25µL being introduced onto the 

upper surface of the bulbar conjunctiva with the eye lid held back and the patient looking down 

to the floor [186]. Smaller doses give lower staining contrast [186]. RB is particularly effective at 

identifying dry eye as the dye simultaneously contrasts strongly on both the cornea and sclera 

and presence of the disease leads to clear punctate staining, an example of which is seen in 

figure 2.1 [202]. Patients with brown eyes tend to mask the red dye and contrast performance 

is reduced. A suitable green filter such as the Kodak Wratten 58 Green (545- 567 nm) [186] in 

combination with a white light source can enhance viewing [207]. 

Negative patient responses such as ocular irritation, reflex tearing, pain and long lasting 

unsightly cosmetic staining of the patients’ face due to fluid overspill have been reported. 

Additionally, remaining RB in the eye can be subject to photo- activation from UV sources, such 

as sunlight, which could lead to severe pain once the patient has left the clinic and is making 

their way home [186]. All these factors contribute to reducing the popularity of this stain and 

reluctance in administration. 

 

 

Figure 2-1: RB staining of cornea and conjunctiva highlighting areas of severe dry eye damage in red [208].  
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2.1.2. Lissamine Green 

Lissamine Green (LG) is the preferred alternative to RB as it stains the same regions as RB and 

allows for similar observations without the painful side-effects [209, 210]. The first documented 

use in the human eye was by Norm in 1973 [211] and follow on experiments conducted by 

Manning et al. [209, 212] showed a greater patient tolerance to Lissamine Green without a 

difference in subjective staining scores nor the requirement for anaesthetic. An excitation 

wavelength of 567 – 634 nm which can be supplied by a Kodak Wratten 92 filter, has been 

suggested to enhance the observation of LG stained cells with the conjunctival staining 

appearing black against a red background [186].  

As with RB, LG staining contrast is affected by instillation volume. 10 µL of LG has been found to 

be optimal and combined with the non- toxic nature of the dye and the strong appearance on 

the white sclera, LG is recognised as the prime choice for evaluation of conjunctival regions of 

the eye [212]. As opposed to RB, LG only stains damaged or dead cells [210] and can be used not 

only for detecting signs of dry eye [209], but also as a test for incorrect contact lens fit [211]. 

Contact lens induced conjunctival staining (CLICS) [213] demonstrated in figure 2.2a, gives 

clinicians an indication that lenses are inducing unnecessary limbal stresses resulting from either 

poor contact lens edge design or incorrect sizing for patient corneal diameter [213]. 

Separate to ocular surface grading, LG can be used for Lid Wiper Epitheliopathy (LWE) which is 

a negative condition affecting the leading edge of the top and bottom eye lids. Responsible for 

the even distribution of the tear film over the eyes’ surface [214], a healthy lid margin contains 

many goblet cells which may experience degradation due to reduced surface lubrication and 

corresponding increased frictional component [215] as is experienced by contact lens induced 

dry eye sufferers. Studies by Korb et al. have found a strong relationship between  LWE and dry 

eye symptomatic patients with 88% of positive dry eye subjects showing signs of LWE and only 

18% for the asymptomatic group [216]. 

Although both RB and LG have limited use within the UK, surveys carried out by Korb show that 

both are still popular with examiners in other parts of the world where reduced choice of less 

invasive, alternative dyes mean they enjoy a relatively strong following [164].  
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Figure 2-2: A) Contact lens induced staining due to poor contact lens edge design/  fitting, is apparent by the ring of 
blue dye surrounding the limbus indicating a damaged corneal epithelium [217]. (B) Damaged/ dead conjunctival cells  
clearly visible as green regions against the normally white sclera [218]. (C) Lid Wiper Epitheliopathy induced through 
dry eye conditions. Healthy lid wiper is considered a thin leading line (white arrow) whereas severe regions of frictional 
damage due to reduced lubrication being highlighted in the thicker staining of the lid margin (yellow arrow) [219] 
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2.1.3. Sodium Fluorescein 

The most commonly used dye, and the main focus of this chapter, is Sodium Fluorescein which 

was first created by Adolf von Bayer in 1871 and applied to the human eye by Pfluger and then 

Straub in the 1880’s [220]. In raw powder form, Sodium Fluorescein has a dark orange colour 

with a chemical formula C20H10O5Na2 and can be applied either intravenously, ingested for 

retinal and iris assessment, or instilled directly on to the ocular surface for common anterior eye 

observation [221]. 

Fluorescein is readily obtainable in two forms; fluorescein impregnated paper strips (requiring 

saline wetting prior to instillation) or a 2% solution that can be dropped on to the eye directly 

[186]. Impregnated paper strips are the preferred method as the individual units are low cost 

and are carefully manufactured to be of a predetermined concentration. The use of a single strip 

per eye promotes sanitary handling by eliminating cross contamination between left and right 

eyes of patients through the use of one strip per eye. Additionally, research has uncovered that 

corruption of medical fluids such as Sodium Fluorescein solutions is a common  and significant 

problem which may lead to unintended secondary infections [222]. An example of this is the 

work by Kyei et al. who discovered significant bacterial and fungal contaminates including 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Pseudomonas pyocyanea and Serratia marcescens present in varying 

amounts in all 21 bottles of fluorescein solutions used in several Ghanaian eye clinics [223] 

leading to inadvertent additional distress for patients seeking care and relief from disease. 

Once introduced on to the ocular surface, Fluorescein requires a wide excitation wavelength of 

between 420- 520 nm (central wavelength of 495nm) to induce a resultant green fluorescence 

in the 485- 580 nm (central wavelength 520 nm) region of the colour spectrum. The use of 

appropriate fluorescein blue excitation and yellow emission filters allow for simultaneous 

cornea and conjunctiva qualitative assessment. 

Presumably, due to the limited availability of suitable filters in the late 1800s, slit lamp 

manufacturers tended to use Cobalt blue as the default excitation filter that was placed in front 

of the default white light source to stimulate fluorescence. Cobalt blue however produces sub- 

optimal wavelengths required for high intensity fluorescein viewing and to compensate, the 

brightness of the light source must be increased which leads to uncomfortable experiences for 

the patient and may give rise to dangerous blue light exposure scenarios. Many contemporary 

slit lamps are still equipped with sub- optimal blue excitation filters which although are generally 

within the working spectrum of fluorescein, do not produce maximum viewing performance.  
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In conjunction with excitation, an appropriate yellow emission filter with a peak wavelength of 

510 to 520 nm is necessary to view the fluorescent light returning from the patients’ eye and 

exclude all unnecessary blue light spectra produced by the slit lamp [174]. Modern high- end slit 

lamp instruments may come furnished with both blue excitation and yellow emission filters built 

into the body of the devices. However, many eye care practitioners who do not have access to 

new equipment rely on alternative low-cost handheld thin film filters which must be manually 

suspended in position by the administering clinician during staining tests. This is not particularly 

comfortable for the clinician and the filters are generally not well tuned to optimum 

fluorescence emission wavelengths leading to poor viewing experiences and an increased 

possibility of missed diagnosis. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-3: Sodium Fluorescein excitation & emission Spectrum. Adapted from [174]. Ideal excitation wavelength 495 
nm, ideal emission wavelength 510 - 520 nm, with minimal overlap in-between. 
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Contrary to RB or LG, higher volumes of fluorescein instillation do not lead to better viewing as 

the dye experiences a “self- quenching” effect which leads to reduced fluorescent efficiency and 

a noticeable dimming of fluorescent light emanation at higher concentrations [224]. Figure 2.3 

shows the ideal excitation and emission wavelength of the Fluorescein stain in the human eye 

under normal pH levels – typical healthy baseline values are of around pH 7.6 but increase up to 

pH 9 over prolonged periods of eyelid opening due to tear film carbon dioxide absorption from 

the air [225]. Due to changes in amount of fluorescence at different pH levels, fluorescein has 

the ability to be used as a pH indicator as well [226].  

 

Typically, fluorescein allows trained clinicians to identify a whole host of abnormal 

manifestations such as corneal abrasions, scratches (length and position), corneal corrosions 

and abscesses, a few example of which are shown in figure 2.4  [202]. Although considered 

mildly invasive and has been shown to promote premature breakup in moderate to severe dry 

eye patients, FBUT is one of the most commonly used tests of tear film stability [171, 172, 183]. 

Lid wiper Epitheliopathy - thought to be one of the best indicators for the presence of dry eye 

[216] can also be performed using fluorescein similar to the earlier mentioned Lissamine green.  

Although conjunctival and corneal staining patterns have proved to be particularly effective 

markers of dry eye disease presence, this is only accurate in the most severe case examples, 

with less variability reported in both mild to moderate instances of dry eye as compared to 

healthy control patient [36]. Nevertheless, staining is still seen as one of the preferred 

techniques by clinicians due to low cost and ease of execution [164, 172].  

In summary fluorescein is considered as the least invasive option of all three commonly used 

vital dyes because of the large number of tests that can be conducted and the low negative 

patient impact. A full summary of tests that can be performed with fluorescein can be found in 

table 2.1.  
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Figure 2-4: (A & B) Incomplete blink example- fluorescein boundary line showing the lowest position of the eyelid 
during current blink cycle. Repeated incomplete blinks leads to reduced expression from meibomian glands and 
compromised tear film formula (C) Foreign body visible on ocular surface (D) Tear Meniscus and scleral staining (E) 
Tear breakup regions shown by dark shadows on corneal inferior region. Measurement is subjective. (All images 
author’s own work) 

 

A B 

C D 
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2.1.4. Summary of Ocular Surface Stains 
Table 2-1: List of commonly used dyes and appropriate filters for viewing. Adapted from [186] 

Ocular Surface Stain Suggested Excitation 
Filter 

Suggested Absorption 
Filter 

Test Invasiveness 
Level 

Rose Bengal 
Green Light Source for 

viewing over sclera, else 
White light source 

Wratten 58 Green, Wratten 
92 (Red) or Hoya 25A (Red) 

for use with white light 
source 

• Detection of damaged/ 
dead epithelial scleral 
cells High 

• Conjunctival Staining 

• Lid Wiper Epitheliopathy  

Lissamine Green White Light source 
Wratten 92 (Red) or Hoya 

25A (Red) 

• Conjunctival damage 
assessment 

Moderate • Contact lens fitting 
issues 

• Lid Wiper Epitheliopathy  

Sodium  
Fluorescein 

Cobalt blue,  
Wratten 47/ 47A Blue, 

Transmission 410- 
500nm.  

Wratten 12 Yellow, Peak 
Transmission above 510nm  

• Fluorescein Break up 
Time 

Low 

• Grading Staining 

• Tear Meniscus Profile 

• Fluorophotometry 

• Lid Wiper Epitheliopathy  

• Foreign Body 
Identification 

• Complete Blinking 
Analysis 

• Dendritic Ulcers 
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2.2. Staining Classification and Grading Schemes 

The subjective nature of vital staining makes it clinically challenging to consistently record 

abnormal ocular surface features and extent of damage. Subsequently, grading schemes have 

been developed to allow for comparison of patient symptoms and progression over time. 

Popular examples include the Oxford grading scheme [186], the National Eye institute/ Industry 

Workshop guidelines, the area- density index, the van Bijsterveld system, the Sjögren’s 

International Collaborative Clinical Alliance ocular staining score and the Collaborative 

Longitudinal evaluation of keratoconus (CLEK) [36, 227]. Each grading scheme allows for the 

recording of different characteristics and at different sensitivity increments. For example the 

Oxford grading scheme and CLEK use a greater score dynamic range than van Bijsterveld, 

thereby allowing identification of smaller changes in ocular conditions [228]. No studies have 

been completed proving the superiority of one scheme over another [228] and since the grading 

charts were designed to identify staining patterns and require subjective scoring, they are not 

particularly useful for quantitative assessment of diseases [186].  

 

 

 

2.3. Dye Observation with a Slit Lamp Biomicroscope 

Anterior eye observation by means of a traditional slit lamp biomicroscope is a common and 

non- invasive procedure [229]. White light, typically from a halogen or Light Emitting Diode (LED) 

source, is used to illuminate the eyeball and allows for direct, magnified, binocular viewing and 

assessment. Typically available in two form factors- Zeiss and Haag Streit, one of the many key 

advantages of the slit lamp is the ability to independently manipulate the angle of the light 

source projected on to the eye as well as the facility to control the profile of the light beam and 

adjust magnification of the eye piece- usually in steps from 6X, 10X, 16X, 25X and 40X. An 

experienced operator may be sufficiently skilled to observe forty two individual aspects of 

anterior ocular health ranging from simple foreign body identification, corneal erosion or 

crystalline lens cortical cataract [230].   

A distressed eye may present characteristics of disease and abnormalities that vary in aspects 

from size, colour, transparency and depth. To assist diagnosis, modern slit lamps allow five 

modes of illumination for optimised viewing of the affected areas [231, 232]:  
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1. Direct diffuse illumination – general anterior eye observation of corneal surface and 

crystalline lens, contact lens fitting, lacrimal reflex 

2. Direct focal illumination – cataracts evaluation, vessels, nerves, corneal shape, opacity 

depth 

3. Indirect illumination – corneal epithelium scarring, stromal defects, corneal micro 

cysts/vacuoles, corneal swelling, foreign bodies/ contaminates 

4. Specular Reflection – observation of surfaces, principally cornea 

5. Tangential – raised iris lesions 

 

The versatility of slit lamps allow clinicians to take advantage of multiple illumination techniques 

that will return the best results in respect to the abnormality being observed. Modern slit lamps 

can also be equipped with photo/ video capabilities and patient condition progression can be 

recorded over time to measure treatment efficacy. 

With the introduction of custom tailored synthetic dyes such as Sodium Fluorescein, Lissamine 

Green, or Rose Bengal into the anterior eye, along with the insertion of appropriate colour filters 

in the light path, this arsenal of slit lamp observations can be boosted to include hidden details 

not possible with simple white light observation [186]. It is common to find advanced slit lamps 

fitted with five manipulation/ excitation filters such as diffuse white, neutral density (grey), heat 

absorbing, green (red- free), and blue as well as a separate yellow emission filter located in the 

main body used for fluorescein observation.  
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2.4. Low Cost Alternative Filters 

Although modern slit lamps tend to include the filter packages required for various dye viewing, 

not all come as part of the standard model and many manufacturers only offer filters as part of 

expensive additional extras. The blue excitation filter can be an additional £1,000 option on 

some manufacturer quotation lists and cannot be retro fitted to earlier models. In addition not 

all filters are of equal performance, with certain manufactures choosing to use stock 

components from suppliers while others such as Topcon (Topcon, Tokyo, Japan) develop their 

own high performance fluorescein filters known as the Blue Free Filter TM which is a proprietary 

combination of blue exciter and yellow absorption filters that are claimed to give 1.6x brighter 

fluorescein viewing [233].  

Although these costs may be considered acceptable for large, well-funded organisations such as 

hospitals or research facilities, there is a tendency to save the best equipment for those that can 

afford it while others have to make do as best they can. Many older slit lamps which are to be 

replaced as part of product life cycles are still in reasonable working order and are sent to 

developing nations for a second life. Although there are no official figures for the re- used 

equipment market, the equipment tends to be of an older specification and be missing modern 

upgrades such as the coloured filters necessary for fluorescein viewing.  

To help with the lack of fluorescein viewing ability, companies such as Johnson and Johnson or 

Bausch and Lomb [234] have developed low cost, semi- disposable hand held filters such as 

those shown in figure 2.5 which are manually held in front of the objective lens and substitute 

inbuilt filters that are present with higher priced slit lamps. Needless to say, the requirement by 

the clinician to hold the filter in place takes up their spare hand which is an unnecessary 

inconvenience.  Furthermore, thin film filters, tend not to be particularly tuned to the desired 

fluorescein excitation curve and provide inferior viewing capabilities compared to the glass 

counterparts. During use, film filters are often sandwiched between the eyepiece objective 

lenses and illumination column by the clinicians which after time results in a scratched surface 

of the filter and suboptimal viewing effect. Such filters also tend to become easily damaged and 

lost.  
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 Figure 2-5: Low cost thin film filters for handheld use. Johnson & Johnson model includes an 
 additional red barrier filter for Lissamine green viewing 
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2.5. Chapter Aims and objectives 

It is clear that vital staining as part of slit lamp examinations is an important tool in the 

identification and grading of anterior eye diseases and in particular for dry eye where fluorescein 

breakup time has been identified as the one of the four homeostatic markers that is to be used 

to identify the disease should preferred non- contact methods not be possible [36].  

Fluorescein is a popular and readily obtainable dye which allows for great flexibility in a large 

number of clinical tests with minimum patient side- effects. To extract maximum data during an 

examination, instilled fluorescein should be exposed to a blue light source whose 495 nm peak 

wavelength matches the spectrum of optimum fluorescein excitation (figure 2.3). This will 

produce maximum fluorescence at lower light intensities thus minimising both patient 

discomfort and the potential for retinal damage through intense blue light exposure. Secondly 

a yellow emission filter closely matched to the shift in wavelength between the applied blue and 

resulting green emission wavelengths, namely 510 – 520 nm is to be developed for hands- free 

operation. The emission filter must be tuned to accentuate detail and early signs of disease 

giving the clinician the ability to make a confident diagnosis.  

Laboratoires Thea (Clermont-Ferrand, France) and Bausch & Lomb (Bridgewater, New Jersey, 

USA) have both expressed interest in the creation of low-cost filters for fluorescein viewing. To 

help differentiate between individual filter development, this chapter will be separated into two 

halves; the first focusing exclusively on the creation of a low-cost retrofitable pair of blue and 

white diffuse filters for Thea; and the second half dedicated to the development of a high-

performance fluorescein emission filter to be adopted by Bausch & Lomb. A joint discussion of 

all filters will complete the chapter at the end.  

Both development projects will have the following aims: 

• Create a low cost (sub- £2), high performance filter combination alternative to exceed 

viewing capabilities of mainstream filters available today;  

• Filters must be of universal design and retrofitable to fit as many of the Haag Strait style 

slit lamps variants as possible; 

• Filters must be designed to be commercially viable for large volume, commercial 

production and distribution; 

• Regarding blue excitation filter, minimise unnecessary blue light damage wavelengths; 

• Show individual company logos as well as Aston University logo on the body.  
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2.6.  Diffuse White and Fluorescein Blue Excitation Filters 

The lack of an active patent in the long history of slit lamps has allowed for many manufacturers 

to develop custom iterations of the instruments. Standard desktop slit lamps are available in 

two form factors named after the original manufacturer of that style; the first being Haag Streit 

which houses the light source at the top of the lighting column and the second being Zeiss which 

has a light source in the bottom of the body. It is difficult to accurately ascertain the active 

number, but to the authors’ knowledge there exist 29 larger slit lamp manufacturers with many 

more smaller producers not being known [235]. The vast majority of slit lamps have been 

designed with pre- selected coloured filters such as the common cobalt blue for fluorescein 

excitation or a separate green filter (known as red- free) for scleral/ retinal vessel viewing. Both 

variants are integrated into the illumination column allowing the user to change lighting 

conditions with simple switch selection without the need to manually insert filters.  

Individual manufacturers are free to choose custom light sources in their instruments along with 

filters that they may consider to be appropriate for the level of performance they are looking to 

achieve at an acceptable cost. Light sources typically vary between Tungsten, Halogen and 

newer LED versions. Colour temperature, brightness and colour rendering index (CRI)- which is 

the ability of a light source to appropriately render colours of an object in comparison with 

natural light, all vary between manufacturers and models and such details need to be considered 

for custom filter design.   

In an effort to further differentiate performance and styling between each other, manufacturers 

develop individual designs of their instruments with dimensions that are constantly changing. 

To develop a single filter that will fit popular slit lamps available from various manufacturers as 

well as accurately reproduce the appropriate spectrums will be challenging. 
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2.6.1. Blue Light Hazard 

A harmful side effect of using fluorescein for observation of the eye is the requirement to use a 

relatively short wavelength blue light source below 500 nm and the corresponding risk of retinal 

damage through a process known as blue light exposure as seen in figure 2.6. Although it has 

been proven that intense visible light, such as normal noncoherent sunlight is capable of retinal 

degradation [236, 237] the high energy, short wavelength of intense blue/ violet light when 

shone into the human eye even for brief periods, encourages both degenerative retinal pigment 

epithelium and photoreceptor damage in the retina [238, 239].  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-6: Blue light hazard overlaps the crystalline lens transmission profile (grey line) allowing light energy of 415 
nm and above to reach the retina. Self-drawn with data obtained from [238, 240]  
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At sea level, the amount of solar energy contained in the 400 – 500 nm region is greater than in 

any successive 100 nm bandwidth. Solar radiation peaks at 470 nm and direct viewing of the 

midday sun on a bright day at sea level through a 2mm constricted pupil gives rise to a retinal 

irradiance of 1.6 J s-1 cm-2. A minute of sun gawking gives rise to 96 J cm-2 of radiation exposure 

potentially leading to scotomata- permanent photochemical damage of the retina or even a 

possibility of uncontrolled cellular mutation [241, 242]. Modern slit lamps, such as the halogen 

powered Haag Streit 900, are capable of producing up to 1.2 J s-1 cm-2 under full power 

illumination conditions [243] and are able to exceed the maximum allowable exposure of blue 

light shone into a patients’ eye in as little as fifteen seconds [174, 243]. 

Prolonged radiation into the eyes of young adult rhesus macaque monkeys by Dawson et al. 

demonstrated that blue light exposure of 20 J cm-1 causes significant changes on the fundus 

structure leading to retinal lesions [236]. Separately, Rapp & Smith found that UV-A light causes 

between 50 and 80 times greater photoreceptor damage than green light at the same light 

intensity [244]. 

Historically, carbon arc, Nernst glower and Köhler illumination were once all used as light 

sources for slit lamps, but evolution of the device has now settled on the common incandescent, 

halogen and more recently introduced LED lamps. The method of electron excitation of these 

newer LED sources give rise to different light spectrums and therefore differing amounts of 

energy in the blue light hazard region but thankfully zero emissions within the UV range. The 

prime consideration that must be kept in the forefront of design is the need to minimise blue 

light exposure and sidestep any potential fallout of retinal damage as a results of fluorescein 

observation and to keep observation time short to minimise exposure length.  
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2.6.2. Slit Lamp Pure White and Blue Filter Spectrum Data Collection 

Contemporary slit lamps are typically fitted with either Halogen or LED light sources, but with 

no standardisation existing between manufactures, spectrum profiles of both pure white and 

filtered blue from common manufactures will need to be measured to gain a starting point for 

filter design.   

An Ocean Optics Maya 200 Pro Spectrometer (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, Florida, US) was used for 

the collection of all spectral data on available slit lamps at Aston University. To achieve 

consistency across various test and slit lamp models, the following physical setup was employed: 

1. Individual slit lamps were powered on 5 minutes prior to start of test to allow for 

operating brightness to be fully achieved 

2. The spectrum probe was placed at 100mm from slit lamp objective lens- the average 

distance a patient will sit when being observed during examination 

3. All spectrometer settings were maintained across all slit lamp tests: Integration time 

set to 0.01 seconds, 2 scans to average, Box Car width = 3, Electric Dark Correction 

and Non- Linearity Correction = True 

4. Probe was held in place by a bespoke rig created from Thor Labs Optical Bench 

equipment (Thor Labs, Newton, New Jersey, USA)  

5. Dark field measurements were taken and subtracted from the light signal in an effort 

to remove any stray radiation during measurement. 

6. To extract maximum data, brightness of each slit lamp was progressively adjusted 

until just before spectrometer sensor saturation was reached, i.e. maximum 

brightness that can be recorded by the spectrometer before sensor overexposure. 

Experimental setup is shown in figure 2.7 with results following. 
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Figure 2-7: Experimental setup of slit lamp spectrum measurement process. A) Probe positioned on custom platform 
in-line with slit lamp light path. Spectrometer settings to be kept constant across all slit lamps. B) Close up of probe 

and slit lamp mirror assembly- last position before light enters patients’ eye.  

 

  

A 

B 
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2.6.3. Slit Lamp Spectrum Results 

Data was successfully collected on a wide variety of raw white light slit lamp spectrum profiles 

from both halogen and LED slit lamp light sources and have been graphed in figures 2.8 and 2.9 

respectfully. Transmission profiles were calculated for each sample and important indicators 

such as central wavelength and maximum transmission were extrapolated for each- maximum 

transmission and central wavelength are separate indicators of filter performance and need not 

occur at the same wavelength. As expected, no two slit lamp pure white light sources were the 

same with marked differences between manufacturers giving a large range of intensities at 

different wavelengths. This is most likely attributed to individual manufacturers specifying bulbs 

that are particular to their models as a way of generating future revenue on replacement parts 

and a fact that is backed up by many online suppliers offering multitudes of bulbs, both OEM 

and alternative manufacturer low cost equivalents [245, 246]. 

 

 

Figure 2-8: Slit Lamp White Light Source Comparison - Halogen 
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Figure 2-9: Slit Lamp White Light Source Comparison – LED 

 

Bulb age, thermal degradation and usage cycles may also play a factor with units that are close 

to end of life typically experiencing lower light level outputs and shifts in radiation patterns from 

original factory conditions [247]. To maintain constant conditions and reduce unintended 

changes in experimental setup, slit lamp brightness settings were kept constant and onboard 

blue filters were sampled during the same procedure without changing of either the brightness 

of the slit lamp or the position of the probe. Figures 2.10 through 2.13 are a collection of all 

halogen and LED blue filters in combination with transmittance performance at various 

wavelengths. Although many filters have close central wavelengths of between 455 and 485 nm, 

each show large deviations of peak transmittance wavelengths of between 397 nm for the Shin 

Nippon SL-500 and 429 nm for the Topcon SL-D7. Similar divergences can be seen for LED slit 

lamps. Table 2.2 shows all spectrum data from tested slit lamps combined with calculated 

spectrum overlaps of each blue filter compared with ideal fluorescein.  
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Figure 2-10: Normalised Slit Lamp Blue Light Comparison – Halogen 

 

 

Figure 2-11: Slit Lamp Blue Filter Transmission Efficiencies – Halogen  
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Figure 2-12: Normalised Slit Lamp Blue Filter Comparison – LED 

 

 

Figure 2-13: Slit Lamp Blue Filter Transmission Efficiencies - LED  
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Table 2-2: Comparison of Halogen and LED slit lamp filter profiles 

Light 
Source 
Type 

Slit Lamp Model 
Central  

Wavelength  
(nm) 

Peak 
Transmission 
Wavelength 

(nm) 

Transmission 
Percentage at 

Peak Transmission 

Halogen 

CSO 990 5X 457 401 84.91 

Haag Streit 900 460 415 63.63 

Haag Streit 990BX 461 408 106.00 

Shin Nippon SL- 500 455 397 81.00 

Takagi SN- 70 485 420 111.00 

Topcon SL- D7 464 429 71.00 

Topcon SL7F 460 408 73.00 

LED 

CSO SL9000 457 430 54.20 

Keeler Symphony 40H 439 444 105.00 

Topcon SL-D701 453 427 76.00 

 

The closest halogen blue filter to ideal fluorescein (495nm) is the Takagi SN- 70 which had a 

central wavelength of 485 nm. In figure 2.11, the transmittance curves of both the Takagi and 

the Haag Streit 900BX is confusingly above the 100 % threshold of the original white light source 

suggesting the blue filter itself is fluorescing to give a higher light level output than it is receiving. 

The Keeler Symphony 40H also demonstrates similar behaviour.  

Many of the halogen filters have relatively low transmissive efficiency with the Haag Streit 900 

showing only a 63.6% efficiency and the CSO SL9000 even lower with a 54.2% score. This may 

be indicative of a materially thicker filter used in these models and less light being able to 

penetrate the medium. 

A large portion of blue filters are not particularly close to the ideal fluorescein spectrum and 

surprisingly many have peak transmission values in the low 400 nm regions where blue light 

hazard can pose a serious problem over longer periods of exposure. However, the light 

intensities of both Halogen and LED light sources is very low in these wavelengths which leaves 

the likelihood of ocular damage fairly low during the course of a standard slit lamp examination. 

Finally, the raw white spectrums of the LED and halogen slit lamps is dramatically different with 

all three LED models presenting reduced spectral energy in the 450 to 500 nm region- directly 

in the ideal fluorescein excitation region (figure 2.9). All three of the LED blue filters in figure 

2.12 produce a tighter profile than the halogen equivalents and attempt to take advantage of 

the left peak of the white light spectrum, with the Keeler 40H particularly excelling in being able 

to match the white and blue profiles at the 444 nm point and generate a second peak at 474 nm 

to give additional an boost of light energy closer to the desired 495 nm as shown in figure 2.14.  
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Figure 2-14: Keeler Symphony 40H LED on board blue filter compared to pure white slit lamp spectrum profile 

 

 

In summary there is now a clearer understanding of current filter performance characteristics 
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Due to the large differences between Halogen and LED white light profiles, it is recognised that 
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to produce best viewing results with whichever instrument is used.  
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2.6.4. Material Selection  

Ultimate filter performance will not only be determined through colour, but also through 

physical material choice as the mechanical properties of the final polymer will influence the 

optical clarity, strength and durability of the production filter. 

The plastic selection process should consider the real-world usage and handling of the filters. 

The typical environment will be in clinical settings under standard room temperatures and 

pressures (STP). Due to examiner convenience, it is reasonable to expect that the filters will be 

kept in pockets rather than in the original carry case therefore requiring scratch resistance. 

Material flexibility will also be necessary to be able to “clip-on” to the slit lamp during hands free 

operation.  

Polymer optics offer many benefits over traditional glass alternatives in terms of cost, lower 

weight and the ability to select mechanical properties depending on the base material used 

[248]. The freedom to produce aspheric and complex geometric shapes at relatively low cost 

through the injection moulding process is a strong advantage. Additionally, resistance to 

shattering and breakage of plastics enhance the safety argument which together makes a strong 

case for the use of plastics in this potential mass-produced application.  

Generally, plastics can be separated in to three families with similar properties in each:  

 

 

Figure 2-15: Common polymer families. Adapted from Curbell Plastics Materials selection guide [249]  
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Specialist plastics have been formulated to be used in optical applications with similar optical 

properties to glass. Cyclic Olefin Copolymers (COC) or Cyclic Olefin Polymers (COP) are two types 

of amorphous polymers that have high transmissibility, low birefringence and strong mechanical 

properties [250]. Table 2.2 shows a comparison of amorphous thermoplastics that will be 

considered for the use in the final design solution.  

Typically, plastics are to be considered by process of elimination. These filters will no doubt be 

subject to potentially detrimental environments (pockets, bags, containers with other 

equipment, etc.) and they should be robust enough to withstand the demands placed upon 

them. In addition, the repetitive hanging and removal of the filters onto the slit lamps will cause 

fatigue in the elastic parts of the body used to attach to slit lamps and is a point that needs to 

be taken under consideration for materials selection.   

Both fluorescein blue and diffuse white will be used exclusively for the manipulation of the slit 

lamp light source and therefore optical viewing parameters will focus on the best transmittance 

and mechanic properties available from the amorphous thermoplastics family. 

It was initially planned to use COP or COC polymers, but disadvantages include high rigidity, high 

price and low availability which makes them unsuitable for the desired low-cost application. 

Comparing user requirements with plastic offerings, the first-choice match is polycarbonate 

which is a common, tough and high wearing plastic used in many applications from safety 

spectacles through to lamp covers. Mechanical properties of polycarbonate will allow for low 

cost fabrication as well as providing the flexibility necessary for attachment to slit lamp 

appendages. Should it be deemed necessary, it is possible to obtain higher grades of 

polycarbonate which conform to United States Pharmacopeia and National Formulary (USP-NF) 

class VI designation- a toxicity and bio compatibility standard required to be met should the 

plastic ever be considered for large scale production and require official classification as a 

medical device.  

The development of both the fluorescein blue and diffuse white filter will therefore proceed 

with polycarbonate as the selected material. 
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Table 2-3: Optical and Mechanical properties of potential amorphous thermoplastic materials for fluorescein blue excitation filter and diffuse white filter 

 Material 

Properties Acrylic     COP COC Polycarbonate Styrene Polyester PEI Glass N-BK7 (Reference)  

Refractive Index (589.2 nm) 1.49 1.53 1.53 1.585 1.59 1.61 1.68 1.52 

Abbe Number 58 56 58 34 31 27 19 64 

Uncoated Transmittance in Visible Spectrum 92 92 92 89 88 90 50 91 

Birefringence (scale of 0 to 10) 4 2 2 7 10 2 - 1 

Operating Temperature (°C) 85 135 150 120 75 125 170 >400 

Cost per Kg £2.78 - - £2.20 £1.85 £1.79 £3.00 - 

 
Guide 

Refractive Index-light rays entering a transparent or opaque material will experience a change in speed and a corresponding change in direction as the density of the new 

medium is different to the source material (Coronis, 2009). The greater the change in direction, the greater the refractive index. 

Abbe Number-a useful measure for dispersion of visible light as it travels through a material. Light of different wavelengths will have various angles of refraction which will 

cause images to become unclear and foggy. A common example is seeing rainbow fringes when looking at a light source through a section of plastic. The higher the Abbe 

number, the greater the clarity of the image.  

Birefringence- optical polymers hold an inherent amount of stress which affects the light waves as they travel through the material. If the plastic is injected into the mould and 

careful consideration is not given to mould designs and cool down times, the finished units will suffer from molecule misalignment which disrupts any images that will be 

viewed through the material.  
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2.6.5. Mechanical Sizing 

Haag Streit type slit lamps have light sources and coloured filters enclosed in a plastic body 

located in the upper half of the illumination assembly thereby allowing light to be channelled 

through the filters before it is reflected off the 45˚ mirror and into the patients’ eye. As both the 

blue and diffuse white filters will need to interrupt the light path prior to being received by the 

patient, both will need to be positioned around the mirror assembly (see figure 2.16) which, 

without physical modification to the slit lamp itself is the natural area of interest. Common slit 

lamps were selected and measured using a Mitutoyo 500-196-20 Digimatic Vernier calliper 

(Takatsu-Ku, Kawasaki, Japan). 

 

 

Figure 2-16: Common slit lamp mirror assembly dimensions. Uprights on both left and right are  
of similar dimensions across all known manufacturers and models  
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2.6.6. Filter Development  

All filter design and development steps were carried out on the Solidworks 3D CAD package 

(Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay Cedex – France) in conjunction with rapid prototyping 

facilities such as the HPC Laserscript laser cutter and the Stratasys UPrint SE Plus.  

For assistance with transfer to manufacture, external injection moulding companies were 

contacted and vetted. Firstpress Plastic Moulders and Colour UK were selected as the 

development partners. The design ethos centred primarily on development of a filter matching 

the ideal fluorescein spectrum packaged in a body that would be easy to use with existing slit 

lamps and be of low cost to manufacture in large quantities.  

When developing a colourant formula for injection moulding, two forms of additives are 

available: pigments and dyes. Pigment additives will sit between particles of plastic as it is 

injected into the mould. Higher concentrations lead to higher opacity which in turn lowers 

transmission. Alternatively, dyes will mix with the plastic polymers during injection with higher 

concentrations not significantly affecting transmissivity, allowing for a greater range of formulas 

to work with. 

Various blue samples swaths were produced and shown in figure 2.17. There were three 

parameters that could be changed to each sample: 1) dye formula; 2) dye concentration and; 3) 

material thickness.  Spectrum signatures of the samples are graphed in figure 2.18. Through an 

iterative process, the formula and performance of the filters was established and progressively 

tuned over a 12 month period to achieve as close a transmission profile as ideal fluorescein.  

 

 

Figure 2-17: Blue colour sample. Three thicknesses available to measure from single sample- 
A, B & C = 3, 2 & 1 mm respectively 

A B C 
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Figure 2-18: Absolute Transmittance of Blue Filter Samples 
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The testing of each colour swath was performed on the Ocean Optics 3000 spectrometer by 

placing the filter in-between the light source and probe while held in position using OBE. For 

Halogen testing, an Ocean Optics DH- 2000 (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, Florida, US) light source was 

used, whereas for the LED a custom build testing rig was constructed which housed a 3500k LED 

SMD module selected as it was the closest match to the apparent market leading Topcon SL-D7.  

At the same time that colour formula was being created, the designs of the filter body were also 

being developed. A total of 13 design iterations were necessary to arrive at the final solution of 

which are shown in figure 2.19. The mounting ring and lens are a single injected unibody design 

with a polished finish on the lens as opposed to a sandblasted finish on the body and perimeter 

to minimise stray light leakage. Both Aston University and Thea company logos are recessed 

with polished finish to highlight them under illumination. 

As the diffuse white filters only serve to evenly disperse the total white light without attenuation 

of certain wavelengths, it will be possible to use a single filter interchangeably between both 

Halogen and LED powered slit lamps. Fluorescein blue filters are however significantly affected 

by the different light sources due to the variation in source spectrum and therefore each filter 

will have small indicators which differentiate the Halogen from LED filter versions. To achieve 

best results, filters should only be used with labelled light sources.  
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Figure 2-19: Computer renders of final blue fluorescein and white diffuse filter designs 

  

Flexible arm and mounting ring 
allows almost universal slit- lamp 
use.  

Large area for both logos to be clearly 
recognised and makes handling the filters 
easier when installing on to slit lamp. 

Main body faces as well as 
edges of filters to be sand 
blasted to prevent stray light 
from interfering with 
observations. 

Either Halogen or LED lettering will be 
present on each lens to inform the user to 
employ the correct lens for the appropriate 
light source. 
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2.6.7. Mounting Instructions 

Both the Fluorescein blue and white diffuse filters are designed to fit on as wide a range of slit 

lamp models as possible. The uprights to the left and right of the mirror assembly have been 

selected as they are found almost universally between upright Haag Streit slit lamp types (figure 

2.20a). With a simple clip on action, the filters can be attached and turned into position (figure 

2.20b) as required and allow for high performance, hands– free fluorescein or general anterior 

eye viewing which greatly assists with the inspection of the eye and the identification of 

previously hidden details. 

 

 

Figure 2-20: Custom developed blue and white filters in position on Topcon SL-D7 Slit Lamp. (A) shows how filters can 
be clipped on to the upright and moved out of the light path during general observation. (B) shows the blue filter in 

the path of the light source when fluorescein excitation is necessary 

 

Both blue and diffuse filters 
clipped on to slit lamp 
uprights ready for use 

Blue filter is in position under light 
source for fluorescein viewing. White 

filter out of light path 

B A 
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2.6.8. Results 

It is not uncommon to find traditional halogen slit lamps being used alongside modern LED 

equivalents and although both instruments work well when general anterior eye observation is 

being conducted with the relatively simple white diffuse filter, performance significantly 

deviates when coloured filters are inserted into the light path. This is essentially due to the way 

white light is produced by the respective bulbs and is significant enough that a blue filter which 

shows strong performance under a halogen light source may not work so well under an LED 

alternative.  

Table 2.4 is a full comparison of all slit lamp fluorescein filter spectrums available at Aston 

University with the custom developed filters included at the bottom of each light source type. 

The least squares method was used to calculate areas under the graph and compare with 

overlap of ideal fluorescein excitation. There is clearly a large discrepancy between different slit 

lamps with fluorescein spectrum overlap being surprisingly low under several models.  

With a central wavelength of 485 nm and 64.1% of light transmitted within the ideal fluorescein 

spectrum, the best performing slit lamp is the Takagi SN- 70. The Keeler Symphony 40H was the 

best in the LED category. It was intended to compare best performing slit lamps of each type to 

the newly developed filters, however due to the Takagi no longer being available for use, the 

Topcon SL-D7 was selected as the nearest alternative. 
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Table 2-4:  Comparison of halogen, LED and custom blue fluorescein filter spectrum and transmission performance properties 

Light 
Source 

Type 
Slit Lamp Model 

Central  
Wavelength  

(nm) 

Peak 
Transmission 
Wavelength 

(nm) 

Transmission 
Percentage at 

Peak 
Transmission 

Percentage of Blue 
Filter Spectrum Overlap 

in Ideal Fluorescein 
Spectrum 

Overall Percentage of 
blue light transmitted 

within Ideal Fluorescein 
Excitation Spectrum 

Halogen 

CSO 990 5X 457 401 84.91 52.50 36.40 

Haag Streit 900 460 415 63.63 51.50 34.50 

Haag Streit 990BX 461 408 106.00 54.50 40.70 

Shin Nippon SL- 500 455 397 81.00 56.70 38.90 

Takagi SN- 70 485 420 111.00 64.30 64.10 

Topcon SL- D7 464 429 71.00 70.40 42.60 

Topcon SL7F 460 408 73.00 65.00 41.00 

Custom Blue CB6002 478 471 36.00 93.00 49.30 

LED 

CSO SL9000 457 430 54.00 32.20 23.76 

Keeler Symphony 40H 439 444 105.00 33.80 49.40 

Topcon SL-D701 453 427 76.00 34.70 43.28 

Custom Blue led CF5814  473 487 21.71 97.90 29.20 

 

Guide  

Central Wavelength (nm) – midpoint wavelength of the total allowable transmission spectrum   

Peak Transmission Wavelength (nm) – wavelength at which maximum amount of light energy is allowed to pass through the filter. 
 
Transmission Percentage at Peak Transmission- maximum amount of light energy compared with unfiltered light source allowed to pass through filter at peak 
transmission wavelength.   

Percentage of Blue Filter Spectrum Overlap in Ideal Fluorescein Spectrum – amount of blue filter spectrum coverage within the excitable wavelength range of fluorescein 

Overall Percentage of blue light transmitted within Ideal Fluorescein Excitation Spectrum – total amount of transmitted energy within ideal Fluorescein spectrum
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2.6.9. Custom Halogen Fluorescein Filter 

Halogen light sources generally exhibit a continuous rising profile of light from the blue to the 

red end of the spectrum. Figure 2.14 shows the performance of the custom Halogen filter 

compared with existing glass filters found in common slit lamps. Spectrum of the custom filter 

peaks at 480nm, whereas ideal fluorescence is achieved at 495 nm.  

Using least squares method to calculate areas under graphs 2.22 and 2.23 and compiling in to 

table 2.4, the custom blue halogen filter (highlighted in blue) attains a 93% coverage of the ideal 

fluorescein spectrum but due to the wall thickness of 3mm, achieves only a 36% overall 

transmittance value. Light is greatly attenuated as it passes through the thick filter medium. A 

reduction in filter wall thickness was attempted as a way of improving transmissivity. However, 

a bleeding effect was noticed and greater amounts of white light were able to pass through the 

filter lens. Correspondingly, fluorescence levels seemed to decrease dramatically. To overcome 

this deficiency of lower transmissivity, the clinician will need to increase slit lamp brightness 

values which during testing allowed for good viewing capabilities. 

Takagi SN-70 is the best performing slit lamp tested. Over 64% of filtered light falls within the 

ideal fluorescein excitation spectrum and allows for best viewing results from the available 

models. During testing however, the Takagi was not available and instead the Topcon SL-D7 was 

used. Figure 2.21 shows images of Topcon filters compared directly with the custom created 

blue filter captured by external camera. Camera exposure and slit lamp brightness was fixed for 

all tests. Images A and B show the pure blue filters side by side and a significant difference is 

visible. The Topcon, with a central wavelength of 464 nm is a darker and more intense violet 

blue, whereas the custom filter is much lighter and mellow colour. This is to be expected as 

lower wavelengths will produce colours closer to an ultra violet colour. Images C and D are taken 

under the same brightness conditions, but this time with fluorescein dye instillation. Image D 

which uses the custom filter emanates a brighter green glow and regions of tear film breakup 

are visible- even without the yellow filter being employed. Images E and F are taken with the 

onboard Topcon yellow emission filter placed in the return light channel and mimics typical real 

world fluorescein testing practices. Onboard Topcon blue and yellow filters in image E produce 

a clear fluorescence over the full ocular surface with the brown iris appearing cloudy again the 

green foreground. Image F, taken with the custom blue filter in combination with the Topcon 

yellow does produce stronger fluorescence and a clearer Iris definition. An incomplete blink can 

be identified through the faint black line apparent slightly below the central horizontal plane of 

the pupil.  
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Figure 2-21: Comparison of filter performance - Topcon SL- D7 Slit Lamp test with various filter combinations. A) 
Topcon blue filter only B) Custom blue filter only c) Topcon blue filter with fluorescein instilled D) Custom blue filter 
with Fluorescein instilled E) Topcon blue filter with onboard Topcon yellow filter & Fluorescein F) Custom blue filter 
with onboard Topcon yellow filter & Fluorescein (Regions of TF breakup are also visible but may not be apparent in 

the printed images). 
 

 

A B 

C D 

E F 
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Figure 2-22: Custom 3 mm Fluorescein filter spectrum comparison to ideal fluorescein and commercial slit lamp models 
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Figure 2-23: Custom 3 mm Halogen Fluorescein filter transmission performance compared with commercial slit lamps
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2.6.10. Custom LED Fluorescein Filter 

The LED spectrum posed more of a challenge as the raw trace of LED light output has a large 

peak at the 450 nm range, a dip in the important 490 nm region and then picks up again after 

510 nm. Instrument manufactures such as Topcon, which is regarded to have the industry 

leading advanced LED blue/ yellow filter combination, overcome these energy deficiencies by 

tuning the blue excitation filters to a central wavelength nearer to 450 nm, directly where the 

first peak emission of the LED light source is registered and thereby compensate for the loss of 

light energy at 490 nm (figure 2.9). Negative consequences to this however, is that the emitted 

spectrum is closer to the blue light hazard region and may cause health issues over repeated 

long periods of exposure. 

In attempts to harvest maximum light energy, the custom LED colour formula was designed to 

work at two peaks – the LED 450 nm peak and the fluorescein 490 nm peak. Although there is 

less energy at 490 nm, the filter can take advantage of light from a larger area of the spectrum 

and gives very strong fluorescence performance compared to the more expensive glass filters 

found in commercial slit lamps. 

Compared with ideal fluorescein peak of 495nm, the custom blue filter testing resulted in a 

central wavelength of 473 nm with a remarkable 97.9% coverage of the ideal Fluorescein 

spectrum- figure 2.25. Absolute filter performance is again severely handicapped by the low 

filter transmission properties with a value of only 29.2% within the fluorescein region. Peak 

transmission occurs at 487 nm, but only has a 21.7 % efficiency at this wavelength- figure 2.26.  

From the list of commercial slit lamps, the best performing instrument from the available LED 

slit lamp models is the Keeler Symphony 40H, achieving a shorter peak wavelength of 444 nm 

but a superior 49.4 % of light transmitted over the ideal fluorescein band. The Keeler 40H is the 

only slit lamp tested which demonstrated a two peak blue filter spectrum, allowing a greater 

amount of white light to be used in fluorescein excitation. Custom LED Filter testing proceeded 

with the LED Keeler Symphony 40H with all images in figure 2.24 captured by means of the 

onboard camera supplied with the slit lamp instrument. During testing it was apparent that 

unlike the halogen cousins, custom LED blue filters produced considerably darker images 

compared to the Keeler competition. Again, material thickness and dye concentration are the 

main culprits behind this.  
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Figure 2-24: Blue filter performance comparison- Fluorescein instilled in to patient eyes and imaged using Keeler 40H 
LED slit lamp with onboard camera.  (A) Keeler slit lamp onboard blue filter. (B) Custom Blue LED filter, slit lamp 

brightness increased. (C) Keeler Blue filter in combination with onboard Keeler yellow filter. (D) Best image captured 
of custom blue filter in combination with onboard Keeler yellow filter. NOTE: Both C & D have been colour boosted 

equally to help with printed viewing.  

 

Fluorescein imaging through the custom filter can be seen in Figure 2.24d. Dark regions on the 

cornea signify tear film break up and contrast level are very high making identification of such 

regions relatively easy. Although the custom filter did produce good fluorescence, slit lamp 

brightness was turned up to maximum to be bright enough for viewing. The author believes that 

slit lamp images were generally darker with custom filter and fluorescence effect tended to 

weaken quicker under custom filter viewing. An important issue to discuss is the poor quality of 

the onboard slit lamp camera to capture images. When regular white illumination is used, the 

onboard camera is able to capture high quality images. However, in cases of low light such as 

those experienced during fluorescein observation, the light being captured becomes disturbed 

and attenuated slightly by the onboard Bayer filter located in front of the CMOS ship found in 

colour cameras. A by-product of this is a misrepresentation of real world viewing results and a 

reduced image contrast. Fluorescein viewing is therefore superior looking though the slit lamp 

binocular scope compared with on screen digital capture.  

A B 

D C 
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Figure 2-25: Custom 3 mm Fluorescein filter spectrum comparison to ideal fluorescein and commercial slit lamp models  
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Figure 2-26: Custom 3 mm LED Fluorescein filter transmission performance compared with commercial slit lamps 
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2.7. Yellow Emission Filter 

Once fluorescein has been instilled into the eye and a blue light source of appropriate 

wavelength is shone onto the surface, fluorescence will become apparent. Viewing of the eye 

under these conditions is possible, but the introduction of a simple yellow barrier filter which 

matches with the spectral emission signature of fluorescein as illustrated in figure 2.3, allows for 

more insightful observation due to better contrast of areas of damage such as tear breakup, 

punctate staining, or corneal abrasions- such regions appear as green against a dark background 

where fluorescein begins to pool.  

Fluorescein breakup time is not only a key diagnostic test that has been identified by the TFOS 

DEWS II workshop as a key global metric for the identification of the presence of dry eye [36]; it 

is also seen by many clinicians as one of the preferred tests for doing so [122]. When asking a 

patient to hold their eyes open for as long as possible, the tear film begins to break down after 

some time by thinning and evaporation, causing localised regions of increased fluorescein 

concentration leading to the self-quenching effect and a lowering in fluorescence levels. These 

areas appearing dark under observation [173, 251]. Figure 2.4 is an example of tear breakup. 

Whereas pure blue light may be used to identify regions of fluorescein pooling in cases of corneal 

scratches, it does not allow for easy tear film break up observation. A yellow barrier filter does 

and with that comes the need to develop a highly tuned filter to match fluorescein emission. 

Unlike the excitation filters which were dependent on light source type, the yellow emission 

filter is responsible for the blocking of reflected light from the patient eye and should therefore 

be immune to differing light sources.  
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2.7.1. Existing Yellow Filter Spectrum Data 

Yellow emission filters are installed into slit lamps as part of an optional upgrade at the time of 

purchase and not all, especially older examples, are equipped with this additional hardware. 

Ordinarily, the yellow barrier filter is found within the main body of the slit lamp and is able to 

influence light collected from the objective lens before it passes to the binocular view finder. As 

the filters are buried within the instrument itself, it has not been possible to make direct 

measurements of filter characteristics without disassembling the apparatus- something that was 

not feasible. In work by Peterson et al. the yellow filters of a Takagi SM-70 and Haag Streit slit 

lamps were directly measured and steep emittance curves, peaking between 525 and 550 nm 

and with transmission value above 90% were measured [173], thus providing a useful indication 

of performance required by the custom filters.    

Slit lamps that are missing the inbuilt filters lack important fluorescein viewing abilities and a 

work around has been developed by the use of hand-held thin film filters that are to be kept in 

position by clinicians during observation, see figure 2.5. Theoretically, there exist many 

commercially available alternative thin film filters which may have better fluorescein barrier 

properties than the two mentioned above. A sample booklet from a renowned coloured film 

manufacturer called Lee Filters (Hampshire, United Kingdom) was acquired and filters of desired 

characteristics were tested to provide a starting point. 

As before, the Ocean Optics Maya 3000 Pro Spectrometer (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, Florida, US) 

was used for the collection of all spectral data on all yellow thin film filters. To maintain 

uniformity across tests, a custom rig was built using Thor Labs Optical Bench equipment (Thor 

Labs, Newton, New Jersey, USA) which held the filter in place during data collection. The DH-

2000 (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, Florida, US) Halogen light source was selected as a constant light 

source across all filter specimens.  Spectrometer settings remained constant across tests: 

Integration time set to 0.325 seconds, 2 scans to average, Box Car width = 3, Electric Dark 

Correction and Non- Linearity Correction = True. Dark field measurements were taken and 

subtracted from the light signal in an effort to remove any stray light radiation during 

measurement. 
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Figure 2-27: Data collection of thin film filter performance.  
Each filter held in position with Thor Labs optical bench equipment. 

 

2.7.2. Thin Film Spectrum Results 

A total of nine thin film filters were tested, with all results shown in figure 2.28 below. Mean 

thickness of samples was 0.1 mm, giving rise to transmissivity values of 80% or greater- figure 

2.29.  

The Bausch and Lomb (B&L) filter revealed a steep rising gradient in the 480 nm region and good 

coverage of fluorescein emission while the competing Johnson & Johnson filter produced a 

gentler profile rising from the 480 nm region and increasing steepness post-525 nm which does 

not overlap with fluorescein emission particularly well. It does however follow the profile of Lee 

Filter 015 (Deep Straw) almost identically and there is a very large likelihood that both are one 

and the same. A similar claim can be made for the B&L filter which closely followed the Lee 101 

yellow filter. Results shown in figure 2.28. 

Two green filters, 139 Primary Green and 738 Jas Green were selected as part of this test 

regiment and surprisingly produced closer emission spectra to ideal fluorescein than many of 

the yellows. Lee 738 Jas Green was a close colour match with Lee 139 Primary Green providing 

an identical trace to fluorescein emission but shifted right by 20 nm. Transmissivity of Lee 139 

was low at only 35% transmitted due to the nature of the darker colour which may compromise 

viewing. 

Good information was deduced from this exercise that was used as a starting point to develop 

the custom yellow dye.
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Figure 2-28: Yellow filter specimen colour spectrums 
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Figure 2-29: Thin Film transmission profiles of early selected specimens 
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2.7.3. Materials Selection 

The emission filter must be placed in the viewing path to filter the reflected light from the 

patients’ eye and therefore maximum optical quality is of prime importance. Referring to table 

2.3, birefringence- a measure of distortion as light travels through a material, is an important 

aspect to consider. Demands are different to the blue excitation filter which focused on colour 

influence, rather than visual quality. Acrylic, with a much lower birefringence value and higher 

abbe number was selected.  

 

 

2.7.4. Mechanical Sizing  

Slit lamps with inbuilt fluorescein viewing capabilities typically house emission filters within the 

main body just behind the objective lens and are moved into position during dye testing by 

mechanical swing action. The position of the custom yellow filter is consequently restricted to 

being located in a similar location.  

Available university slit lamps were measured by means of a Mitutoyo 500-196-20 Digimatic 

Vernier calliper (Takatsu-Ku, Kawasaki, Japan). Dimensions are shown in figure 2.30. 

Measurement results show that many slit lamps share objective lens profile and dimensions, 

which are similar across models/ manufacturers and range between 25 – 28 mm in diameter. 

The objective lens on CSO, Keller and Topcon slit lamps tend to protrude from the main body 

and allow removal for maintenance purposes. Haag Streit Bern slit lamps do not share this 

common design feature and instead have a chamfered, single piece body which tapers down to 

meet the objective lens, making any attachment difficult. 

With the only alternative to mount the yellow filter being the binocular view finders, the decision 

was taken to develop around the objective lens but excluding Haag Streit slit lamps as their 

profiles will require a one off solution and not be compatible with the majority of slit lamps 

model available. It was considered a better solution to be compatible with a larger volume of 

available slit lamps rather than a wide range of slit lamp manufacturers.  
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Figure 2-30: Objective lens profiles and physical dimensions of available slit lamps at Aston University 
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2.7.5. Emission Filter Development 

As before, all filter design and development steps were carried out on the Solidworks 3D CAD 

package (Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay Cedex – France) in partnership with Firstpress 

Plastic Moulders and Colour UK.  

Optical clarity, hands free operation and fluorescein spectrum matching were considered main 

driving factors. Both Aston University and Bausch & Lomb logos must be present on the filer.  

Thin film spectrum results were used to decide a starting point for dye mixing and 22 design 

concepts with 12 colour mixes were iterated over a one and a half year period. Spectrum testing 

was performed on the Ocean Optics 3000 Pro (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, Florida, US) in 

combination with the DH- 2000 light source and OBE. 

Similar to blue filters, the yellow emission filter feature a single, one piece injection moulding 

body with institution logos located on front and rear faces. Small raised dimples were added to 

the front surface of the filter to help minimise lens contact with table surfaces and reduce the 

risk of scratching. To help maintain design consistency the body was sandblasted to the same 

finish as both blue and white diffuse filters. However, unlike fluorescein excitation filters which 

are strongly influenced by light source type, the emission filter is not susceptible to such issues 

and so a single version which works on both slit lamp light source types was created. 

The yellow filter is designed to be clipped on to the front plane of the objective lens which was 

accomplished through the addition of flexible arms that straddle the slit lamp profile and keep 

the filter firmly in place. Manufacture of the aluminium mould commenced allowing acrylic 

prototype units to be created. Early units of the filter would fail due to poor elasticity of the 

material and the support arms which hold the filter to the objective lens were prone to snapping. 

Acrylic, although having excellent visual properties, proved too brittle for this application. Arm 

thickness was increased which made matters worse. It was decided to switch to polycarbonate 

which was able to solve this issue of flexibility but at the cost of added birefringence.  
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Figure 2-31: Renders of custom Fluorescein emission filters 

Clear logos on top and 
bottom face 

Large filter area to allow for clear 
unobstructed viewing 

Large area for finger holds 
and easy filter handling 

Soft and flexible arms for slit 
lamp attachment and hands-free 
operation  

Lens face features raised 
dimples for scratch 
prevention 
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Figure 2-32: Yellow filter on slit lamps  A) Custom filter complete Bausch & Lomb distribution kit including instruction 
booklet. B) Filter mounted to CSO CS9900 C) Filter mounted to Keeler Symphony 40H D) Filter mounted to Keeler 

Zeiss style slit lamp 

  

A 

B 

C 
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2.7.6. Yellow Fluorescein Emission Filter Results 

With the slit lamp light source not having a strong bearing on the performance of fluorescein 

emission, it was possible to create a single filter that could be used interchangeably between 

models. The attachment method is simple and the change from acrylic to polycarbonate 

material has allowed flexibility within the arms to fit many slit lamp models. The filter has been 

successfully fit tested on over ten slit lamp variants including Zeiss style slit lamps. 

Unfortunately, Haag Streit 900 models with cone shaped objective lenses proved too dissimilar 

to other models and therefore could not be currently accommodated but an adapter collar could 

be developed at a later stage to allow for use. 

Filter performance is graphed in figures 2.34 & 2.35. As the glass filters of modern day 

instruments are embedded within the main body of slit lamps it is impossible to measure their 

specta. Spectrometry was conducted comparing handheld B&L and J&J thin film filters which act 

as replacements for slit lamps not fitted with onboard filters. The custom yellow filter shows a 

closer match to ideal fluorescein emission spectrum and a transmissivity of over 90% for the 

area covered by fluorescein than either of the two thin film filters available.  

 

 

Figure 2-33: A) Topcon pure white light shone onto patients’ eye with onboard Topcon yellow filter in return path 
 B) Topcon pure white light source with custom yellow filter inserted in return path C) Topcon blue with Topcon 

yellow filter after fluorescein instillation D) Topcon blue with custom yellow after fluorescein instillation 

 

D C 

A B 
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Testing was conducted on the Topcon SL-D7 slit lamp. Unlike before, an external mobile phone 

camera (LG G4, Seoul, South Korea) was used to capture images with exposure and shutter speed 

fixed throughout all tests. Figure 2.33 shows examples of Topcon filters on the left compared 

with custom equivalents on the right. Images A and B are direct comparisons of yellow filter 

visual quality. Pure white light was used to illuminate the patients’ eye without the addition of 

fluorescein. Although the image is bright and definition of iris features are clear, there is a 

greater amount of haze and distortion visible through the custom yellow filter. This is 

predominately due to the birefringence stresses introduced into the polycarbonate material 

upon rapid cooling after the injection moulding process causing molecular misalignment. Steps 

had been taken to control the temperature and injection speed which has greatly reduced the 

hazing effect, but only a material change would be able to fully overcome this.  

Fluorescein was instilled into the patients’ eye and the onboard Topcon blue filter was used as 

the excitation source. Image 2.33C is captured though the onboard Topcon yellow filter. A small 

region of early tear film breakup can be seen at the 7 and 10 o’clock positions with small dark 

regions appearing. Image 2.33D employs the custom yellow filter which produces a greater 

contrast image. High fluorescence regions such as the lower meniscus and lacrimal canaliculi 

give rise to brighter greens against a darker Iris.  Early breakup regions are visible in the 9 o’clock 

position and overall performance of the custom yellow filter is very strong. 
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Figure 2-34: Custom yellow filter colour spectrum compared with existing thin film filters and ideal Fluorescein emission spectrum in green 
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Figure 2-35: Custom yellow filter transmission comparison to existing thin film filters
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2.8. Custom Blue and Custom Yellow Filters Testing 

When custom blue and yellow filters were combined for fluorescein viewing results proved 

disappointing. Figure 2.36 shows that the ocular surface is illuminated uniformly with light, but 

unlike when in combination with onboard filters, fluorescence is not present. Tear film breakup 

cannot be measured and although spectrometer results promised strong performance, this was 

not the case in real life.  

 

 

Figure 2-36: Custom blue and yellow filters in combination for fluorescein viewing 

 

 

Reasons for this point to the very close excitation and emission spectra of both filters used 

together causing a major reduction in image contrast. Due to the blue excitation peak being 487 

nm with the yellow transmission peak being 520 nm, this leaves only a small amount of colour 

difference to be detected by the observer. Additionally, the significant overlap of the blue and 

yellow filters seen in figure 2.37 means that much of the energy generated by the blue is 

cancelled out by the yellow. To boost contrast, a greater difference between excitation and 

emission may need to be developed with a shaper boundary between both filters to minimise 

overlap- something that may not be entirely possible with simple, low cost plastic filters. 
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2.9. Final Custom Filter Performance Results

 
Figure 2-37 Final custom blue & yellow filters performance compared to ideal Fluorescein excitation and emission 
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2.10. Discussion 

The use of topical dyes in anterior eye examination is a common and low cost procedure that 

enjoys worldwide acceptance [122, 172, 211]. With regards to dry eye diagnosis, a fluorescein 

breakup time of below 10s is considered one of the core indicators for the presence of dry eye 

disease [36]. Many modern slit lamps may be equipped with onboard filters for various dye 

viewing, although efficiency with respect to ideal Fluorescein leaves much to be desired.  

Although it would have been ideal to create a single blue filter that can accept both light sources, 

the sheer range of halogen or LED combinations with various colour temperatures and 

brightness levels leaves no option but to have two individual filters, each of which are tailored 

to work with either a halogen bulb or the newer LED bulbs. Final custom filter performances of 

both blue and yellow versions are shown in figure 2.37.  

Under the current scope of work, blue filter design was focused to be compatible with Haag 

Streit upright slit lamp models and future work can incorporate adapter components to allow 

for fitting to the Zeiss equivalents. The excitation filters are attached to various slit lamp models 

by means of the uprights that are present either side of the mirror assembly and the vast 

majority of slit lamps share common dimensions. CSO slit lamps uprights are of a significantly 

different design and the filters are unable to attach in the position required for good operation 

but variations could be created to overcome these restrictions.  

Tuning custom blue filter colour spectra to ideal fluorescence has proved a success with 93.0 

and 97.5% coverage for the Halogen and LED filters respectively. Nevertheless, low transmission 

values offset performance with slit lamp brightness levels needing to be increased to 

compensate. A similar effect was observed with diffuse white filters; under equal brightness 

levels custom white filters allowed far less light to pass and images of the ocular surface were 

dark, but produced stronger viewing once light levels increased. It has proven difficult to 

objectively measure amount of fluorescence produce by custom filters due to the subjective 

nature of fluorescein observation as well as poor camera properties. However, a positive of 

these custom filters is the reduced amount of transmittance in the blue light hazard region which 

means that even with the slit lamp brightness turned to maximum, dangerous light energy is 

restricted from reaching the patients’ eye.  

In cases where LED light sources are used, many instrument manufacturers tune the blue filters 

to work within the higher energy region closer to 450nm, rather than 490 nm, as LED output at 

this point in the spectrum exhibit greater light and therefore stronger fluorescence. The larger 
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spacing between the excitation and emission spectra tends to give rise to superior contrast 

viewing which is beneficial when trying to identify regions of similar fluorescence.   

For end user assistance, small indicators on the lens of each filter identify the light source to be 

used with that filter version and although in some cases the user may not experience a 

difference in visual performance, there will be slit lamp models where visual acuity will be 

dramatic.  

Separate to the blue stimulation, the second half of fluorescein observation relies on a yellow 

emission filter that is placed in the returning light path from the patients’ eye. Development 

focused on improving on currently available thin film filters available from B&L and J&J. 

Spectral data of custom yellow filters seen in figures 2.34 and 2.35 show very high performance 

and this is supported by in vivo testing captured in figure 2.33. Not only is the filter capable of 

high fidelity viewing but the physical design allows for attachment to many slit lamp models and 

convenient hands-free use. 

In partnership with First Press Plastics Ltd. an initial 1,000 unit batch was manufactured in May 

2017 at a cost of £0.98 each plus a one off tooling cost of £4,299 and have since been distributed 

to students and clinicians for testing. Positive feedback has given impetus to B&L to officially CE 

mark the filter as a class 1a medical device and manufacture another 16,000 units with the 

intention to begin global distribution. Not only is this an acceptance of the technology by a major 

manufacturer in the ophthalmic industry, but it is a strong opportunity for Aston university to 

promote its’ reputation on the world stage. At time of writing, negotiations are continuing with 

regard to the licencing and distribution rights of the filter.  

Although the filters produce strong viewing results individually, when used in combination 

performance is poor. Both blue excitation and yellow emission filters must work in tandem to 

produce strong fluorescence and block unwanted spectra. Images taken of custom filters when 

used together show little fluorescence and low contrast. At this point it is unclear as to why this 

is the case and may be a result of the low transmissivity values of the blue filters restricting the 

amount of energy reaching the yellow filter. Secondly, there is a strong overlap of the excitation 

and emission spectrums when both custom filters are used together – figure 2.37. This overlap 

may in fact be creating a cancellation effect where the intruding regions produce reduced 

fluorescence and only the areas of the spectrum that are free of overlap give light. This would 

also serve as an explanation as to why slit lamp filter manufacturers develop blue filters that act 

in the 470 nm range rather than the target 490 nm – not only is the amount of light energy 
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available higher in this wavelength region (especially with LED light sources) but there is an 

overall improved image colour clarity due to increased contrast arising from the larger 

wavelength separation. 

A way to solve this performance deficit would be to attempt to replicate cut off filter 

characteristics where the blue filter would allow a peak transmissivity in the 460 to 490 nm 

wavelength range and then drastically reduce to zero at 500 nm. The yellow filter would also 

have a low transmissivity at 500 nm and then a sharp increase in the 510 nm and above. 

Although this would serve an improved viewing experience, it is simply not possible with low 

cost plastic filters where colour properties of dyes are difficult to control in fine increments.  

A reasonable alternative may therefore be to investigate substitutes to the traditional yellow 

emission filters. Spectrum testing on 139 Primary Green and 738 Jas Green yielded colour 

signatures with very close results to ideal Fluorescein excitation, see figure 2.28 and may be 

interesting areas of research for next stage of filter tuning. The steep increase in transmittance 

of 139 Primary green in the 500 nm region lends itself well to the desired cut of filter 

performance mentioned above.  

Furthermore, although fluorescein may be the strongest available dye for corneal staining, a 

new formula proposed by Korb et al. suggests a 2% fluorescein and 1% Lissamine green mix 

which would provide simultaneous corneal and scleral viewing capabilities [211]. If this be the 

case, then a single excitation filter that can would provide high quality imaging capabilities of 

both the cornea and sclera through a single dye instillation would form the next avenue of 

research.   
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3. Non- Contact Approaches to Tear Film Thickness 
Measurement 

Tear film (TF) dynamics, recognised as a key component to clear, uncompromised vision is a 

topic that has been heavily studied for many years and yet uncertainty and continual 

disagreement over the nature, thickness and even structure of the pre- corneal tear film (PCTF) 

still resides in the field today [63-66]. One consistent trait is the expense of custom instruments 

that are typically built to be capable of performing such intricate observations. Both contact and 

non-contact techniques for the evaluation of the pre- corneal tear film have been developed to 

help gain an insight into the behaviour and thickness of the transparent medium that forms the 

outmost boundary to the human eye.  Yet as much as the tear film composition has been studied 

and momentary tear film thickness values obtained, ability to record a continuous thickness 

profile during the entire inter- blink period is lacking. 

The tear film is a dynamic system subject to constant change- refreshing, mixing and thinning 

between every blink [76]. Blinking has a profound influence upon the structure, stability, and 

function of the tear film [252]. Discrete ingredient compositions within the fluid are subject to 

separate rates of refreshing [70] making the ecosystem fluctuate constantly without a single 

instance of when it can be considered at baseline.    

It has been suggested that tear film thinning is subjected to three phenomena working together; 

(1) evaporation of the tear film from the surface of the eye, (2) inward/ outward flow into the 

ocular surface (3) minor flow parallel to the ocular surface [253]. 

Physical extrinsic factors such as environment and humidity may be contributing influences but 

it is in fact contact lens (CL) wear that has been proven to have significant impact of the tear film 

with up to 50 % of wearers reporting symptoms of dry eye [112, 254]. A study by Nichols and 

colleagues revealed that contact lens wearers described dry eye experiences with a five time 

greater frequency than spectacle wearers and twelve times greater than in individuals without 

visual correction [113]. However, on the positive side, patient opinion of CLs include a personal 

perception of better physical appearance, self-confidence and freedom to perform leisurely 

activities without interruption [255-257]. As of 2013 the number of UK wearers stood at 3.7 

million suggesting that 1.35 million experience induced dry eye symptoms [258]. 

As a CL is inserted into the eye it becomes sandwiched between the pre and post lens tear film. 

Nichols et al. used interferometry to measure pre- lens tear film thinning rates at 2.8 seconds 
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faster compared to control groups and postulated that lipid layer undergoes electrostatic 

binding to the lens surface and consequent compromise of the upper tear film layer, leading to 

increased TF evaporation rates [254].  

Voluntary withdrawal from contact lens wear has been identified as largely due to persistant 

dryness and discomfort [259]. Therefore, material scientists are continually evolving lens 

composition to form new soft hydrogel, gas permeable and hybrid lens material combinations 

that will promote greater oxygen permeability and comfortable mechanical properties. 

Nevertheless, reduced tear film thickness and instability issues due to contact lens wear is a 

serious problem and a leading cause of extrinsically induced dry eye. 

Dry Eye disease may take many forms, but association between signs, symptoms and objective 

measurements are weak [39, 143].  Fluorescein break up time may be considered to be a direct 

measurement of tear film stability [135] nevertheless high variance between results are puzzling 

to clinicians [143, 188]. Invasive forms of measurement such as Schirmer testing or phenol red 

thread test lead to unintended disruption of the tear film [152].  

Many techniques varying from Statistical Decision Theory OCT, tear film osmolality and surface 

fluid evaporation have all been employed with acquired tear film thickness (TFT) values varying 

by as much as an order of magnitude between approaches [63, 64, 66, 89]. Both contact and 

non– contact methods, as well as computer simulation models, have been devised, tested and 

listed in table 3.1. Reflex tear production resulting from contact approaches renders obtained 

results as suspect to unintended stimulus [260].  So far, an agreed gold standard of relatively 

low cost, easy to obtain, repeatable and reliable techniques for tear film thickness measurement 

and dry eye evaluation is still elusive [36].  

Current best agreed values of complete TFT have been achieved through the use of pre- corneal 

tear film reflection spectra and various OCT techniques. Thickness values of between 2 to 5 µm 

are viewed as the standard for healthy eyes [92-94, 96].  
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3.1. Interferometry 

Based on the principles of constructive and destructive wave generation as light is passed 

through various media, interferometry was first used by Doane in 1989 to estimate the thickness 

of the PCTF [261].  Once hailed as “the most promising non-invasive method” for tear film 

thickness measurement [262], interferometry has evolved from the original Michelson 

interferometer of the late 1800s and developed into three principle approaches; angle-

dependent fringes; thickness- dependent fringes and; wavelength- dependent fringes [262].  

Reflection spectra can be captured by video recorder and appear as different colour fringes 

depending on the thickness of the lipid layers. Colour and consistency of fringes have been found 

to have a significant correlation between other dry eye testing methods such as tear break up 

time and fluorescein staining [263]. Lipid layer interference patterns have been classified by 

Yokoi et al. on a grade scale of 1 to 5 which give an indication of the severity of dry eye [263]. 

Grade 5, severe dry eye, is the absence of the lipid layer altogether.  

Certain interferometric systems have also been designed with low numerical apertures giving 

rise to a circular field of view as large as 8 cm which have been used to monitor distribution and 

spread of the lipid layer between blinks [253]. Interferometry has also been used in the 

attempted determination of in vivo intra-ocular pressure and axial eye length with mixed results 

[264, 265]. 

Large discrepancies exist between recorded tear film thickness values achieved through various 

interferometric methods- see table 3.1 and the technique has been superseded by advent of 

OCT in the early 90’s. 
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3.2. Optical Coherence Tomography 

In 1991 Huang et al. demonstrated the first ex- vivo OCT system for the observation of retinal 

arteries on principles based upon time of flight of an optical signal as it is transmitted or reflected 

from biological tissue [266]. By 1995, Carl Zeiss Meditec introduced OCT on a commercial scale 

[267], and it is now considered as important a tool as the common slit lamp. 

OCT works on the principle of low coherence interferometry in conjunction of an appropriate 

light source (wavelength typically 1,300 nm for anterior chamber imaging) which gives the 

capability of high resolution, through tissue imaging [268].  

During a scan, the patient is sat with their head on a chin rest and their eye focused on to a 

target within the machine. This is a similar sitting position to slit lamp observations. The OCT is 

focused on to the eye and captures cross- sectional images of semi- transparent or even opaque 

media.  

Early OCT instruments, such as the Stratus and Visante OCTs (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA) 

relied on time domain sampling methods which worked on the principle of a modified Michelson 

interferometer measuring backscattered light from the medium being scanned.  A sinusoidal 

sweeping mirror scans the object and optimising filters coupled with high speed analogue to 

digital converters compile the signal into a digital representation depending on reflected light 

values at different depths of the sample [269]. The Stratus OCT is capable of sampling 400 axial 

scans per second at a resolution of 10 µm [270].  

Fourier Domain OCT was developed second to Time Domain OCT and relies on a similar principle 

except that a single line charged coupled device has been introduced together with a diffraction 

grating.  The single line of pixels produce a long, but thin image, while the diffraction grating 

allows for measurement of a wide range of light frequencies. Fourier transforms translate 

captured data into quantified light values at varying depths within the materials being 

measured. For example the Cirrus HD-OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA) is capable of 

20,000 axial scans per second at an improved resolution of 5 µm [270]. 

Swept Source OCT is the latest advancement in imaging and takes advantage of a short cavity 

laser capable of changing output wavelengths in 1 µm increments. During each scan, an onboard 

laser, which operates beyond the sensitivity of the human eye, sweeps along its capable range 

of wavelengths and the signal returned from the object is interpreted by a CMOS camera in 

conjunction with photodiode detectors. Once received, the signal is processed using Fourier 

transforms similar to the earlier described systems [271].  The overall benefit of Swept Source 
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OCT is a fast, wide field scan capable of deeper penetration depths due to the lower signal 

attenuations of the varying wavelength laser. Swept source instruments are therefore capable 

of measuring multi-layers in a single wide field pass, e.g. the Triton OCT (Topcon, Tokyo, Japan).    

Many OCT systems are available from various manufacturers and are capable of producing 

similar data outputs. The main OCT parameters of interest to an ophthalmologist are [272-274];  

• Depth, width and angle of anterior chamber 

• Pachymetry mapping 

• Corneal distortions such as Keratoconus 

• Iridocorneal Angle 

• Refractive surgery flaps 

• Corneal wound healing  

• Tear prism and volume estimation 

OCT technology is still considered to be developing and continual advances in tissue penetration 

depth, efficiency of light sources and measurement speed will only serve to increase the 

capabilities of this technology [275]. Cost of these devices remains prohibitively high and 

refractive index changes of the various mediums of the eye (cornea, aqueous humor, crystalline 

lens, etc.) and image de- warping requirements are all sources for introducing error into the 

measurement.  Nonetheless, OCT devices are now considered an indispensable tool for optical 

diagnostics. 

 

 

 

.
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Table 3-1: List of existing tear film thickness achieved though available technologies 

Tear Film Thickness Measurement, Non- Invasive Methods 

Method 
Measured TF Thickness 

(Overall) 
Notes 

OCT in combination with Statistical Decision Theory [64] 20µm - 150µm 
Statistics used to estimate thickness of noisy signal acquired by OCT 
scan 

Confocal Microscopy without Oil Immersion [65]  Roughly 41 - 46 µm 
Images obtained very unclear and left author guessing as to what 
they are 

Spectral Oscillation with Contact Lens Worn (Interference Method) [89] 
Average 1.4 to 3.9 µm for 
five subjects wearing CL 

Higher refractive index step change introduced through contact lens 
insertion allows for clearer signal capture 

Spectral Oscillation without Contact Lens (Interferometric Method) [89] 2.94 µm 
Difficult to acquire TF signal without contact lens. Data captured on 
single subject. 

Coloured Interference Fridges [98] 0.1 - 0.52 µm Able to measure contact lens film thickness of 0.1 - 1.1 µm 

Angle Dependent Fridges (Interferometry Method) [99] Estimated as 10 µm or less Momentary thickness values from fringe photographs 

Angle- Dependent Fringes (Laser Interferometry) [65] 34 - 45 µm 
Could not obtain direct measurements due to involuntary eye 
movements. Their equipment could detect fringes of thicknesses 6 -
µm to 300 µm. Eyes needed to be anesthetized 

Interferometry [92] 3 µm Unknown layer assumed to be tear film 

Wave Dependent Fringes- Interferometry [100] 
Healthy Eye 6 ± 2.4 µm, 

ADDE Patients 2.0 ± 1.5 µm 
Momentary thickness values 5 seconds post blink taken as baseline 

  
 

Tear Film Thickness Measurement, Invasive Methods 

Confocal Microscopy with Oil Immersion [65] Roughly 40 µm (mostly mucus) 
Added acetylcysteine to disperse mucus layer and noticed a decrease 
in film thickness.  

Fluorescein Addition and drainage [90] 10 - 20 µm 
Different polymers show varying amounts of Fluorescein retention on 
the eye skewing results and application variability  can increase TF 
thickness 

Glass fibers Against Cornea [91] 6.5 µm 
Claim that Lipid layer is thinner than a ray of light and evaporation 
from ocular surface is 3µl/ hr cm2 
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3.3. Low cost alternative methods of tear film assessment 

The majority of equipment listed in table 3.1 is expensive and in most cases confined to 

experimental situations. New devices available from Micro Epsilon and Precitec that are 

packaged in smaller footprints are available in industries such as the automotive and aerospace 

fields but may be suited for inter- disciplinary use in the biomedical field. An introduction to 

their working methods will be discussed below. 

 

 

3.3.1. Confocal Chromatic 

The fundamental setup of the Micro Epsilon confocalDT (Ortenburg, Germany) & Precitec 

CHRocodile 2 S/ 2 SE (Baden- Baden, Germany) systems consists of a controller complete with 

light source and onboard spectrometer. Depending on the nature and thickness of the 

observation to be undertaken, separate interchangeable probe heads each with particular 

working distance, depth of field, and resolution are connected by means of flexible optical fibre 

(maximum length 50 meters), thereby allowing for adjustable placement and angle with regard 

to the object being measured.  

Polychromatic white light (either from the onboard LED or separate external Xenon light source) 

is pumped into the top of the probe and passes through several lenses within the body designed 

to aberrate the incoming light into its monochromatic constituents which are expelled axially 

into individual wavelengths at differing distances leaving the tip of the probe as seen in figure 

3.1.  

Each wavelength leaving the probe is assigned a particular distance value by factory calibration 

and when light is reflected from the surface being measured the spectrometer grating is able to 

register discrete wavelengths and compute the corresponding distance/ thicknesses that are 

being witnessed. Software correction for material refractive index (RI) and Abbe number 

coefficients can be processed in real time and depending on the controller and probe 

combination, up to 6 surface peaks with a measuring rate of 70 kHz can be achieved with the 

confocalDT equipment. 
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Figure 3-1: Micro Epsilon measurement principles. Wavelengths of light echoes from the surface of the sample (n1 
and n2) and are reflected back into the probe. The return signal from a sample’s surface is registered by the 
controller and the difference in wavelengths give rise to a thickness value, t1. Illustration drawn by author. 

 

 

Transparent, opaque and specular surfaces can be inspected. It is worth noting that as the 

measurement rate is increased, the return signal of each measured surface becomes weaker 

and harder for the controller to distinguish from noise. The opposite is true if the scanning rate 

is low and the exposure too high - the grating becomes saturated due to the overpowering signal 

and measurement errors arise. 

Instruments capable of chromatic measurement are the Micro Epsilon confocalDT IFC 2451/ 

2461MP and the Precitec CHRocodile SE with appropriate probes fitted.   
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3.3.2. Precitec Interferometric Measurement Principles 

Phase difference between source and return light signals is the technique employed by the 

Precitec CHRocodile SE equipment to calculate the thickness of samples with interferometric 

methods. Interferometric measurement is not possible with the Micro Epsilon hardware. 

Polychromatic light is generated by the controller light source and focused on to the sample 

through the probe which is connected by fibre optic cable, just as in confocal measurement 

techniques. Figure 3.2 shows incident light being reflected back into the probe from each 

material interface that is encountered leading to varying propagation path lengths and 

corresponding phase shifts between returned signals. Material thickness and density influences 

the phase of the returning light waves leading to constructive or destructive interference 

between received signals and corresponding intensity variations. Fourier transforms of the 

registered signals are corrected for refractive index and abbe number of the material being 

measured and thickness values generated in real time. 

 

 

Figure 3-2: Precitec CHRocodile SE Interferometric measurement principles. Constructive and destructive wave 
superposition allow various transparent media to be identified provided return signal sufficiently strong.  
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Depending on the probe- controller combination, thickness values of roughly 1.5 µm to 250 µm 

with a resolution of 10 nm can be achieved provided there is a degree of difference in RI of 

neighbouring materials. The capability of the system is further enhanced by allowing a ± 2 mm 

real time variation in the working distance in relation to the probe head and the object being 

assessed which is beneficial when observing the human eye that experiences saccades and 

natural body movements due to breathing.  

Table 3.2 provides a comprehensive summary of both Micro Epsilon confocalDT and Precitec 

CHRocodile SE equipment capabilities as well as the measurement principles that can be 

employed by either hardware.  
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Table 3-2: Micro Epsilon & Precitec hardware specification Data taken from Micro Epsilon Catalogue OCT 2015[276],  
Precitec Optical Sensors OCT 2014 [277]  & Optical Probes Catalogues APR 2016 [278] 

 Micro Epsilon   Precitec 
Controller IFC 2451 IFC 2461MP  CHRocodile SE 
Measurement Mode Confocal Chromatic  Confocal Chromatic/ Interferometric 
Multi Peak Measurement 2 Peaks 6 Peaks  3 Peaks 
Light Source Internal White LED  Internal White LED 

Measuring Rate 
Adjustable 0.1/ 0.2/ 0.3/ 1/ 2.5/ 5/ 10 

kHz 
Adjustable 0.1/ 0.2/ 0.3/ 1/ 2.5/ 5/ 10/ 25 

kHz  
0.032/ 0.1/ 0.32/ 1/ 2/ 3.2/ 4 kHz 

Safety; EMC CE  CE 
Interference Emission EN 61 000-6-3/ DIN EN 61326-1 (Class B)  DIN EN 61326-1:2006/ DINEN 61010-1:2002-08 
Interference Resistance EN 61 000-6-2/ DIN EN 61326-1  
Cost £5,339⁵ £6,630⁵   £7,629⁶ 

           

Sensor Model Chromatic IFS 2405-0.3  Chromatic IFS 2405-3   
Chromatic 

5002399 
Chromatic 

5002508 
Interferometric 

5005000 

Measuring Range 0.3 mm 3 mm   2 mm Distance/                             
3 mm Thickness² 

12 mm Distance/                         
18 mm Thickness² 

3- 180 µm 

Start of Measuring Range 6 mm 10 mm  ≈ 61mm  ≈ 54mm ≈ 27mm  
Spot Diameter 6 µm 9 µm  12.5 µm 30 µm 40 µm 
Linearity (Displacement 
Measurement)¹ 

0.15 µm ± 0.05% Full Scale Output 0.75 µm ± 0.025% Full Scale Output 

 

6 µm 15 µm 20 µm 
 

Linearity (Thickness 
Measurement) 

0.3 µm ± 0.1% Full Scale Output 1.5 µm ± 0.05% Full Scale Output 

 

0.066 µm 0.39 µm 0.01 µm 
 

Resolution³ 10 nm 36 nm  66 nm 390 nm 10nm 
Weight 140 g 225 g  315 g 281 g  21 g 
Maximum Tilt Angle⁴ ± 34° ± 44°  ± 15° ± 5° 
Cost £3,143⁵ £2,870⁵   £2,511⁶ £2,469⁶ £2,104⁶ 

1) Ability to discern details in perpendicular (left and right) direction to axial path of beam   5) Prices correct April 2016  
2) Refractive Index n = 1.5    6) Prices correct October 2017  
3) Average from 512 values @ 1kHz, near the centre of measuring range     
4) Decreasing on the limits       
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3.4. Eye Parameter definition 

Both confocal and interferometric instruments are capable of measuring distance and wall 

thickness through various transparent and opaque materials by evaluating the returning light 

waves and performing refractive index corrections through the media being analysed. For 

accurate measurement to take place, the refractive index and abbe’s number of the media 

needs to be entered into the controller and specified ahead of time.  

Work by Tiffany found that temperature plays a major role in refractive index properties of the 

tear film lipid layer which varies between an RI of 1.46 –  1.53 between 25 and 45 °C [279]. For 

the purpose of testing a value of 1.5 will be used for the lipid layer. 

Over the course of the following tests the data in table 3.3 was taken as the standard for Human 

Eye Refractive Index and Abbe values: 

 

 

Table 3-3: Refractive Index and Abbe Number of Human Eyes 

Material 
Refractive  Index @ 

587 nm 
Abbe Number 

Silicone Hydrogel Contact Lens [280] 1.375 45 

Tear Film [281] 1.337 50.2 

Tear Film Lipid Layer [279] 1.46 – 1.53 Unknown 

Cornea [280] 1.3771 57.1 

Aqueous Humor [281] 1.3374 61.3 

Crystalline Lens [280] 1.36 - 1.41 47.7 

Vitreous Humor [280] 1.336 61.1 
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3.5. Aims & Objectives 

Low cost, in vivo assessment of anterior eye and tear film properties is considered clinically 

useful and may provide reliable, cross spectrum parameters such as distribution, thickness and 

evaporation rate which may be markers as to the presence of dry eye [92, 282]. Traditional 

equipment requires high investment and is restricted to specialist clinics or settings. The small 

footprint and low cost may allow this technology to reach a larger patient audience. 

What follows is a series of studies each involving in depth assessment of three non- contact 

chromatic and interferometric devices (Precitec CHRocodile SE alongside the Micro Epsilon 

confocalDT IFC 2451 and IFC 2461MP units) with a particular focus on obtaining real time 

visualisation of full in- vivo cross section TF dynamics including; 

1. Central corneal thickness measurement 

2. Continuous, in vivo tear film thickness and thinning behaviour  

3. Contact lens effect on tear film thickness 

4. Saline submerged contact lens thickness measurement  

5. B scanning possibilities of the anterior eye. 

 

The following studies were conducted at different points over the course of 21 months as 

controller and probe combinations were not available at the same time. Room temperature was 

between 20- 23°C and ambient daylight conditions were standard- STP conditions. A large range 

of tests were conducted over this period with learnings from earlier experiments used to 

enhance later tests. Every effort was taken to ensure identical setups between equipment and 

ensure a fair comparison between trials. All studies were approved by Aston University Ethics 

Committee and conformed to all tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.  

A full list of the various tests performed and the equipment combination used is listed in table 

3.4 below. Not all assessments could be performed on each instrument due to loan time 

restrictions. It is the authors’ intention to understand the limits of both low cost confocal and 

interferometric technologies in the application of anterior eye and dry eye diagnosing 

capabilities.  
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3.6. Experiment A: Tear Film Thickness Assessment  

The anterior eye is very sensitive to any form of contact, but parameters of corneal thickness to 

tear film thickness could provide great insight into the health of the eye. Low cost, non- contact 

measurement could provide a solution to diagnose or assess many aspects of eye health. Device 

testing was therefore particularly focused on achieving as many different data points of the 

anterior eye in the hope that it could be used in mainstream medicine as an accessible, low cost 

device. 

Thor Labs (Newton, New Jersey, USA) optical bench equipment (OBE) with micrometre stages 

was employed to allow for precise linear positioning of the probe in relation to the subjects’ 

head which was held in place using a modified slit lamp chin rest. Slit lamp joy stick adjustment 

allowed multi- dimensional positioning of the probe in relation to the patients’ eye. 

Experimental setup shown in figure 3.3.  

The single subject varied between long hard and short quick blinking patterns. Test were initially 

conducted on the corneal apex of the right eye by manual positioning with regard to achieving 

the strongest signal to noise ratio. The experimental aim was to record the raw basal tear film 

thickness and thickness behaviour between blinks of a single subject.  

Next, various regions of the cornea and sclera, such as inferior and temporal areas, were then 

focused upon in an attempt to achieve tear film data from as many points as possible and 

compare with corneal values. Tear film thinning gradient could be used to estimate tear film 

evaporation break up time as well as be used as an associated measure of DED.  

 

Table 3-4: Controller and probe combinations tested under experiment A 

 Micro Epsilon ConfocalDT Precitec 

Controller IFC 2451 IFC2461 CHRocodile SE 

Probe 0.3mm 3mm 0.3mm 3mm 2mm 12mm 180µm 
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Figure 3-3: Tear film thickness measurement apparatus. A) Slit lamp with probe mounted and data collection 
terminal prepared. B) Patient held in position with slit lamp chin rest. Probe mounted on OBE micrometre stage to 

allow for distance calibration adjustment with respect to the eye C) Small white dot visible on inferior cornea 
indicating position of measurement area.  

  

A B 

C 
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3.6.1. Experiment A Results 

Data obtained using the Precitec CHRocodile SE interferometric instrument of the raw tear film 

at corneal apex proved to be the most revealing with other instruments failing to measure a 

thickness. Figure 3.4 is the best example of the dynamic TF being captured over the course of a 

blink cycle. A momentary thickness spike at 7 seconds is registered as the upper lid meniscus 

passes by the centre of the cornea. This corresponds with models constructed by Brown who 

suggests a two- step tear film spreading process over the ocular surface [283] as well as 

previously mentioned quantum dots (qDot) experiments which suggest different layers of the 

tear film refresh independently [70]. The upswing of a blink induces capillary action which pulls 

the tear film over the ocular surface followed by a redistribution of the upper lipid layer, creating 

a stable barrier to the environment [39, 283].  

At 7.2 seconds a continuous decreasing signal indicates that the TF is roughly 4.4 µm at the start 

of the interval between blinks and decreases at a steady rate of 0.1198µms-1 until the next blink. 

Unfortunately, the TF signal registered by the controller was lost at 15 seconds before the 

second blink could be captured in this instance. This is typically the result of a decrease in signal 

to noise ratio as the medium being measured approaches the lower limits of what is capable to 

be measured by the probe. 

 

 

Figure 3-4: Tear Film thickness after blink (t= 7s) then thinning over time 
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Figure 3.5 shows an intermittent signal trace which was the more common experience as the 

instrument struggles to lock on to the tear film which shares a refractive index very close to that 

of the cornea (1.337 vs. 1.3771) [280].  Between 83 to 96 seconds, the TF is slowly thinning at a 

rate of 0.0434 µms-1 as gravity and surface evaporation take their toll on the fluid. The blink first 

completes at 98 seconds. TF is 3.28 µm moments after eyelid has passed upwards and degrades 

at 0.0507 µms-1. Indeed over repeated tests, similar TF behaviours can be observed; as the upper 

lid rises, a small short increase (bump) in thickness is recorded, indicating that the upper tear 

film meniscus has passed the measurement area. Just after this the TF signal slightly decreases 

as the film settles and spreads evenly over the eye. Gradual thinning now proceeds until the 

next blink begins.  

Over the course of the tests it was observed that the tear film thinning rate ranged considerably 

from as high as 0.1198 µms-1 down to 0.0205 µms-1 once TF stability has been reached over the 

ocular surface. This does seem particularly inconsistent, but this is probably due to the tests 

being carried out at different times of day and not consecutively. Various elements such as 

fatigue, previous blinking rate and even temperature conditions are known to affect tear film 

behaviour [284]. When blinks were recorded consecutively, the results proved much more 

consistent. Mean tear thickness achieved over the course of five tests was 3.28 ± 0.522 µm.  

 

 

 
 Figure 3-5: Tear film thickness changing over time. 
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3.7. Experiment B: Tear film thickness with artificial tears 

Second stage testing involved adding Thealoz Duo (Clermont- Ferrand, France) lubricating eye 

drops to measure the changing effect on TFT and thinning rate. Experimental setup was identical 

to Experiment A above. An individual eye drop was added to the right eye of a single subject and 

they were then sat with their held in a chin rest. Probe distance to eye was adjusted using an 

OBE micrometre linear stage. The Micro Epsilon IFC2461 with both 0.3 and 3 mm chromatic 

probes was tested alongside the Precitec CHRocodile SE controller with all three probe 

combinations.  

 

Table 3-5: Controller and probe combinations tested under experiment B 

 Micro Epsilon ConfocalDT Precitec 

Controller IFC 2451 IFC2461 CHRocodile SE 

Probe 0.3mm 3mm 0.3mm 3mm 2mm 12mm 180µm 

 

 

3.7.1. Experiment B Results 

The TF surface proved just as elusive to detect with the lubricating fluids as without and signal 

strength was again intermittent and only the Precitec CHRocodile SE interferometric device was 

capable of observing the tear film- the confocal technology proved to be lacking with regards to 

these observations. Out of seventeen test attempts, only two sets of measurements were stable 

enough to produce degradation results and are shown in figures 3.6 & 3.7. 

Surprisingly the thickness results yielded a lower mean TFT of 2.98 ± 0.243 µm across two data 

captures which is lower than the values achieved on the raw tear film in experiment A. However, 

a significantly slower thinning rate of 0.0185 µms-1 for the artificial tears vs. 0.1198µms-1 for 

natural tears was noted thus suggesting that the stability of the tear is enhanced and an overall 

improvement in patient comfort is achieved through tear longevity as opposed to a simple 

volume increase as originally speculated. 

It is reasonable to expect the artificial tears to be progressively wiped from the ocular surface 

post instillation through natural blinking action and the reduced thinning rate could be a 

mechanism by which the artificial tears are able to maintain a longer half- life with the stable 

tear film triggering fewer blinks and thereby minimising the rate of attrition.  
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Figure 3-6: Capture 1; Tear film thickness and thinning measurements after instillation of Thealoz Duo artificial tears 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-7: Capture 2; Tear film thickness and thinning measurements after instillation of Thealoz Duo artificial tears 
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3.8. Experiment C: Tear film thickness with contact lenses 

Contact lenses of varying strengths and material compositions were inserted into the eye in 

attempts to measure pre & post contact lens tear film thicknesses and thinning rates. 

Experimental setup mimicked that of experiment A above- a single patient was sat in the chin 

rest and a contact lens was inserted. Measurements were attempted immediately and once 

again after an elapsed period of time.  

Although the refractive index of many lenses vary in material composition, a static value of 

1.3750 was selected and maintained consistent for all tests [280]. The corneal apex was selected 

as this gave rise to the least complications when having to consider the angle of incidence of the 

probe in relation to the surface being measured. Positioning was achieved by manual alignment 

of specular reflection from the apex. This point was the same as used in the raw tear film 

measurements and provided a useful comparison of thickness, degradation and blinking 

meniscus behaviour between the non- invasive measurements and the invasive nature of the 

lens being inserted into the eye. Initial insertion of the lenses prompted reflex tearing and only 

once this had settled did investigations commence.  

 

Table 3-6: Controller and probe combinations tested under experiment C 

 Micro Epsilon ConfocalDT Precitec 

Controller IFC 2451 IFC2461 CHRocodile SE 

Probe 0.3mm 3mm 0.3mm 3mm 2mm 12mm 180µm 

 

 

 

3.8.1. Experiment C Results 

Tear Film thickness observation with an inserted contact lens was far easier to achieve, but again 

only with the Precitec interferometric probe. Preliminary testing showed a drastic improvement 

in the recognition of the tear film over the course of the 120 second testing period. Depending 

on the lens, the signal received from the instrument was very strong with a consistent, high 

signal to noise ratio and the tear film was registered from blink to a minimum thickness of ≈ 1.4 

µm before the signal was lost. Depending on the quality of captured data, between two to five 

blinking patterns over the course of 120 seconds were recorded as can be seen in figures 3.8 to 
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3.12. Different lenses showed variation of mean TFT for 2 seconds after a blink and also thinning 

time. Average TFT with lens measurements was 4.3 µm, but large discrepancies were evident 

between lens manufacturers with J&J Acuvue Moist lenses typically giving rise to a much thicker 

TF and J&J Acuvue Hydraclear a slower thinning time over the course of the inter- blink period- 

figure 3.13.  

It was initially hoped that with insertion of a CL, the instrument could capture pre/ post tear film 

as well as the lens thickness. This proved not to be possible as signal attenuation was too high 

for reliable echo recognition. As a CL is inserted into the eye, the natural material properties of 

the lens cause absorption of the surrounding TF and the refractive index of the lens is now a 

mixture of the original lens composition material and absorbed TF fluid. Certain lenses, such as 

the J&J Oasys did register a steady second surface during testing in the range of 130µm, but it is 

not clear what this surface may be. It must also be noted that tear film degradation testing 

requires greater control as differences in blinking behaviours of current blinks (long hard blink, 

quick blink and open eye inter- blink time) all have an effect on the TF thickness on the following 

blink. It was typical to see the tear film thickness considerably increase upon the next blink, 

following a long period of not blinking, as demonstrated in figure 3.8. As the eye became irritated 

due to prolonged ocular surface drying, reflex tearing tended to increase TFT greatly post 

following blink.
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Figure 3-8: Tear Film Thickness on B&L One Daily Contact Lens over time 
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Figure 3-9: Tear film thickness and thinning rate with Johnson and Johnson Etafilcon Lens. Variation in tear film thickness is 
significant after each blink and no  single value can be assumed to be the absolute thickness 
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Figure 3-10: Tear film thickness and thinning rate with B&L Nasofilcon lens 
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Figure 3-11: Tear film thickness and thinning rate with Cooper Vision Comfilcon immediately after insertion 
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Figure 3-12: Tear film thickness and thinning rate with Cooper Vision Comfilcon 2hrs after insertion 
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Figure 3-13: (A): Comparison of Tear Film Thickness over a 2 second period post blink with inserted contact lenses. 
(B) Corresponding tear film thinning rates between blinks on various contact lens materials 
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3.9. Experiment D: Central corneal thickness & anterior chamber 
depth 

Anterior chamber depth (ACD) is a crucial parameter to help determine risks of closed angle 

glaucoma and is known to fluctuate in length and volume throughout the day as variations in 

intraocular pressure push on the posterior face of the crystalline lens [285]. Current methods of 

measuring ACD include the use of Scheimpflung imaging [275], ultrasound techniques [286] and 

OCT scanning [274, 287, 288].  

Central corneal thickness was measured by focusing on the naked eye at the same corneal apex 

as in earlier tests. Chin rest and the OBE was again used for positioning. All data was captured 

on a single subject. Corneal refractive index used was 1.377 from earlier established values 

[280]. 

 

Table 3-8: Controller and probe combinations tested under experiment D 

 Micro Epsilon ConfocalDT Precitec 

Controller IFC 2451 IFC2461 CHRocodile SE 

Probe 0.3mm 3mm 0.3mm 3mm 2mm 12mm 180µm 

 

 

3.9.1. Experiment D Results 

When attention was turned to central corneal thickness, the Micro Epsilon confocalDT IFC2451 

controller in combination with IFS2405- 3 mm probe registered a steady reading of 508.951 ± 

0.36 µm in line with expectations of 0.534 mm [45]. Figures 3.14 & 3.15 are screenshots of the 

measurement screen. A peak to peak value of 0.00071mm indicates a strong signal from both 

anterior and posterior surfaces with little error. Instrument loan time restrictions prevented 

corneal thickness testing with the second IFC2461 controller, but surfaces were easy to 

recognise and the signal proved very consistent over a long time period. It would be reasonable 

to say that the IFC2461 controller coupled with the 12 mm probe would be easily capable of 

registering corneal thickness across repeated measures. 
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Figure 3-14: Screenshot of ConfocalDT 2451 measurement results for corneal thickness measurement. Pink and blue 
lines are identified surfaces. Black line is calculated material thickness. 

 

 

Figure 3-15: Screenshot of ConfocalDT 2451 return signal strength. The first peak indicates the anterior cornea and 
the second, the posterior surface. Notice how much weaker the second peak is which is due to attenuation as light 

energy is absorbed by cornea material 
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The Precitec CHRocodile SE instrument in combination with either the 2 mm or 12 mm confocal 

probes was not capable of easily distinguishing the rear surface of the cornea. Figure 3.16A is 

the trace from the 2 mm probe. Although the first peak (corneal epithelium) is clear, the second 

(corneal posterior) is much weaker and is shrouded in noise.  A reliable corneal thickness value 

could not be generated from the 2 mm probe. 

Secondary investigations into deeper anterior eye dimensioning continued with the 12 mm 

probe and although signal strength was significantly reduced, a single reading of 4.204 mm was 

achieved for corneal epithelium to crystalline lens distance, also known as anterior chamber 

depth (ACD). Expected value sit between 2.9 and 3.6 mm [289]. Repeated test could not 

reproduce these results. Although the recorded measurement was outside of accepted range, 

the reading includes the thickness of the cornea. Once subtracted a closer value of 3.67mm is 

achieved.  However, it must be noted that the anterior chamber is filled with aqueous humour 

fluid which is of a different refractive index than the cornea. The same is true for the crystalline 

lens. Just like the confocalDT equipment, the CHRocodile SE controller can only allow for a single 

refractive index input per test, with such a restriction preventing the true measure of multi 

medium tissues. 

 

Figure 3-16: A) 3 mm probe signal capture. There is much noise in the trace but a clear peak Is visible in the 1,300 
region. A second, weaker peak which could be the corneal posterior surface is present in the 1,400 region. B) 12 mm 

probe with several peaks clearly visible. First peak is corneal epithelium but posterior surface not registered. Not 
possible to see corneal thickness. Following peaks are estimated to be crystalline lens front and rear surfaces. 

 

Corneal front 

Corneal rear  
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Cornea, but again single peak and 
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3.10. Experiment E: Contact lens thickness 

When a contact lens is inserted into the human eye the tear film fluid is absorbed by the lens 

and inflates to its manufactured shape. Different contact lens materials will absorb differing 

amounts of fluid and the TF itself splits into two layers- the pre- lens tear film (PLTF), which 

keeps the surface of the lens smooth and hydrated, and the post- lens tear film (POTF), which 

acts as a cushion between the lens and the cornea [282]. 

To accurately assess real world contact lens central thickness it is therefore best to measure 

lenses in their native environment which mimics the human eye as closely as possible.  

A custom designed, self-centring lens plate was created in Solidworks 2015 (Dassault Systems, 

Vélizy- Villacoublay, France) and 3D printed on a Stratasys UPrint SE (Eden Prairie, Minnesota, 

United States). The plate was inserted into a 35mm polystyrene culture dish (Corning Glass 

Works, Coming, New York, USA) and placed over a USB Celestron digital microscope with 

onboard white LED light source (Celestron, Torrance, California, United States). The microscope 

was intended to be used to ensure correct lens placement and that the centre of the probe was 

focused on the centre of the lens, as shown in Figure 3.17. Saline solution of 0.9% concentration 

was added to the dish to a level that ensured full submersion of the lens. 

Individual lenses from various manufacturers were placed into the plate and position was 

checked with the microscope. Software settings including exposure time and averaging were all 

modified systematically to achieve best signal to noise ratios.  

Lenses of varying compositions and strengths were tested consecutively. As probes have a 

restricted measurement angle to the surface (Precitec CHRocodile SE is especially sensitive, 

allowing only ±5° off axis), all measurements were conducted on central lens thickness. Three 

axis OBE was employed to allow for precise positioning of probe in relation to contact lens. All 

tests were allowed to run over the course of 10 seconds once a steady reading has been 

registered to allow for averaging functions to have enough data points to generate a steady 

measurement value.  

 

Table 3-9: Controller and probe combinations tested under experiment E 

 Micro Epsilon ConfocalDT Precitec 

Controller IFC 2451 IFC2461 CHRocodile SE 

Probe 0.3mm 3mm 0.3mm 3mm 2mm 12mm 180µm 
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A 

B c 

D E 

Figure 3-17: A) Contact lens measurement apparatus setup B) Saline test well placed on top of camera and 
illuminated from below. C) When placed in Saline, the lens has an extremely close refractive index to the solution, 
making it appear almost invisible, but outline can be boosted but lower light source D) Placeholder disk created to 
hold contact lenses in position E) Contact lens viewed from below suspended in saline solution. Rainbow dot shows 

measurement position. Edge of lens with identifying inscription can be seen on left. 
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3.10.1. Experiment E Results 

Recognition of the lenses was not straight forward due to the lenses quickly absorbing the saline 

solution that they were submerged in. Although this is an expected phenomenon and produces 

correctly shaped lenses, this posed a problem for the instruments as the relatively uniform RI 

between the lenses and saline solution have the consequence of causing the lens to become in 

essence invisible to the probe. Various techniques were attempted, but what yielded the best 

results was a slight tilt of the probe head in relation to the contact lens surface. In addition, the 

underside light source provided by the USB camera allowed for greater recognition of the lens 

surfaces by the probe. The confocalDT instruments proved superior in detecting lens dimensions 

during complete submersion. Table 3.13 is a list of all lenses tested and their measured 

thicknesses on various controllers. 

In table 3.13, column 5 lists manufacturer provided thickness values for -3.00D powered lenses 

[290]. Micro Epsilon confocalDT IFC 2415 was capable of measuring the J&J Acuvue Moist lens 

to the exact dimensions, 0.0844 mm ± 85nm, as provided by the manufacturer. A similar level 

of accuracy is obtained when measuring the Alcon Air Optic Aqua lens, (0.08 actual, vs. 0.073 ± 

49nm measured). With lenses, of powers ≠ -3.00, verification of results is not possible as 

dimensional data is not obtainable from manufacturers. Precitec CHRocodile SE chromatic 

performed poorer with obtained values showing greater discrepancy compared with the 

confocalDT equipment. CHRocodile SE Interferometric measurement produced poor signal to 

noise ratio with most tested lenses failing to be recognised. This could be due to a weaker source 

signal from the controller that is diminished by passing through the saline to reach the lens. 

Equally, the Precitec CHRocodile SE equipment is more sensitive to the angle of incidence and 

misalignment, with only a ±5˚ degree of freedom between probe and sample whereas ±45˚ was 

allowed for the confocalDT. This increased alignment sensitivity could have been enough to 

cause readings to fail.  
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Table 3-10: Results of central contact lens thicknesses through various controllers and scanning methods. Actual lens values taken from the ACLM Contact Lens Year Book 2013 [290] 

        
Central lens thickness submerged in 0.9 % Saline as measured (mm) 

Manufacturer Lens Name 
Primary Material 

Composition 
Lens 

Power 

Actual 
Dimension [All 
lenses at -3.00 

Dioptres] ¹ 

 Micro Epsilon 
confocalDT IFC 2415 

[3mm Chromatic] 

Precitec CHRocodile 
SE  

[2 mm Chromatic] 

Precitec 
CHRocodile SE 

[180µm 
Interferometric] 

Alcon  Air Optix Aqua Lotrafilcon A - 3.00 0.08 0.0731 ± 0.0000490 1.53085 N/T 

Alcon  
Dailies Aqua 
Comfort Plus 

Nelfilcon A - 3.00 0.10 N/T N/T Failed 

Bausch & Lomb Bio True One Day Nasofilcon A - 3.00 0.10 N/T N/T Failed 

Cooper Vision 
Proclear 1 Day 
Multifocal 

Etafilcon A - 10.00 0.09 0.06.14 ± 0.000236 N/T N/T 

Cooper Vision N/A Comfilcon A + 3.00 N/A 0.2.05 ± 0.0000250 0.25261 N/T 

Johnson & Johnson 
1Day Acuvue True 
Eye 

Narafilcon A - 1.00 0.085 0.0804 ± 0.000675 0.83017 0.08685 

Johnson & Johnson 
Acuvue Oasys for 
Presbyopia  

Senofilcon A + 1.25 0.07 0.07.47 ± 0.0000120 0.131911 - 0.14762 N/T 

Johnson & Johnson 1Day Acuvue Moist Etafilcon A + 6.00 0.084 0.223 ± 0.0000310 0.2234 Failed 

Johnson & Johnson 1Day Acuvue Moist Etafilcon A - 3.00 0.084 0.08.44 ± 0.0000850 0.65779 N/T 

Johnson & Johnson Oasys Hydraclear Senofilcon A -1.00 0.07 N/T N/T 0.06578 

Johnson & Johnson Oasys Hydraclear Senofilcon A - 9.00 0.07 N/T N/T Failed 

          

 
1) Central contact lens thickness related to a standard lens power of -3.00 dioptres      
2) N/T = Lens not tested on particular instrument      
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3.11. Experiment F: Contact Lens recognition in unopened 
packaging 

Manufacturers of CLs must ensure quality control of their manufacturing processes and 

guarantee that any finished contact lens units that are being distributed to customers must 

contain a lens. In rare occasions customers have purchased their CLs only to find empty packets 

without any lenses present due to packaging faults. Recognition of lens presence in unopened 

packaging is therefore a desirable test and could provide a high-speed quality control solution. 

This test includes a measure of empty packaging without a lens or any saline fluid present. Once 

packaging thickness is measured, a second (this time unopened) packet was measured with 

saline fluid and lens present. Results show that device is able to recognise lens in closed 

packaging.  

 

 

Figure 3-18: Micro Epsilon confocalDT IFC2451 controller with 3mm sensor focused on lens in unopened packaging 

 

Table 3-11: Controller and probe combinations tested under experiment F 

 Micro Epsilon ConfocalDT Precitec 

Controller IFC 2451 IFC2461 CHRocodile SE 

Probe 0.3mm 3mm 0.3mm 3mm 2mm 12mm 180µm 
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3.11.1. Experiment F Results 

 

Figure 3-19: Screenshot of ConfocalDT data capture showing the various points through the contact lens packaging 
at which a surface is recognised. As signal travels deeper through various materials, signal strength rapidly 

decreases 

 

Detection of CL presence in closed packaging was successfully accomplished by the Micro 

Epsilon confocalDT IFC 2415 controller. Two J&J 1 Day Acuvue Moist lenses of +6.00 and -1.00 

power in unopened packets were evaluated. Thickness values of 0.13756 mm was obtained for 

the +6.00 lens, whereas a distance from packaging to lens top surface of 0.815417 mm was 

registered for the second lens. These readings need to be taken into context as the random 

nature of the lens positioning within the packaging does not guarantee that central lens region 

will be directly centred with the zenith of the packaging. What is important in this test is the 

ability of the instrument to recognise that a detectable surface exists within the saline fluid in 

unopened packaging. Reliable thickness readings would require a complete redesign of common 

contact lens packaging to ensure identical lens positions between packets. Similar experiments 

were repeated with CHRocodile SE chromatic in combination with the 12 mm probe and the 

instrument was capable of recognising a J&J Acuvue Oasys for Presbyopia +4.00 lens in 

unopened packaging. Interferometric measurement was unsuccessful, but no doubt the short 

probe working distance (180µm) was the primary reason for the failed reading. Custom probes 

could be designed to overcome such shortcomings but that is outside the scope of this work.  

External wall of packaging  

Internal wall of packaging  

Saline Top Fluid 
Level 

Contact lens surface 2 signal peak Contact lens surface 1 signal peak 
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3.12. Experiment G: B- Scanning Model Eye 

Simple one directional scanning as used in the above tests provides useful data in a single, Z- 

space dimension, but does not provide a picture of the entire eye and crucial details can easily 

be missed. A three axis, movable stage device was built combining OBE with Nanotech 

(Feldkirchen, Germany) stepper motors which was controlled through a custom programmed 

LabView interface (National Instruments, Texas, United States) which allowed the 3 mm probe 

head to follow the circular profile of an object that was being measured. Refractive index used 

was 1.48, acrylic. It was quickly recognised that B- scanning would not be currently possible with 

existing equipment on human subjects due to the large dimensions of the machine and the 

relatively close working distance requirements. Instead the profile of a model eye cornea, was 

selected as a reasonable alternative for the first step in B-scanning exploratory work.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-20: Custom built 3 axis b- scanning OBE platform controlled through LabView 
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Table 3-12: Controller and probe combinations tested under experiment G 

 Micro Epsilon ConfocalDT Precitec 

Controller IFC 2451 IFC2461 CHRocodile SE 

Probe 0.3mm 3mm 0.3mm 3mm 2mm 12mm 180µm 

 

Unfortunately, due to equipment rental restrictions, the CHRocodile SE instrument was not 

available during the B-scanning phase and no investigations were able to take place. From the 

confocal equipment the 3 mm probe was selected due to the working distance and 

measurement depth capability. 

 

3.12.1. Experiment G Results 

 

Figure 3-21: Model eye wall thickness profile 

 

Scanning of the plastic model eye proved successful and a strong stable signal was achieved 

across the entire profile as seen in figure 3.19. The blue and purple lines show the contours of 

both the external and internal plastic corneal surface. As expected, they are smooth and 

continuous with a gradual increase and decrease in gradient that would reflect a true corneal 

profile. This successful experiment set the stage for further testing of B- scanning possibilities. 
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3.13. Experiment H: B- Scanning Porcine Eye  

Experiment G was repeated but with a recently harvested porcine eye (< 12 hrs) as a sample in 

an attempt to understand measurement performance on tissue. Although the refractive index 

of the porcine eye was not known, the value was changed to 1.3371 to reflect the RI value of 

the human cornea. The purpose of this test was to gauge how deep the probe signal could 

penetrate into the eye and record various surfaces inside the eye during B- scanning moving 

conditions. 

 

Table 3-13: Controller and probe combinations tested under experiment H 

 Micro Epsilon ConfocalDT Precitec 

Controller IFC 2451 IFC2461 CHRocodile SE 

Probe 0.3mm 3mm 0.3mm 3mm 2mm 12mm 180µm 

 

 

 

3.13.1. Experiment H Results 

 

Figure 3-22: B- Scanning topography profile of porcine eye 
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Programming of the individual motor movement had to be precisely controlled as the probes 

needed to be held within a certain distance and angle to maintain acceptable tolerance. B- Scan 

results from the porcine eye yielded few results. A sample of the data captured is seen in figure 

3.22. Only the top surface of the eye was measured and the profile itself is irregular and not 

symmetric. Although height values have been attained, they are simply distance in relation to 

the probe lens which is not particularly useful information. 

Details within the eye were not measured, even under repeated attempts. This highlights the 

issues with using such technology in a B scanning application. For the second surface to be 

recognised a certain amount of data averaging needs to be factored in to the measurement. This 

fundamentally requires that the point of scan be held over the same area for several seconds 

for an average to be established. For a moving operation, such as B- scan, the point of 

measurement is constantly moving over the surface of the object. B- Scanning therefore is not 

recommended with this instrument as complex surfaces, such as the surface of the human 

cornea, would be better served by OCT technology which uses high speed galvanic mirrors to 

project the scanning path while keeping the probe stationary. Coupled with the weight of the 

probe and working distance requirements this technique is unsuitable for B- scanning 

application in its current form. 

As the porcine eye aged it became cloudy and opaque which meant it was no longer suitable for 

testing. The porcine eye was treated in agreement with the Animal and Plant Health Agency 

APHA commercial movement of animal by-products and disposed of under Aston University 

guidelines.  
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3.14. Experiment I: B- Scanning Contact Lens Profile 

The final experiment in B- scanning mode was to measure the profile of contact lenses 

submerged in saline solution. The lenses would be placed in a modified placeholder with a 

hollow channel running across the centre to prevent the signal from being confused with the 

plastic material holding the lens in position. Although difficult to distinguish, figure 3.23 shows 

a contact lens submerged in 0.9% saline solution being held in a centre position across the probe 

path. Probe was programmed on Labview to move across entire lens profile from bottom to top. 

 

 

Figure 3-23: Modified placeholder with central channel allowing for contact lens to be held in 
a stable position during testing 

 

Table 3-14: Controller and probe combinations tested under experiment I 

 Micro Epsilon ConfocalDT Precitec 

Controller IFC 2451 IFC2461 CHRocodile SE 

Probe 0.3mm 3mm 0.3mm 3mm 2mm 12mm 180µm 
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3.14.1. Experiment I Results 

Contact lens top and bottom profiles were visible in the centre of the lens but as the probe was 

moved to the periphery the signal was lost. This could be attributed to the lens periphery being 

submerged at progressively deeper depths below the saline solution leading to a decrease in 

signal strength returning to the probe. Other lenses produced similar results. 

As mentioned earlier, the ConfocalDT controller uses sample averaging to generate reliable 

distance and thickness data. This may only work in a fixed mode of operation where the object 

and probe are held steady together but once movement is introduced the probe can no longer 

reliably measure a particular point on a curved surface due to the continuous passing of the 

material. The solution to this may require feedback signals to be returned from the controller to 

the stepper motors. Once a particular coordinate has been measured, a signal is sent to move 

the sample to the next point of measurement. Reliable thickness at each point would then be 

possible. Greater measurement exposure can be allowed for regions where signal strength is 

weak. Nevertheless, the proposed solution would add considerable time to any measurement 

program and the limits of what is reasonable to measure using this particular technology are 

now clear.  
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Table 3-15: List of all tests carried out by various controller/ probe combinations. Test descriptions in left column correspond to studies above 

    Instrument & Probe Combination 

Experiment Measurement Type 

Micro Epsilon 
ConfocalDT IFC2451 

Micro Epsilon 
ConfocalDT IFC2461 

Precitec CHRocodile SE 

0.3 mm 3 mm 0.3mm 3 mm 2 mm 12 mm 180 µm 

A Tear film thickness assessment NP NP NP NP NP NP  

B Tear film thickness with artificial tears - - NP NP NP NP  

C Tear film thickness with contact lenses -  - -  - NP 

D Central corneal thickness & anterior chamber depth -  - - •  •  - 

E Contact lens thickness - - -  •  - NP 

F Contact Lens recognition in unopened packaging -  - - -  - 

G B- Scanning model eye NP - - - - - - 

H B- Scanning porcine eye NP - - - - - - 

I B- Scanning contact lens profile NP - - - - - - 

         

         

 = Results Positive        

•  = Attempted, results inconclusive        

NP = Not Possible        

-     = Not Attempted        
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3.15. Discussion 

Thorough evaluation of all controller and probe combinations have led to confident conclusions 

about the possibilities and limitations of the two low cost confocal and interferometric devices. 

Each instrument demonstrated strengths and weaknesses depending on application. 

Continuous TFT and thinning data has been collected in unprecedented detail over the course 

of a blink and subsequent open eye period. The value of 3.28 µm obtained through Precitec 

CHRocodile SE interferometric measurement corresponds within established measurements 

obtained through accepted methods [92, 97, 282]. Extremely close refractive indexes of anterior 

eye anatomy are crucial to clear unobstructed vision but cause both controllers to struggle to 

recognise individual surfaces and separate the TF from cornea. A more pressing issue is the small 

scanning area that is offered by the probes; a 9 µm spot diameter. There is little use in providing 

TF data on just the corneal apex as abnormalities may be occurring at different regions of the 

cornea or even sclera that will have an effect on TF stability [36]. Indeed, it is the upper region 

of the cornea that tends to frequently experience breakup- a region that is completely ignored 

by such a small spot size of both tested devices.  

TF thinning rates varied from blink to blink and a value of 0.048 ± 0.034 µm-2 has been calculated 

as the average of this initial study. Kimball et al. placed air tight goggles on subjects to measure 

evaporation effect in an enclosed environment and achieved a mean 0.054 ± 0.071 µms-1 

evaporation rate in free air conditions [291]. This corresponds very closely to the acquired 

thinning results. With greater control over blinking behaviour and frequency, a clearer picture 

of exactly how these factors affect stability emerges, especially as this thickness is heavily 

dependent of blinking conduct [63, 261].  

The exploratory testing conducted on TF was limited to a single healthy individual as tests were 

focused on equipment evaluation and feasibility of use rather than large scale data verification. 

Greater sample size is necessary to gain reliable baseline TF behaviour across healthy and 

diseased individuals. This may be possible in the theatre of research yet, coupled with the 

extremely short 180 µm working depth together with the considerable amount of patient 

training and perseverance required to maintain one’s head completely stationary to capture 

data, the requirements are simply too great for common day to day assessment of raw tear 

thickness in real world patient diagnosis settings.  

The insertion of CLs greatly aids the surface recognition and the TF can be identified and 

inspected far quicker. Although this now changes to an invasive category of measurement in 

healthy non- corrected subjects, it could be argued that daily contact lens wearers would 
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consider inserting CLs prior to TFT assessment as a norm and may even gain benefit as any 

results would reflect their standard conditions [292].  

CLs had a considerable effect on TF thickness and this was dependent on which type of lens was 

inserted. Achieved thicknesses averaged for 2 seconds post blink ranged from 2.5 – 7.9 µm.  

Chen et al. used a super luminescent diode based spectral domain OCT to view pre and post 

contact lens tear film thicknesses, reporting 1.7 ± 0.9 µm and 2.0 ± 1.5 µm respectively [93]. It 

has been proposed by Drone that TFT values change greatly at various points over an inserted 

contact lens and related research by Dos Santos et al.. and Schmoll et al. acquired TFT pre- 

contact lens values of 4.79 ± 0.88 µm and 5.1 ± 0.5 µm respectively [94, 96, 261]. Data acquired 

through the CHRocodile SE interferometric acquisition mode demonstrated that not only are 

tear film thicknesses different depending on lens material but that tear film thinning rates varied 

over the course of contact lens wear. Figure 3.11 and 3.12 are thinning rates for the same 

contact lens immediately after insertion and then 2 hrs later. A 0.199 µms⁻¹ rate was recorded 

2hrs after insertion as opposed to 0.074 µms⁻¹ at the start of the wearing period. 

All observations of TF characteristics, both with and without CLs, indicate the following general 

behaviours: 

1. TF Thickness is variable after each blink and depends on prior conditions leading 

directly up to a particular blink instance. However, basal TF during typical conditions 

will refresh to roughly 2.7 – 4.5 µm post blink once TF has settled and spread over the 

ocular surface. 

2. TF following a full blink will return close to nominal thickness, whereas quick partial 

blinks will temporarily boost the TF, but won’t refresh the TFT to the same extent. 

3. TF thinning will vary depending on the conditions before the latest blink (including but 

not exclusive to length of prior blink interval) 

4. TF thickness and thinning rate is variable depending on CL material and may be subject 

to variation from patient to patient and duration of wear.  

 

Compared with traditional interferometry, which is typically only capable of lipid layer 

assessment, or ultra- high resolution OCT which is far more expensive but offers faster scanning 

rates, the Precitec CHRocodile SE interferometric instrument is relatively low cost (sub £10,000)- 

significantly cheaper than OCT and readily available to purchase. Nevertheless, in the current 

off the shelf form it is not suitable for daily TF assessment. Precitec does offer probe 
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customisation and there is a probability that appropriate modification of the instrument can be 

tuned to better detect TF reflections and offer easier measurement, but further testing will be 

necessary to evaluate this. 

Chromatic CL recognition can provide a robust substitute to existing OCT scanning techniques 

and even offers the potential of being capable of measuring the true dimensions of the CL as it 

is being worn by the patient. Since the inspected lens remain submerged in a native saline 

environment during measurement it can therefore retain its full hydrated profile. The Micro 

Epsilon system has proved capable for central contact lens thickness, but improvements to B- 

Scanning techniques need to be consolidated to potentially give full contact lens profile 

measurements. 

The completion of this exploratory work has allowed for a greater understanding of the limits of 

this technology and can now lead to new avenues of anterior eye investigative study including;  

a) Assessment and direct comparison on in vivo tear film thinning rates of various CL material 

compositions;  

b) Assessment of tear film thickness and thinning rates in a multitude of environments such as 

hot, cold, light, dark or even humid or airplane type environments. Real world contemporary 

ocular examination is commonly conducted in relatively sterile clinical conditions that do 

not necessarily reflect the noisy, real- world environments that patients experience in day 

to day life. The compact size of the tested technology and ability to operate in a large range 

of conditions could provide insight into TF behaviour with regards to situational changes; 

c) Comparisons of hard blinking to quick slow blinking patterns as well as tear film stability and 

retention over the CLs after different durations of wear or material compositions [63]. 

d) Effect of tear film thickness before and after certain activities such as screen usage and short 

sleep cycles [75] 

e) Effect of medication and dry eye treatments on the recovery from dry eye disease and 

patient monitoring 

 

It would be sensible to consider measurement of TF thickness as only one aspect of ocular fitness 

in the larger vector of assessments that need to be conducted to adequately diagnose 

pathology. Some subjects show signs of high tear osmolality, fast tear thinning and breakup, but 

at the same time be asymptomatic [136, 161]. Studies point to an estimated prevalence of DED 

of up to 33% of the world wide population, but with the definition of DED having to incorporate 

such a wide range of possible conditions of varying severities it is not surprising that even the 
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fundamental epidemiology varies depending on which country or territory one looks to, so much 

so that comprehensive statistics for the worldwide affected populations has not been fully 

gathered [18, 293]. This point can be extended to the tear film itself, which is a biological system 

with intrinsic variability with respect to what may be considered a “normal” thickness [282].  

In conclusion, the low cost, non- contact chromatic or interferometric technology does provide 

huge potential for ocular health related applications. Both systems are of sufficiently low cost 

and small enough to mount on existing slit lamps and provided that the correct application is 

adopted that reflects the strengths of each instrument, these devices offer a viable low cost 

alternative to existing approaches and could lead to enhanced diagnosis and management of 

DED with further refinement. 
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4. Non-Contact Evaluation of the Anterior Eye 

Ocular health does not depend solely on the condition of the tear film but also a complete 

myriad of physical properties of the human eye working in tandem to produce clear, sharp sight. 

Unlike common wet epithelia of the body, the nature of vision leaves the anterior eye exposed 

to the world, rendering it susceptible to many hazards ranging from physical injury to biological 

attack that may compromise sight. In the United States it is estimated that 2.4 million eye 

injuries occur annually [294] with an estimated 90% being preventable through the use of 

appropriate safety eyewear [295].  

As our understanding of the complexities and structures of the eye have grown, so too have the 

number of techniques and instruments evolved and many practices have been developed to 

accurately assess the condition of the anterior eye, identify abnormalities and track disease or 

recovery progression [158, 286, 296, 297]. Non- contact forms of eye examination, although not 

always possible, tend to be the preferred method of observation [36, 122], thereby providing 

measurements that are not compromised by reflex reactions or unintended damage through 

touch. The inherent challenges of ocular observation is the need to identify small structures 

under difficult lighting and short working distances, all the while attempting to maintain 

reasonable patient comfort levels [232].  

The first medium encountered by light entering the eye is the tear film which sits atop of the 

transparent, domed cornea. Accounting for roughly 40 of the total 60 dioptre power of the eye 

[46], the cornea is the primary refracting element of the eye. A supple crystalline lens suspended 

behind the pupil is the secondary optic and allows for precise focusing of the light through a 

process termed ‘accommodation’. Healthy, emmetropic eyes will produce a focal point of the 

image directly onto the surface of the retina at the rear of the eye giving clear vision. 

It has been noted in previous chapters that compromised tear film dynamics may cause 

distortion to vision which may fluctuate in intensity throughout the day. However, it is defects 

of the cornea that give rise to common yet preventable cases of visual impairment such as 

myopia, which account for as much as 42% of visually compromised populations [7]. It is vital 

therefore that corneal topography is understood for many applications such as surgical 

intervention, contact lens fitting and refractive corrective surgeries. 

Traditional corrective glasses, considered by some as undesirable and intrusive during activities 

such as athletics or sports, have been substituted by contact lenses which continue to gain 
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popularity and cosmetic appreciation [258, 290, 298]. Nevertheless the chore of inserting lenses 

coupled with potentially induced effects of dry eye [254] have led to the development of newer 

elective procedures such as Laser in Situ Keratomileusis (LASIK Surgery) [256, 299, 300] 

photorefractive keratectomy (PRK) [301] or the recently introduced Small Incision Lenticular 

Extraction (SMILE) procedure [302] to correct refractive error. Laser refractive surgery is 

generally accepted as a common and safe treatment for refractive correction and commonly co-

occurring astigmatism but require pre-operative anterior eye examination to highlight 

characteristics of the cornea such as size, curvature, tear film quality and regions of astigmatism 

which would not have previously been apparent [303, 304].  By removing precise amounts of 

the stoma corneal layers through excimer lasers, myopic conditions can be corrected, but not 

without the risk of side effects.  

While vision of most patients undergoing LASIK or PRK stabilised within 3 - 6 months post 

procedure [305, 306],   patients of highly myopic eyes ranging from -6.00D to -10.00D have been 

known to experience regression up to 12 months after surgery completion [300]. Early LASIK 

procedures neglected the importance of pre- operative corneal thickness measurements 

recommended to be a minimum of 250- 300 µm [307]. Surgical intervention on thinner than 

recommended corneas have in some cases led to developing severe negative side effects such 

as corneal ectasias, irregular astigmatisms and profile steepening similar to those of keratoconus 

sufferers [308] due to compromised corneal structural integrity [309] .   

Lack of awareness of dry eye and its association with corneal manipulation has led it to become 

the most common postoperative complaint of LASIK [299, 310], with between 20 to 40% of 

patients experiencing severe dry eye symptoms for at least six months following surgery [311]. 

The formation of a flatter region where material removal has taken place or central islands of 

steeper corneal tissue leading to compromised tear dynamics in this zone has been suggested 

[299, 312] as well as use of postoperative medications having a harmful effect on tear 

production [312]. The inherent cutting of the corneal flap also leads to severing of nerve endings 

within the cornea leading to reduced sensitivity and an ensuing reduced blinking rate [306, 313, 

314]. 

Although technological advancements continue to offer patients new solutions to old problems, 

no progress is possible without comprehensive evaluation of the anterior eye pre and post 

intervention [232] to gain an appreciation of treatment success. Dry eye testing and corneal 

mapping have gained in popularity as their central role in overall ocular health has become more 
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appreciated over time. Table 4.1 lists various parameters that are necessary to be understood 

prior to reaching a confident diagnosis and aetiology of anterior eye disease/compromise.  

 

Table 4-1: Common measurement parameters for corneal evaluation 

Measurement Application 

Tear Breakup Time Dry Eye Severity 

Radius of curvature Contact lens fitting 

Refractive Power Cataract Surgery IOL Lens Power selection 

Elevation/ Astigmatism Profile Ablation pattern for surgical correction 

Corneal Thickness Keratoconus/ corneal ectasia risk evaluation 

 

 

4.1. Instruments for Corneal & Tear Film Evaluation 

Slit projection and reflection methods are two techniques that are commonly employed by 

instrument manufacturers as they allow for high precision, non- contact assessment without 

disturbing the ocular surface [232]. 

 

4.1.1. Keratometers 

One of the earliest instruments for objective corneal evaluation was the manual Keratometer 

[232]. First developed by Hermann von Helmholtz in 1854 [232], the instrument works by 

projecting illuminated mires on to the central 3 – 3.5 mm area of the corneal apex from which 

curvature and presence of astigmatism can be deduced [189, 315]. Furthermore by using a 

refractive index value of 1.3375, keratometers are able to estimate the refractive power of the 

cornea from the curvature measurement [316].  

Keratometers can be manual or automatic in operation, however early versions assumed the 

cornea to be perfectly spherical, which it is not [317]. A correction factor is employed by newer 

hardware to give accurate shape reproduction over the entire surface which is essential for 

optimum contact lens sizing. Researchers Cronje- Dunn and Harris realised that Keratometer 

accuracy was influenced by tear film dynamics and from this were able to deduce tear film 
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breakup time as well as the presence of dry eye through hazy, distorted mires which were 

restored with each blink before once again becoming distorted [318, 319].  

Over time new variations of keratometric measurement instrumentation have been conceived 

including the Javal- Schiŏtz, Helmholtz- Littmann and Sutcliffe type keratometers, each with 

different approaches to obtaining eye parameters and their own advantages and disadvantages. 

For example, the Hans Litterman instrument is considered the “gold standard” in keratometry 

as the measurement is not affected by imperfect mire focusing or through errors introduced by 

the accommodation of the physician’s eye [232]. On the other hand, Javal – Schiŏtz 

keratometers are simpler in design and have observation systems without the need of moving 

parts but are susceptible to errors in measurement from incorrect patient positioning [232]. 

Recently, optoelectronic keratometers have been developed through the use of near infra- red 

LEDs arranged in a circular profile around a central camera aperture. Being mechanically simple 

with fewer components, electronic keratometers are typically combined with other ophthalmic 

devices to increase the tools at the disposal of the clinician. However, just as with the manual 

versions, all keratometers suffer from the universal flaw of a restricted projection method which 

confines evaluation to a small central 3.5 mm region of the cornea. Curvature, refractive power 

and tear film assessment are all limited to this small region and a comprehensive picture of 

ocular health is lacking. 

 

 

4.1.2. Corneal Topographers 

To increase the amount of data that can be gathered from the anterior eye, both the projection 

pattern and coverage area must increase which demands a new approach to instrument design. 

In 1880, António Plácido da Costa was the first to use a large flat plate of concentric, retro 

illuminated black and white rings to qualitatively evaluate the corneal surface [232]. Reflections 

from the patients’ eye were observed through a small opening in the centre of the disk and 

‘warps’ in the reflections indicated corneal deformations such as the presence of astigmatism 

or possibly keratoconus. 1896 saw the first quantitative corneal evaluation by Alvar Gusllstrand 

who employed a microscope to measure distances between rings and develop the Gullstrand 

arc- step algorithms to reconstruct corneal shape [320].  Still in use today but in many alternative 

forms, the arc- step algorithm is an iterative process that uses a series of arcs from the corneal 

apex to periphery to calculate the corneal profile where the rings fall [321, 322].  
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Further improvements were made by Henri Dekking, who in 1930 modified the previously flat 

Placido disk arrangement into a new conical arrangement. This had the positive effect of 

projecting the placido rings further into the periphery of the domed cornea, thus giving greater 

area for observation. However, an unintended side effect was the introduction of shadows from 

the patient nose and eyelashes into the projection path, leading to large areas of the eye being 

unobservable due to no placido rings reaching these shadow zones.  

It was not until the introduction of the Corneal Modelling system (CMS-1) in 1987 that a video 

camera and computer were coupled together for corneal measurement [232]. The CMS-1 was 

the first instrument that provided elementary colour coded corneal maps, but it was the Keraton 

(Opticon 2000), launched in 1993 that was capable of performing the arc- step algorithm which 

gave clinicians and surgeons the ability to precisely measure corneal curvature. 

Modern topographers such as the Medmont E300 (Medmont International, Nunawading, 

Australia) launched in 1998, have been developed into large desktop based multi- function 

instruments capable of interpolating missing data points due to shadowing from the nose or 

lashes thereby overcoming early instrument shortfalls. Tolerances for refractive power 

measurement and corresponding radii of curvature are in the range of ±0.10 D and ±0.02 mm 

respectively [232]. Only keratometers can offer greater accuracy but remain restricted to the 

central 3.5mm of the cornea. 

 

 

4.1.3. Non- invasive Tear Film Breakup Evaluation Techniques 

Investigations into current ophthalmological NIBUT devices identify that there are two main 

techniques of non- invasive tear film analysis; white light retro illumination of a removable 

printed grid pattern and; fixed dimensioned, alternating black and white large placido disc with 

rear multi-colour mode illumination as regularly employed on the aforementioned corneal 

topographers. 

Early subjective tear film analysis instruments were developed by Mengher et al. in 1984 using 

a white light source to illuminate a mesh pattern that was focused on the patient eye [323]. 

Upon blinking, the refreshed tear film is uniformly spread over the ocular surface with the 

projection sharp and focused, but over the course of seconds begins to degrade causing ruptures 

and distortions in the reflected pattern. At this point the test is concluded and break up time 
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recorded. Later instruments such as the Keeler Tearscope (Keeler, Windsor, UK) held transparent 

meshes which could be swapped out by clinicians to produce various patterns or removed 

entirely to provide simple white light interferometry of the tear film lipid layer. Although simple 

to perform, testing is extremely subjective with disagreements between clinicians common 

[187]. Surprisingly, such subjective observation techniques are still in use today and devices such 

as the Easy Tear View+ (Easytear, Trento, Italy) and CSO Polaris (CSO, Florence, Italy) hold appeal 

due to their relatively low cost and ability to be mounted directly to existing slit lamps during 

use – a preference of many practicing clinicians. 

The second method uses placido disc projection of numerous concentric light and dark rings on 

to the cornea and analyses the spacing between rings to produce a topographic map [324]. 

Elevated regions of the cornea cause mires to appear further apart or even oval in shape thereby 

highlighting zones of corneal aberrations and astigmatism.  

Topography instruments were originally used to provide corneal elevation mapping to 

supersede keratometers but evolved into multi-function tools which are typically larger devices 

and capable of objective measurement of several anterior eye parameters. Typical data captures 

anterior and posterior chamber elevations, corneal curvature and pachymetry which is useful 

for keratoconus, contact lens fitting and evaluating variations in corneal thickness prior to 

refractive surgery [325].  

With regard to dry eye assessment, contemporary topographers use computer processing to 

capture details such as tear meniscus height, meibomian gland condition through infrared light, 

bulbar redness and, NIBUT [158]. Although methods may vary between manufacturers, modern 

anterior eye assessment devices are generally capable of comprehensive, objective anterior eye 

evaluation and reduce inter- clinician variability [326]. Advantages of NIBUT is the avoidance of 

fluorescein instillation which has been shown to impact tear break up time [326] and computer 

data capture allows for objective monitoring of disease progression [179]. However, there is a 

variation between obtained NIBUT values captured through NIBUT and FBUT techniques [326-

328] as well as studies such as by Best et al. which showed an average difference of 12.35 

seconds difference between the subjective Keeler Tearscope and the objective Oculus 

Keratograph instrument [189]. Intra device variation between manufactures and approaches is 

also a common issue [158] as shown in table 4.2.  
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Table 4-2: Average NIBUT results obtained from several leading tear film measurement  
devices in various levels of dry eye disease severity 

Study Instrument 
Healthy 

Eyes NIBUT 
(sec) 

Dry Eye NIBUT (sec) 
Sensitivity / 
Specificity 

Hong et al. [327] Oculus Keratograph 5M 4.3 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.2 84.4 / 75.6 

Gumus et al. [329] Tomey RT7000 4.9 ± 1.6 
2.4 ± 2.5 (Mild)              1.2 

± 1.8 (Moderate) 
0.4 ± 0.5 (Severe) 

82.2 / 88.0 

Downie [328] Medmont E300 19.4 ± 5.3 7.9 ± 4.9 81.5 / 94.4 

Koh et al. [330] Oculus Keratograph 5M 9.7 ± 6.7 4.6 ± 1.3 N/A 

 

 

The introduction of diagnostic classifications by the National Eye Institute in 1995 and 

subsequent DEWs I and DEWs II workshops have led to major advancements in tear film 

understanding and disorder clarification. They have also helped standardised what may be 

considered to be a healthy or compromised tear film and which techniques to base these 

assumptions upon [185, 199]. 

Although NIBUT methods are well established in practice, they have reached an evolutionary 

plateau and suffer from many drawbacks, most notably from an inconsistent corneal coverage 

area and shadows from the nose and eyelashes rendering large regions of the projection void as 

the measurements are unable to be captured in these shadow zones [182].  The implementation 

of existing devices is rigid with ring spacing constrained, limited illumination options and many 

copycat designs between manufacturers. Each NIBUT instrument requires the patient to sit with 

their head on a chin and head rest such as those used with a slit lamp, which may be 

uncomfortable for older patients with posture problems and with the lack of portable 

alternatives meaning patients must always make the journey to the point of care. Secondly, the 

instruments are flawed the by the need to have a large conical head with large rings to achieve 

a projection over a sufficient part of the cornea. The working distance of the instrument (roughly 

30cm) requires the projection brightness be increased to ensure a sufficiently bright reflection 

being created from the eye, thereby making the test experience rather uncomfortable and 

potentially inducing reflex tearing affecting results. 
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While the preference of one technique over others vary from region to region where legacies of 

historical practices and economics may influence contemporary methods at the granular level 

[164, 331], the desire to reveal the fundamental source of ocular dysfunctions and potentially 

save the vision of a patient are the same in the heart of healthcare professionals working in 

advanced countries such as Japan as they are in the depths of rural India.  

The addition of computer analytics may have introduced the possibility of objective 

measurement of many anterior eye properties, nevertheless current devices are only capable of 

single point analysis meaning that individual test results are presented separately and combined 

on the basis of a risk assessment exercise. Final judgement is left up to the clinician which 

introduces subjectivity and bias into the diagnosis and disagreements even between 

experienced professionals is common. 
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4.2. Aims and Objectives 

This chapter has reviewed the existing methods for evaluating anterior and dry eye assessment. 

The need for a new portable, low cost, multifunctional device which is capable of not only 

assessing NIBUT but also measurement of physical eye dimensions and provide superior imaging 

output is proposed.  

A core specification list was compiled as the early guide for the design and composed of the 

following points: 

• Non- contact, central corneal coaxial measurement 

• Total production cost below £1,000 

• Portable in nature 

• Ability to record to various outputs, ideally including mobile phones 

• Give rise to clearer images than possible with current technologies.  

This chapter is the next step in the advancement of NIBUT measurement with the aim of 

achieving greater patient comfort, greater image quality and ultimately a consistent and 

repeatable measure of TFBUT.  
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4.3. Headset Slit Lamp and NIBUT Device 

Dry eye evaluation devices of today are either large desktop-based instruments such as the 

Oculus Keratograph, Zeiss Atlas 9000, Medmont E300 or smaller equivalents like SBM Sistemi 

OSA, CSO Polaris and EasyTear View+. Varying levels of automation and measurement accuracy 

exist between models. Each form factor has strengths and weaknesses in usability which are 

inherent in their design. An example is patient positioning with respect to the instrument with 

large, stationary desktop-based systems requiring patients to be sat at a dedicated chin and 

head rest and focus their attention onto a central coloured LED located in the midpoint of the 

placido cone. This centres the eye during testing. However, patients with posture, mobility, 

hearing and concentration issues tend to struggle to be positioned correctly and follow 

instructions for accurate measurement to take place. This is especially true with young children. 

Rather than continue to follow existing instrument projection concepts, a new approach in the 

form of a hands- free device designed around a mini projection system packaged within a patient 

wearable headset was conceived as a possible solution. The headset concept comprised of a 

high intensity Chip on Board LED light source that was condensed and passed through a 3 inch 

transparent LCD window hardwired to a local computer. Depending on the pattern being 

displayed on the LCD, the light was selectively passed through transparent regions into a 

collimating lens assembly before focusing lenses guided and magnified the projected image onto 

a two-way mirror behind which was positioned a digital camera. The mirror angle could be 

adjusted to ensure correct light incidence onto the patient eye.  

A desktop proof of concept was assembled using Thor Labs OBE (New Jersey, USA) and can be 

seen in figure 4.1. This was later transposed into a tailor made headset composed of 3D printed 

and laser cut Perspex walls. This new headset was designed and created to hold the light source, 

LCD and lenses so that direct patient observation could take place and be recorded through the 

onboard camera.  
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Figure 4-1: Early bench top concepts of LCD slit lamp and NIBUT instrument 

 

 

 

Figure 4-2: Headset slit lamp optical path and component diagram. Single LED providing point light source being 
collimated through 25.4mm ø, f= 10mm plano- convex lens. Separation of LED to lens is 42.25mm (LED to rear 

surface of lens). Light is collimated as it touched the LCD on the left face. LCD introduces distortion into light path 
and although still collimated as it leaves the right face, slowly begins to diffuse as we move further from the source. 

Projection on to model eye requires focusing lens (50mm ø, f= 25mm) to focus mires onto eyeball surface. 
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Figure 4-3: Slit lamp NIBUT prototype assembled in a wearable headset enclosure 

 

4.3.1. Headset Hardware Specification 

The majority of the headset slit lamp components were sourced from a repurposed mini 

projector system with the intention of mimicking its lighting and projection methods, only on a 

smaller scale with reduced working distance. 

Table 4-3: Headset Slit Lamp hardware specification 

Component Specification 

LCD Brightness 1800 lm 

LCD Pixel Density 320x180 

Contrast Ratio 500:1 

Patient Working Distance < 0.1m 

Light Source COB White LED 

Power Source 12V, 1.5A 

Camera Resolution 1.3MP 

Connection USB 2.0 
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4.3.2. Slit Lamp headset discussion 

The prototype headset device proved surprisingly agile and extremely versatile with both 

projection capabilities and data capture. Many grid patterns were easily implemented and 

colour illumination was achieved through simple LCD manipulation, examples of which are 

shown in figure 4.4. Colour illumination could be useful for FBUT as well as identifying and 

distinguishing ring overlap in highly aberrated eyes as well as providing better clarity of ring 

warpage in dry eye testing modes. Due to the light source being projected directly in front of 

the eye as opposed from peripheral regions in present-day topographers, the LCD projection 

method allowed for zero nose and brow shadows to be present on the cornea- an issue which 

plagues computer algorithms and causes large regions of the image to be simply ignored. Figures 

4.4 show variations in the capabilities of the device. Both colour and greyscale projections could 

be created and patterns changed instantly on demand without any need for mechanical 

movement. In addition, clear, high contrast projection was accomplished over the sclera which 

is typically overlooked during tear film breakup analysis and could provide useful insights into 

previously undocumented tear film behaviour. 

Disappointingly there proved to be a major flaw in the current experimental setup with very 

little projection captured on the actual cornea once the equipment had been repackaged into 

the headset device. Looking closely at figure 4.4, the patterns are principally reflected from the 

Iris rather than the cornea itself. This is evident by the lack of reflection present within the dark 

pupil region. Figure 4.4a shows an image created using classic circular mires with a reflection 

present within the pupil region which was accomplished on the initial desktop test rig and shone 

on to a model eye. However, when the setup was installed into the close confinement of the 

headset, the short working distance to the eyeball required the use of stronger focusing lenses 

which were unavailable during the time of development. Unfortunately capture of tear film 

break up was not possible with the current equipment and although the author has great 

confidence in the potential of such a headset device, the learnings from this instrument have 

spawned a new method that could lead to a more comfortable user experience. 

One of the central benefits to the headset device was the unique hands-free operation and 

enormous flexibility of projections that could be achieved on to the ocular surface. The headset 

device could be programmed to behave as a slit lamp with simple vertical/ horizontal patterns 

of any colour or dimension being displayed on the eye. Either fully diffuse illumination or 

coloured patterns are possible which would enable topical dye installation and observation. 
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Furthermore, corneal topography and non- invasive tear break up testing could be performed 

in perfectly dark conditions as the headset acts to block all external light sources.  

Perhaps one of the greatest advantages of the headset form factor would be the ability to 

provide a comfortable platform for those with posture and mobility issues as theoretically this 

instrument could be used even on bedbound patients. There is also great potential to introduce 

eye tracking to the instrument which would relieve patients from needing to focus on a 

particular target and allow for the instrument to compensate for unintended eye movements 

during testing. 

In summary the headset instrument has proven a strong first step in the design of a new anterior 

eye device and the knowledge gained from this first attempt will be continued into the next 

iteration. 
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Figure 4-4: Headset slit lamp device demonstrating various projection modes. A) Circular mires B) Coloured circular 
mires on model eye C) Grid pattern D) Checkerboard pattern E) Checkerboard pattern on Sclera F) Dot Pattern 
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4.4. Development of the Anterior Eye Scope 

A new concept will now be introduced which uses the phenomenon of persistence of vision to 

create virtual circular mires onto the tear film and allow for high contrast, superior image 

generation.  

Human vision is the function of light focused on to the retina which causes a chemical 

stimulation and subsequent translation into electrical signals interpreted by the brain. The 

translation of chemical to electrical energy, although almost instantaneous, induces a delay of 

between 0.1 to 0.15 seconds which results in phantom image retention once that light source 

has been removed from the eye. As the eye cannot discriminate fluctuations in light faster than 

the retention period, any light changes faster than this retention period lead to overlapping 

images and give rise to continual, uninterrupted perception. 

Persistence of vision is a common occurrence that takes advantage of image retention even 

when that moment has passed. By using a light source of a higher frequency than the refresh 

rate of the eye, the brain can be ‘tricked’ into seeing a moment that has in fact already passed 

and it is this method that will be used to create the mires that will be projected on to the eye 

undergoing TFBU analysis. 

 

 

4.4.1. Device Development 

Conventional NIBUT devices use a fixed pattern of white rings which is retro illuminated. 

Reflections of these mires are then camera captured and analysed by single point computer 

algorithms which only provide a single output based on the completed test. 

The advancement of LED technology has now allowed extremely small LED units- known as 

surface mount devices (SMDs) to be manufactured at very low cost. Along with their small 

footprint is the added advantage of low power requirements and high luminosity. Several white 

SMD LEDs were mounted on a straight PCB ‘blade’ in a linear arrangement with surface 

connections between each running to a high- powered capacitor (0.47F @ 5.5v) that would 

provide power and a mass counter balance to the off- centre LED array during rotation. A 3D 

printed arm and housing complete with bearings and direct current (DC) motor connection was 

designed on Solidworks (Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay Cedex, France) and printed using 
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a Statasys UPrint 3D printer (Eden Prairie, Minnesota, US). Early design iterations can be seen in 

figure 4.5 below. 

The LED arm and motor were mounted on a temporary OBE setup, with a camera positioned off 

centre behind the blade for data capture. Once the DC motor was powered, the LED arm would 

undergo fast rotation around the central axis giving rise to the persistence of vision effect and a 

continuous ring pattern of perfect concentricity and high brightness was created, figure 4.5b.  

In early device incarnations the placido rings, although bright, were thin and the recorded 

images skewed due to camera positioning being above centre from the axis of rotation. Speed 

of rotation also needed to be controlled as the refresh rate of camera must match that of the 

rotation speed to ensure a continuous 360° capture of the POV effect. These learnings were 

used to develop further iterations. 
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Figure 4-5: POV principle testing A) Row of SMD LEDs arranged in on a linear PCB attached to central motor shaft B) 
Blade rotating at 2,100 rpm to create persistence of vision effect C) LED reflection from tear film. Image is skewed 

due to camera offset from centre of rotation 
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4.4.2. Final Device 

The final prototype device was a significant improvement over the original concepts with many 

issues needing to be overcome for precise, repeatable operation.  

The prototype is a modular unit illustrated in figure 4.6 with multimode anterior eye assessment 

capabilities. New LED light blades have been designed on Proteus (Labcenter Electronics, 

Grassington, UK) and sent for manufacture to external suppliers. New colour combinations have 

been selected which include white light, Infra-red light, red light, and alternating blue/ white 

combinations. In addition, it has been possible to source SMD LEDs with integral diffusers 

allowing continuous, even illumination for general anterior eye imaging. This is particularly 

useful for topical dye (Lissamine green or Sodium Fluorescein) or general white light anterior 

eye observation where a uniformly illuminated eye is preferred to the broken pattern inherent 

of current topography systems due to their fixed ring spacing. To minimise electronic 

complexity, each LED light option was installed on its very own head cone which could be 

swapped onto the main body.  

The main body encloses a DC motor connected to a central shaft pressed onto high speed 

bearings allowing low friction rotation. Individual LED heads are connected to the central shaft 

through magnetic connection which also provided the electrical terminals required to power the 

LEDs on the rotating cone. 

There was an inherent need to stabilise the patient head in relation to the instrument and 

centralize the projection pattern on the cornea during testing. This was accomplished through a 

fixed cone enclosure, which sits proud of the rotating head and contacts with the patient brow 

during testing. Not only does this maintain the correct distance for the fixed lens camera to focus 

sharply on the cornea, but also provides a safety feature by preventing unintended patient 

contact with the spinning cone. 

One of the greatest challenges was the need to engineer a tailor made high speed, low friction 

commutator capable of transferring power from the body of the device to the spinning LED 

blade. The speed of the motor rotation needed to be held constant- difficult to achieve when 

the onboard batteries begin to exhaust their power supply. LED brightness also needed to be 

controlled, especially with the ability to change PCB blade colours for various anterior eye tests 

(fluorescein viewing, IR capture or white light viewing) and each LED set requiring differing 

current driving values. Both issues were solved with the addition of individual buck boost 

circuitry contained within the body of a separate power unit that doubles up as the handle of 
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the device. Two versions of the handle have been created; one which holds AA batteries that 

allow for portable use of the instrument while the second is a mains powered version that is 

capable of being mounted onto a slit lamp for day to day clinical use where power is available. 

Each handle is interchangeable and held to the main body through magnetic connection.  

The POV scope allows for three modes of data capture; a simple mono eye piece with 

magnification for use in subjective anterior eye observation; a camera option for direct 

computer recording and a phone adapter option which can take advantage of the abundance of 

modern mobile phones which are commonly equipped with high powered cameras capable of 

test recording. To keep all components together, a case was repurposed for device storage and 

transportation and shown in figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4-6: The POV Scope A) Rear view with magnifying eyepiece installed B) Front view, white rings C) POV Scope used in conjunction with slit lamp, connected to mains power 

A B C 
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Figure 4-7: POV Scope with all accessories shown in portable case 
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Figure 4-8: POV Scope projection capabilities A) White ring projection B) White & Blue Combination C) White rings, B&W camera  
D) IR Rings, IR Camera, E) Red & Blue rings F) Diffuse blue with yellow filter for tear film viewing
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4.5. Study POV- A: Exploratory Comparison of NIBUT obtained 
through contemporary instruments against the newly developed 
POV Scope 

The central aim of this exploratory study was to establish the consistency of the subjective POV 

Scope as compared to commercially available instruments and gain experience as to the function 

and acceptance of the new testing modality on a small cohort of patients. 

The study was approved by Aston University Ethics Committee and conformed to all tenets of 

the Declaration of Helsinki. All clinical testing was conducted in the Aston University Vision 

Sciences centre. Six students aged 18 - 33 from the Aston University student body were recruited 

to attend a morning followed by an afternoon session on the same day of NIBUT testing. Once 

informed consent was obtained, each participant underwent five various tear film stability 

assessments on different instruments:  Keeler Tearscope, CSO Polaris, EasyTear View+, Oculus 

Keratograph 5M and the POV Scope. Order of instrument testing was randomised between 

patients but kept consistent for both sessions. A two minute interval between tests was 

enforced to prevent eye fatigue leading to potential compromise of results in following 

assessments. 

The Keeler, Polaris, Easy Tear View+ and POV Scope instruments were used in conjunction with 

a CSO camera slit lamp and hand-held timer. The participant was asked to blink twice and hold 

their eye open for as long as possible while the examiner monitored the reflection from the 

ocular surface for regions of pattern breakup. Being subjective in nature and to prevent bias, all 

test were conducted and recorded through means of a slit lamp camera during the test by a 

single clinician. After the event, recordings were played back and tear film break up deduced by 

the same examiner for both morning and afternoon sessions. Keratograph readings were 

calculated objectively by analysis of local regions of breakup and processed by onboard 

software. Software limits up to 25 seconds for each Keratograph test or up until patient blink. 

Each test was then repeated a further two times before moving on to the next instrument. 

Participants returned in the afternoon and tests conducted in the same order.  
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4.5.1. Study Results 

The purpose of this study was to gain experience and understanding of the POV Scope in real 

world clinical settings. Images captured from the various instruments have been compared and 

typical capture examples from a single patient can be seen in figures 4.9 to 4.13 for comparison. 

Usability and patient comfort to the new measurement method of the POV scope was asked. 

Although apprehensive about the spinning nature of the new device positioned close to the eye, 

once early measurements were completed many participants were perfectly comfortable with 

further testing. 

Any data to be used for NIBUT measurement fundamentally depends on the clarity of the 

projection and corneal coverage of the instrument. Regions of the cornea where no projection 

is achieved are considered lost data as the clinician is blind to any tear break up that may be 

occurring in these areas. Lightly coloured iris’, such as blue or green, naturally pose a difficult 

challenge to project upon as the white mires lose contrast against the light background and 

become problematic to distinguish in the ‘noise’ of the eye.    

A large disparity between corneal coverage, quality of mires and concentricity of the instrument 

with respect to the eye exists. The Keeler Tearscope and CSO Polaris provided a relatively large 

coverage area, but mires are significantly fainter on the former instrument. Figure 4.9 

demonstrates a gap in the mires due to incorrect mesh insertion and is noticeable in the one 

o’clock position. The instrument is also not centred on the eye giving a skewed projection 

particularly strong in the 9 to 12 o’clock regions. 

A prime example of low corneal coverage is seen in Figure 4.10. Projection achieved on this 

participant from the EasyTear+ View instrument covers <50% of the total cornea and the 

outermost mires rapidly lose their illumination intensity the further they are from the centre of 

the projection. Within the small pupil region, the mires may appear bright, but an inverse 

relationship exists between pupil size and instrument brightness- the higher the brightness, the 

smaller the pupil. It may be appealing to simply increase the projection strength by increasing 

instrument brightness but would result in major pupil contraction and a loss of the ideal dark 

pupil region which offers greatest reflectance in the centre of the eye. Reflex tearing and patient 

discomfort are also most likely to increase.  

Advanced instruments take advantage of this inverse relationship through the use of an infra- 

red light source as opposed to conventional white light. However, this is impossible to employ 
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in subjective instruments which require direct clinician observation as the clinicians themselves 

would not be able to see the mires during testing.  

Images obtained from the Keratograph are much brighter, consistent and occupy a large corneal 

area. Nevertheless, this instrument suffers from a unique flaw due to its design and working 

distance. Shadow regions evident from the 3 to 5 o’clock positions in figure 4.12 are created by 

the patient’s nose which blocks the mires from reaching the ocular surface. Further interruptions 

in the mires can be seen in broken/ intermittent superior and inferior regions of the cornea due 

to eyelashes. This is a major issue as software algorithms must immediately exclude these 

regions from their analysis, otherwise false positive results may be triggered. What initially looks 

like a large, clear corneal projection is progressively reduced to a relatively horizontal corridor 

stretching from the left to right of the eye.  

Lastly, the POV Scope in figure 4.13 demonstrates a wide projection area and strong contrast of 

mires across the surface. A brighter section between 4 and 5 o’clock is the result of the speed of 

the blade revolution not being correctly matched to camera refresh rate causing over exposure 

in this part of the projection as overlap in rotation doubles the brightness in this zone. Evidence 

of tear breakup can be witnessed between the 2 and 3 o’clock regions with a break in the fourth 

mire from the centre.  

Looking through all instruments in the line-up, top and bottom eyelash shadows are present on 

all the images but are not as easy to notice in on some instruments due to weak mire projections. 

The POV scope also generates such eyelash shadows which may require mathematical 

correction through interpolation in the future or outright exclusion should they pose an issue 

with data analysis.  Unfortunately, eyelash influences are unavoidable no matter what 

instrument is used and are made worse through the use of makeup or false lash extensions. 
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Figure 4-9: Keeler Tearscope NIBUT Capture. Mesh wrongly inserted giving rise to a twisted projection pattern. 
 Gap in 1 o’clock position mesh pattern. White rings difficult to distinguish from blue/ green iris- especially towards 

the outer edges of the projection regions. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4-10: EasyTear View+ NIBUT Capture. Very small projection zone in the centre of the cornea. Low contrast 

in regions outside of dark pupil area making confident analysis of NIBUT difficult. Most likely cause is poor 
instrument positioning with regards to patient. 
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Figure 4-11: CSO Polaris NIBUT Capture. Large projection coverage with good pattern clarity all the way towards 
the periphery. Mesh wrongly inserted giving rise to large white regions from 1 to 5 and 8 to 11 o’clock position) 

Figure 4-12: Oculus Keratograph 5M NIBUT capture. B&W capture as opposed to colour- boosts contrast on light 
coloured eye. Good coverage of cornea but strong artefacts present from top and bottom eyelashes. Nose shadow 

large in 3 to 5 o’clock region.  Evidence of tear break up visible in 10 o’clock area, ring 3 from centre.  
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Although sample size is small (6 participants, 3 measurements per patient), a Shapiro- Wilk test 

(P > 0.05) was conducted on a sample of the data to check for normality and returned a non-

normal distribution indicating to non- parametric testing requirements. This is consistent with 

previous studies of a similar nature [196, 332]. All statistical testing conducted using SPSS 

software package (IBM, Hampshire, England). 

Two Spearman correlation matrix’s were calculated between morning and afternoon instrument 

results and can be seen in table 4.4.  Significant variations (P < 0.05) between NIBUT measured 

on various instruments are highlighted in orange. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-13: POV Scope NIBUT capture. Brighter region in 4 to 5 o’clock zone as discrepancy between rotation 
speed and camera shutter speed giving rise to double exposure. Good corneal coverage, strong contrast with 

bright rings making easy work of identifying projection. TFBU occurring in 2 o’clock position, ring 5 from centre.  
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Table 4-4: Spearman’s rank correlations between morning and afternoon sessions, n= 6. 

Morning Testing 

 

Keeler 
Tearscope 

CSO 
Polaris 

EasyTear Keratograph 
POV 

Scope 
Keeler Tearscope 1 0.26 0.63 0.35 0.15 

CSO Polaris - 1 0.64 0.61 -0.05 

EasyTear View  - - 1 0.67 -0.05 

Keratograph - - - 1 0.16 

POV Scope - - - - 1 

      

      
Afternoon Testing 

 

Keeler 
Tearscope 

CSO 
Polaris 

EasyTear Keratograph 
POV 

Scope 
Keeler Tearscope 1 0.42 0.40 -0.02 0.29 

CSO Polaris - 1 0.52 0.52 0.22 

EasyTear View - - 1 0.28 0.27 

Keratograph - - - 1 0.28 

POV Scope - - - - 1 

 

Performance between the new POV Scope and the existing instruments showed greater 

variation in the morning sessions than in the afternoon. Between both combinations of CSO 

Polaris vs POV Scope (ρ < 0.05) and Keeler Tearscope vs POV Scope (ρ < 0.05), significant 

differences between break up time results were recorded. A significant difference was also 

calculated between the Keratograph 5M compared to the Keeler Tearscope in the afternoon 

session (ρ < 0.05). Such inconsistencies highlight the problems with subjective measurement 

methods which give rise to results of questionable accuracy as measurement was undertaken 

through human observation and vital details are easier to miss, especially in cases of poor 

reflection and low corneal coverage. Mean NIBUT achieved from by the POV scope (σ = 5.61 

seconds, S.D. ± 2.77) was lower than competing instruments with a lower maximum test time 

that the other four instruments suggesting additional factors in the measurement process. 

Table 4-5: Descriptive statistics of various instruments and achieved TFBUT. n= 6  

  
Minimum Maximum 

Interquartile 
Range 

Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 

Tearscope 4.44 14.7 5.44 8.63 3.57 

Polaris 4.92 13.14 5.59 8.52 3.07 

EasyTear View 4.05 15.1 6.49 8.13 4.01 

Keratograph 4.86 19.7 7.85 9.73 5.45 

POV 3.87 8.02 2.77 5.61 1.55 
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Due to the non-parametric nature of the results, Freidman paired wise tests with Bonferroni 

adjustment (due to multiple analysis being conducted on the small sample number), were 

implemented to measure overall agreement of NIBUT between instruments on all test subjects. 

Save for the EasyTear View+, significant differences have been discovered when the POV scope 

NIBUT times are compared with other instruments and are highlighted in orange in table 4.6.  

 

Table 4-6: Freidman analysis between repeated results on NIBUT Measurement between instruments (n = 6) 

Instrument A Instrument B Significance Adjusted Significance 

POV Scope EasyTear View+ 0.071 0.707 

POV Scope Tearscope 0.003 0.030 

POV Scope Polaris 0.000 0.005 

POV Scope Keratograph 0.001 0.008 

EasyTear View+ Tearscope 0.245 1.000 

EasyTear View+ Polaris 0.093 0.933 

EasyTear View+ Keratograph 0.121 1.000 

Tearscope Polaris 0.606 1.000 

Tearscope Keratograph 0.699 1.000 

Polaris Keratograph 0.897 1.000 

 

Although the projection pattern and coverage of the POV Scope is strong, readings suggest a 

consistent premature breakup of the tear film on this instrument as opposed to the others. Upon 

reflection this may be the result of the fundamental operation of the device as it requires high 

speed rotation of the LED cone to produce the POV effect and an unintended consequence is 

the disturbance of air around the eye. In effect the spinning LED is wafting air onto the eyeball 

promoting evaporative tear break up and skewing the results to a shorter NIBUT. LED cone 

redesign will need to take place for future tests. 

Figure 4.14 shows Bland Altman plots, including mean values and 95% confidence limits, on 

individual NIBUT results calculated for each of the instruments compared with the POV Scope. 
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Figure 4-14: Bland Altman plots for each instrument compared with POV Scope, n=6.  
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Across the four comparisons there tends to be good general agreement between instruments 

when NIBUT values fall between 4 to 8 seconds. There spread is particularly concentrated with 

regards to POV Scope vs. Keratograph with exception to two outliers where divergence is 

noticeable in the longer test times. The remaining three instrument NIBUT values tend to be 

grouped in the 4 to 8 second region but with greater spacing. This is postulated to be a result of 

the subjective nature of the models being compared. Whereas the Keratograph is held to pre- 

defined computer algorithms which produce a predictable behaviour, the remaining 

instruments are at the mercy of interpretation from human decision making. It is therefore 

expected that comparison of two subjective measures will give rise to greater disparity (figures 

4.14a to c) as opposed to an objective vs subjective measure, where one of the results are 

restrained objectively (figure 4.14d). It is this need to achieve greater confidence in obtained 

NIBUT values that drives the desire to improve instrument design and produce better 

projections that can be clearly recognised by objective computer algorithms and give consistent 

results.  

Due to testing being separated across morning and afternoon sessions, an intra- class 

comparison was made between both visits totalling 60 readings across both sessions. As 

expected, table 4.7 shows a very strong correlation between both sets of results which is due to 

the same examiner being present across both periods. Any difference between morning and 

afternoon sessions cannot solely be contributed to just examiner bias but must also consider 

that the actual tear break up times experienced by participants can vary between sessions 

depending on their activity during the interval.  

 

 

Table 4-7: Interclass correlation between morning and afternoon sessions 

      

95% Confidence 
Interval 

Session N Mean Std. Dev.  Intra- class 
Correlation 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Morning 30 7.97 4.17 
 0.821 0.624 0.915 

Afternoon 30 8.28 3.97 
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Current cohort size is small with only 6 participants, and limited reliance should be placed on 

the results. To reiterate this was an exploratory study on the usability and acceptance of the 

new projection method on real world patients rather than a full-scale comparison study and the 

newly identified unintended influences of the spinning LED cone should now be considered 

when developing the beta instrument. 

Correctly defining appropriate statistical methods to employ is difficult with disagreements 

between researchers common. Any future studies will take advantage of GPower calculations 

to estimate necessary sample size and follow recommendations expressed by Armstrong et al. 

for appropriate study design and statistical analysis [333].  
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4.6. Discussion 

The newly invented POV Scope has shown great potential as an original method for 

measurement of NIBUT. In April 2018 a patent was submitted for the recognition of the author 

as the inventor of the device and the author is pursuing avenues for the commercialisation of 

the technology. 

The wide ranging incarnations of dry eye make it difficult to identify with many inconsistent 

signs, and there is a general apathy toward dry eye diagnosis and treatment because of this [16, 

107, 131, 135]. Contemporary objective instruments perform single point tests which still 

require a final interpretation by clinicians. Technology has now evolved to allow for machine 

learning and artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities to be built into medical devices. It is the 

intention of the author to take advantage of these possibilities and develop an objective, early 

diagnosis device for dry eye and ocular surface disease without the need for experienced doctors 

for the interpretation of obscure results. 

The POV prototype instrument is considered to be at Technology Readiness level 3 (TRL3) and it 

is envisaged by the author that there shall be two eventual devices born from the original 

prototype- the first being a stationary unit which can be used in conjunction with common slit 

lamps with patients presented on a chin rest, and the second being a modular device with 

interaction possible either through a tablet or mobile phone interface while being used to 

diagnose patients beyond the restricted confines of traditional clinics.  

The existing prototype uses interchangeable heads for different coloured LED illumination 

systems which shall be upgraded to a single head unit with multi LED blade arrangements 

including RGB, IR, diffuse white and diffuse blue. Unlike present devices, the POV scope will be 

capable of adjusting the angle of the cone to match patient face profile. Younger patients tend 

to have smaller head and eye socket profiles than their adult counterparts. To ensure maximum 

corneal coverage and therefore data collection, the cone angle will be adjustable to ensure the 

device perfectly matches the patient it is being used on. Not only will this simplify usage but also 

expand the potential for the device to be capable of measurement of many dry eye indicators 

such as FBUT, NIBUT, Meibomian gland dysfunction and even corneal topography.  

By being portable the POV scope can also be used to diagnose conditions in mobility restricted 

patients such as the elderly or isolated communities in the developing world where access to 

transport is difficult. A well-trained clinician may visit large communities and only the patient 

suffering for visual complication need be referred to hospital, thereby using limited resources in 
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a more efficient manner while reaching greater patient numbers. Indeed it has once been said 

that the challenge for eye care providers in the 21st century is finding innovative solutions to 

build capacity within servicers in the face of diminishing resources which maintaining delivery 

of high- quality care. 

To help lower costs and to be accessible to developing markets, the portable unit will allow for 

data capture through a mobile phone camera which are now abundant and can be used to 

control the instrument through a dedicated application developed for onboard patient record 

keeping and data storage as well as providing usage instructions to the operator. Dry eye 

questionnaires can also be part of the app allowing for more data collection and diagnosis with 

a higher confidence in line with DEWS II guidelines [36]. 

A new test for EDE is also uniquely possible with the POV Scope. Contemporary eye tests are 

performed in clean, closed clinics which do not necessarily reflect real world patient experiences 

such as environmental and wind exposure. Therefore, it can be argued that test results are not 

a true reflection of conditions experienced by patients in their everyday lives. However, due to 

the spinning nature of the cone, a slight breeze may be induced onto the ocular surface that can 

mimic normal windy situations and there is potential for this to be able to classify the type of 

dry eye disease present (either evaporative or aqueous deficient) based of tear film break up 

under windy conditions. More testing is however required. 

Finally, control of the spinning LEDs can allow for custom pattern generation and lighting density 

which opens great potential for additional device features. One such possibility may be slit lamp 

type examinations where a vertical slit of desired dimensions is created through manipulation 

of LED on/ off timings. Example of various possible POV scope projection is shown in figure 4.15. 

Undeniably the potential of this instrument is greater than just dry eye diagnosis and through 

development may become capable of complete anterior eye evaluation all in the palm of one’s 

hand. 
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Figure 4-15: Examples of various images captured on POV Scope prototype 
 

POV Scope on slit lamp POV Scope portable mode 
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5. Thesis Conclusions 

The irrevocable nature of advanced dry eye causes daily misery to millions of people [124, 149, 

334, 335]. Seen as the chronic pain sufferers of the ophthalmic world, and with limited options 

for remedies, dry eye may sound rather trivial but the negative impact of one’s life is substantial 

and often leaves patients with a choice between perpetual discomfort and pain, or the continual 

search for relief that is yet to be discovered [107]. To clinicians, the disease is equally frustrating 

with signs and symptoms not conclusively matching [135, 336] and options limited to mostly 

palliative care with newer treatments such as Intense Pulsed Light (IPL) and tear stimulation 

techniques (such as the Lipiflow System, iHeat WC) yet to prove consistent efficacy at reasonable 

cost [337-339].  

Nelson et al. surveyed 70 dry eye sufferers and discovered the impact the disease had on their 

daily lives- table 5.1, with 27% of those asked indicating dry eye as the main reason for additional 

use of other medications – such as antibiotics and anti- inflammatory agents [107]. 

 

Table 5-1: Dry eye impact on quality of life. Data taken from A new look at dry eye disease and its treatments [107] 

Quality of Life* % of Dry Eye Patients Affected** 

Lower confidence 38.6 

Reduced leisure time 35.7 

Daily activity frustration 34.3 

Unhappy or depressed 25.7 

Reduced work time 25.7 

Missed outings 14.3 

Change of work 12.9 

Require help 11.4 

Other 7.1 

None of the above apply 22.9 
  

  

Vision Related Activities*** % of Dry Eye Patients Affected 

Driving at night 32.3 

Reading 27.5 

Working on computer/ bank machine 25.7 

Watching television 17.9 

  
* Any impact of symptoms 

 
** Each patient allowed to indicate as many items as applicable 

*** Symptoms interfered with activities most of the time 
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With the ever-increasing global population, growing exposure to visual display devices and 

millions of sufferers yet to be identified, dry eye is a health issue that has yet to be fully 

appreciated [145].  

All the work contained within the preceding chapters of the thesis have focused on researching 

current mainstream diagnostic techniques, recognising strengths and limitations, and then 

pushing the boundaries for the betterment of early stage dry eye recognition. Ocular health is 

universally important and it is hoped that solutions proposed will cater for sufferers on all ranges 

of the global societal spectrum especially the often overlooked developing world populations. It 

is clear from the work contained within this thesis that new frontiers have been reached in 

addressing the growing global problems surrounding dry eye and its’ reliable, early diagnosis.  

 

Chapter 2- High Performance filters, introduced a new inexpensive approach to fluorescein 

imaging. Identified as one of the four key techniques for dry eye identification, and a favoured 

test among the professional community [122, 172], FBUT is central to dry eye diagnosis. FBUT is 

a low- cost technique and can be performed with minimal discomfort to the patient. Only a slit 

lamp with adequate filters is needed which although may be considered a trivial requirement 

for many developed countries, this is not always the case in poorer global regions. The author 

has identified that modern slit lamp filter performance is variable between manufacturers and 

a slow trend away from halogen to LED light sources may contribute further to disparity between 

examinations. Added to the fact that fluorescein observation is subjective, clinicians should have 

access to the best techniques available to science for the assessment of ocular health. 

Blue filters are necessary to excite the fluorescein dye compound which has been instilled into 

the patients’ eye. A companion yellow filter is used to exclude all wavelengths that fall outside 

of the fluorescein emission spectrum. The closer the excitation and emission filters are to ideal 

fluorescein the better viewing [173]. Glass filters have tended to be the preferred choice for 

fluorescein viewing due to the high precision with which particular colours can be tuned, but 

this leads to higher manufacturing costs. Optical clarity is also high and blue light hazard 

exposure is an important consideration. 

A hands- free design was developed and plastic injection moulding manufacturing process 

selected. The base material was carefully chosen as polycarbonate. Although plastic dye colour 

is difficult to tune, final spectrum and transmission results of the both filters prove very 

favourable compared to glass equivalents. Due to large discrepancies between white light 
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sources, two blue filters were developed- one for halogen and one for LED light sourced slit 

lamps. 93% and 97% of ideal fluorescein coverage has been achieved, however poor 

transmissivity of 20 to 30% has compromised ultimate filter performance. A white diffuse filter 

to allow general anterior eye observation shared the same form factor and also provided 

positive results. 

A clip-on yellow emission filter was developed separately to the blue and white filters. The 

mechanical requirements of filter operation forced the material selection to being 

polycarbonate once again. Although not ideal for optical clarity, viewing performance was high 

and fluorescence contrast strong. Bausch & Lomb have shown interest in distribution of the 

yellow filters and thus far 1,000 units have been manufactured and distributed globally, with a 

second 16,000 follow-up order being negotiated. Aston University optometry students have 

been using the filters as part of their slit lamp training in live situations.  

It must be mentioned that although the blue and yellow filters work well separately, when used 

together performance is significantly lacking. The close excitation and emission spectra of 480 

and 520 nm constrict the amount of contrast available to just a 40 nm window. Areas of differing 

fluorescence are difficult to distinguish from each other and this is exacerbated by the lower 20 

– 30% transmissivity caused by the 3 mm cross sectional thickness of the blue filters simply 

meaning that less light reaches the patient eye. To compound this, there is a large region of blue 

and yellow filter overlap in the 500 nm region which effectively cancels out any fluorescence in 

this area. All these factors combine to diminish viewing and may only be improved upon by 

creating thinner filters with a greater and sharper separation between the blue and yellow 

colours.  

Finally, with production costs below £1 per unit for either blue or yellow filters and performance 

matching, if not exceeding glass equivalents, solutions in chapter 2 serve as a reminder that 

expense is not always linked to performance. 

 

Chapter 3- Non-contact approaches to tear film measurement explored the potential for low 

cost assessment of the physical tear film thickness and behaviour. Many common procedures 

for dry eye diagnosis, such as the aforementioned fluorescein instillation or osmolarity testing 

may disturb baseline homeostasis and skew results [183]. Various forms of dry eye have 

different effects on tear film dynamics, such as premature thinning and compromised 

composition. The search for a low-cost instrument that is capable of evaluating an invisible fluid 
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in the microns measurement range has until recently been beyond the possibilities of science, 

but would provide great insight into behaviour both pre- and post- treatment of the tear film. 

Extrinsic influences on dry eye such as contact lens wear or prescription medicine could be 

assessed. Current tear film thickness readings have been achieved through ultra- high resolution 

OCT with values between 2 to 5 µm viewed as healthy [93, 94]. High costs render such 

instruments prohibitively expensive for day to day use and as the tear film thickness is at the 

limit of their resolution, dynamic measurements are not obtainable. 

Research focused on low cost off the shelf chromatic confocal and interferometric techniques 

produced by Micro Epsilon and Precitec respectively. Both instruments underwent a battery of 

tests on a range of anterior eye parameters including; in vivo tear film thickness measurement; 

in vivo pre and post contact lens tear film thickness measurement; corneal thickness; and ex 

vivo B- scanning possibilities.  

Internationally recognised model eye values for refractive indexes were used, and consistent 

refractive indexes of biological materials fixed between tests. Results varied between 

interferometric and chromatic methods. Live tear film thickness measurements at the corneal 

apex were successfully achieved over a period of several blinks and clear thinning behaviour was 

observed over the course of the eye lid being open. This work has uncovered that it is not 

accurate to quote a single tear film thickness value as the fluid itself is highly dynamic and in a 

state of constant change. A thickness value obtained moments post blink was 3.28 µm with a 

thinning rate of 0.0507 µms-1, both in line with existing literature [92, 97, 282]. Behaviour of tear 

film spreading and progressive thinning were observed for the first time and the effect of various 

blinking intermissions measured. The tear film is never stable and never truly at rest. Therefore, 

the author proposes that all future tear film thickness values should be quoted at one second 

after the eyelid has opened and only after several relaxed and natural complete blinks prior to 

measurement instance. This is sufficient time for the tear film to spread uniformly over the 

ocular surface and precede thinning actions which may significantly affect thickness. Secondly, 

tear thinning rates could be evaluated over the course of several blinks which themselves would 

give clinicians great awareness of tear stability and point to appropriate treatment pathways. 

TFT values and thinning rates were significantly altered upon contact lens insertion, material 

composition and duration of wear. Such information would be a powerful tool to match dry eye 

suffers with appropriate lens material that promotes TF thickness and stability. No such insight 

currently exists, leaving patients to empirically experiment between lens material and 

subjectively judge personal comfort levels. Addition of eye drops resulted in a lower post-blink 
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TF thickness of 2.98 ± 0.243 µm, but with a slower thinning rate of 0.0185 µms-1- slightly counter 

intuitive to expected findings which were anticipated to show an increase in tear film thickness 

through the addition of artificial tears. 

Central corneal thickness was easily obtained but anterior chamber depth measurement proved 

harder due to signal attenuation through deeper layers of tissue penetration. Only one reading 

with the CHrocodile SE controller with 12 mm probe was successful but required much patience 

and a steady head. Even then it is unclear if the surfaces detected are indeed the ones that are 

thought to be as there is no camera present on the probe and likely surfaces must be inferred 

from expected values. Contact lens thickness measurement proved successful with the 

confocalDT 3 mm probe equipment and even recognition of CL in unopened packaging was 

possible which could easily translate into a new quality control method used in industry.  

Investigations into B- Scanning capabilities were solely conducted with the confocalDT 2451 with 

3mm probe as only this setup was available at the appropriate time. The custom 3- axis OBE rig 

was built specifically for this application and a plastic model eye, a porcine eye and submerged 

contact lens were evaluated. Out of the three samples only the plastic eye could be measured. 

Corneal thickness of the porcine eye proved unsuccessful due to the return signal of the probe 

being too weak for reliable measurement. The controller works by averaging many signals 

together to create a steady thickness value. The movement of the eye on the stage proved too 

much to lock onto a reading. A similar issue was encountered with the contact lens which was 

submerged in a saline solution that severely attenuated signal strength towards the lower 

depths where the periphery of the lens was found. 

Several notable weaknesses of both Micro Epsilon confocalDT and Precitec CHRocodile SE 

instruments exist. The first is the restricted area over which scanning can take place; 6 – 40 µm 

spot diameter and an allowable tilt angle tolerance as low as ±5° depending on instrument and 

probe combinations. Added to this is the tiny working distance from probe face of only 3 – 180 

µm for the Precitec interferometric probe. Such tight requirements severely restrict the usability 

of the instruments in clinical settings with day to day patients. It would simply be too difficult to 

correctly position the patient necessary for quick measurements and the author struggled for 

three weeks before readings were captured. Secondly, measurements were achieved at the 

corneal apex exclusively, but are blind to what may be happening in other regions of the ocular 

surface. To simply assume that TF thickness and thinning rates are uniform over the eyeball is 

incorrect. B- Scanning is possible, but not at the speed required to capture pseudo live data.  
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Up to this point all work was conducted with simple off the shelf probes and ready to use 

equipment. Both manufacturers offer custom probe designs based on user requirements which 

is the next step in the development of this technology. A close working partnership with the 

equipment supplier can yield a probe tailored exclusively to anterior eye evaluation 

requirements, larger scanning area and an overall better patient experience. Both 

manufacturers have expressed interest in such cooperation. 

 

Chapter 4 – Non-contact evaluation of the anterior eye focused on NIBUT techniques centred on 

the projection and observation of mires on to the tear film. Degradation of projections reflected 

from the tear film give indications of stability and location of tear film breakup. Advanced 

contemporary instruments allow for the extraction of additional ocular information such as 

corneal topography, meibomian gland analysis, astigmatism, bulbar redness and other metrics. 

However, in addition to cost they suffer for many drawbacks, a lack of portability and large space 

requirements. 

A completely new projection method based on the persistence of vision effect was conceived 

and developed into a functioning prototype and tested alongside contemporary instruments in 

an exploratory study consisting of six participants.  

As opposed to conventional fixed projection systems such as the Oculus Keratograph or 

Medmont E300, the POV Scope is capable of changing its pattern, colour, spacing and angle of 

projection in relation to unique patient requirements. More tests can be conducted with a single 

instrument which occupies less space, is portable and a lower cost to produce.  

The study demonstrated a mean tear film breakup time of 5.61 seconds, SD = 1.55 compared 

with 9.73 seconds, SD = 5.45 obtained with the industry leading Oculus Keratograph. Although 

the data showed a discrepancy between established instruments and the POV Scope, the 

reasons for this lie with the spinning cone prompting a blowing effect on to the eyeball inducing 

unintended evaporative tear film side effects. Refinements of the instrument continue, and the 

blowing can be eliminated through the introduction of a clear enclosure over the cone. A 

decision has been taken to spinout an Aston University company to develop the technology 

commercially. A patent application was submitted April 2018 and a dedicated dry eye diagnosis 

instrument will be developed closely following DEWS II diagnostic guidelines for evaluating the 

presence of dry eye [36]. Together with onboard machine learning and multi- testing 

capabilities, the POV Scope will be capable of providing dry eye questionnaires, NIBUT and FBUT. 
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In addition, Meibomian gland atrophy, bulbar redness, and tear meniscus height will all be 

evaluated through the onboard AI system to give a comprehensive assessment of anterior eye 

health and identify early dry eye conditions.  

The portable nature of the instrument will disrupt the current provision of care. No longer will 

patients be required to make the journey to clinics for assessment. The instrument, being 

portable, will spare the old and immobile, typically the most susceptible to dry eye from travel. 

This will also be a great benefit to developing nations where populations tend to be scattered 

over large areas and beyond the reach of current care. It is the hope of the author that the POV 

Scope will indeed be the “go to” device for dry eye assessment. 

 

5.1. Concluding Remarks 

The journey to develop new approaches to anterior eye evaluation has been fruitful and shows 

that much room still exists to better serve patients. The complex nature of dry eye and its many 

incarnations leads to much frustration between clinicians who are not adequately equipped to 

provide comprehensive, reliable diagnosis, and growing numbers of patients which face little 

relief once the disease has taken hold. 

It is the authors’ opinion that manufacturers offer as many testing regimes as possible and no 

single device exists that can be used to definitively identify dry eye without following DEWs II 

guidelines [39]. This may still be the case in years to come, but the work contained within this 

thesis has led to enhanced techniques that will enable greater direction to future instrument 

development and may one day lead to a single test that can accurately identify even early stage 

dry eye and allow for fast remedial action before the onset of permanent damage. 

It can be said that this body of work is more reflective of an engineering rather than a clinical 

degree and that is apparent by the focus on device creation and unique applications of new 

techniques rather than large scale data collection. The natural next step for this completed work 

is to be continued by ophthalmologists with the intention to collect clinical data on the accuracy 

of diagnosis and further development work to take place that will bring the techniques discussed 

closer to real world applications and daily use. Further refinement of each technique should only 

take place by those close to understanding requirements of the end users and developing 

appropriately to meet their needs and satisfy patient expectations. 
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